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ABSTRACT

This dissertation
provides an investigation
inEo tl're
impact of increasing uncertainty
for five relatecl classes of
models. These classes of models are related in the sense
that all are choice
Lheoretical
models, their objective
function contains two or three arguments, and the decisionmaker has t\,vo choice variables.
These classes of models are
seen as different
because of differences
in the definition
of the argument.s in the objective
functions,
or the definÍtions of the choice variables.
In our determination
of the impact of increasing
uncertainty
for any one class of model, results from one or
more of several other models are employed. These resulls
are presented in Sandno (L97 0 and L97L). Block and Heinelce
(L973), Ishii
(f977), Hanson and Menezes (f978), and
Tressler and Menezes ( f980).
These result.s are derived from
rnodels which conÈain one or two argument-s, and contain one
choice variable.
By co*pãii"o.,. with the five related
classes of models which are Èhe object of concern in this
dissertaËion,
these models are similar.
In facE, these
models , an<1 their relat ed result s , may be seen as cont inuenÈs of the five classes of models to be investigated.
IË
is because of this that these models and their results prove
useful in our determination
of the inpact of increasing
uncertainty.
The contributions
of this dissertation
by
Chapt er are as fo1lows.
Chapter III extends Cowellrs (f9Bf) analysis of the
"safe r,Jork, risky \,üork, and leisure"
decision by defining
the restrictions
on the utility
function which are needed to
render unambiguous the effecLs of a " sandmo-type" increase
in uncertainty
of the wage-rate paid to risky trork on the
optirnal allocation
of labor supply.
In this investigation,
results
frorn Block and Heineke (1973), and Tressler and
Menezes ( f9B0) are employed.
In a two-period model, Sandmo (L969 ) considers the
comparative-static
effects of a mean-preserving increase in
the uncertaint.y of the relurn on the risky asset on the
optimal allocation
of initíal
wealth to first-period
consumption, the safe asset , and the risky asset . Sandrno concludes Ehat these effect.s are indeterminate
without further
restriclions
function.
on the utility
Chapters IV and V
propose tvro alternative
solutions
to this problem.
The
solution offered Ín Chapter IV is based on results from
Sandmo ( 1970) and Hanson and Menezes ( l97B).
The soluÈion
offered in Chapter V is based on results from Block and
Heineke (197 3) , and Tressler and Menezes ( 1980) .
framework of criminal activIn a choice-theoretic.
ity, Block and Heineke ( I975a) consider the comparativestaEic effect of a mean-preserving increase in the uncer-

Ìx

tainÈy of the rate of capture or arrest.
They determine
that two restrictions
on the utility
function are required
to obtain an unambiguous result.
The purpose of Chapter VI
is Èwof o1d " using rhe rr'ork of Block and Heineke ( I973) and
Tressler and Menezes ( l9B0) , this Chapter assesses Ehe
robustness of the result obtained by Block and Heineke, and
seconclly extends the inquiry of Block and Heineke by determining four other comparative-static
effects related. to the
same problem.
In eupirj-ca1 research into the developments of tax
evasion, one of several regularities
has emerged: information about the tax system in a contributing
factor to both
the decision to evade taxes, and the anount of Íncome underreported.
chapter vrr provides a choice theoretical
model
of tax evasion ancl labor supply whose intended purpose is to
provide a formal analysis of these phenomena. Using the
rsachsen and st.rom (r980) model of tax evasion and labor
supply, Ëhis chapter assesses Ehe total and uarginal effects
of imperfect information
about the parameters of the tax
systen " 0ur determination
of the inarginal effects is
enabled by Ëhe use of restrictions
on the uLility
function
proposed by Block and Heineke ( i973) and Tressler and
Menezes (1980).
Chapter VIII extends the literature
on the econourics
of labor supply under uncerÈainty by adapting the Leuthold
( i96B) and Kosters (L966) models of rhe farnily labor supply
decision t-o
stochastic
environment.
The toËal and nargj_na1 effects of uncertainty
are deüermined for both modeltypes.
In the determination
of the marginal effects,
the
resulrs of B1o ck and Heineke ( 1973) and Tressler and Menezes
(f980) are employed.
d

Chapter IX provides a solution to a problen posed by
Block and Heineke (L97 2 and r975b) . The problern is Lhe
identÍfication
of plausible
restrictions
on the utility
function ¡vhich permit the signing of the comparative-static
effects of a "sandmo-type" increase in interest-rat-e
uncertainty on the optimal leve1s of labor supply and savings.
0ur investigation
is enabled by the r¿ork of sandmo ( 1968),
Mirman ( r971) , Bloclc and Heinelce ( r973) , Levhari and \^leiss
(L97 4), and Iìanson and Menezes ( 1978) .
Chapter X presents a model of the o\,/ner-managed firm
under output-price
uncerLainty.
The results obtaíned here
are twofo1d.
The firsl- is the effect of risk preference on
the optimal behavior of the 0l'IF. The second is the compara-tive-static
ef f ects of both an additive
shif t, ancl a rnultiplicative
in the distribution
shift,
(or a "sandmo-type"
increase in the uncertaínty)
on the optimal lever of optput
and Lhe optimal level of owner-nanager effort.
In the
of these comparative statj_c effects,
determination
results
frorn sandmo (197r), Block and Heineke ( 1973), and rshii
(L977) are employed.

CHAPTER I
TNTRODUCTION

I.Jith the appearaDce of Kenneth Arrowts

Aspects of

the Theory of Risk-Bearin

c

economics of uncertaínty

has gro\./n in exponential

tions.

so great has been this

surveys of the liEerature
and prepared. I
has motivated

growth that

r^re well

on the
propor-

of late

have been apparently

The ques tion

numerous

warranted,

might ask is:

I{hat

these efforts?

An insightful
recent

in L966, the lit.erature

introdr:ctory

ans\{er to thís
paper by yasuhiro

question

ís found in

SakaÍ (i977a).

writes:
"The tÌreory of economic science consists to a
large exEent of theoríes about how individuals try to find the 'best' or 'optimal?
decision anìong possibly an infinite
number of
a-1 ternatives,
subj ect to a certain environrnent over whích they have no control.
It is
more reali.stic
and reasonable to assume that
fu11 information
of the environment is not
available
to decision malcers, presumably
because its random nature p-el_se, or because
of human ignorance, or becauèã of both"..
( ft¡
is true that the old, deterministic
approach is apart from economíc reality
because of relying upon the assumption of
complete inf ormation and perf ect f ores j_ght,
and is less satj-sfactory
than the nevr,
stochastic
approach.
But, if v/e reckorr Ëhe
former approach merely as an o1d, useless
piece in the teconomics museunt, v/e would
comrnit a serious mistake of overestímating
the po\,/er and scope of the lat ter.
The:
time-honored, sound and solid basis that is
characteristÍc
of the Èraditj-onal approach

a

Sakai

2

should be reexamined and retained in a broader perspective.
A more balanced view of t.hÍs
point would be that the stochastic
approach
aims at a eneraLization
of the det.erminístic
approac in the sense that the latter
ea s
with a s ecial case in which ever thin
Ls
perc ent sure .
I
(In) introducing
uncertainEy factors
into economic models, we rnighE f ace Ehe unwanted danger of establishing
'uncertain
economics t rather Ehan uncertainEy economics.
If v/e regard everything as being completely
uncertain and incomprehensible to us, we
would fail with 100 percent probability
to
establish
any sorE of constructive
proposition-and economic science -uuould be iabelled
as the dismal science. . .
Summing up r the si nificance
of uncertaint
economics resides in Lhe fact t at
beine more general than certa nty economics,
iL succeeds in offerin
a betÈer ex lanation
of vre I known results in economic theor
and
also giving a new nsighr into sorne hitherto
unknorvn results that would not be otherwise
obÈainab1e" (pp. 5L-52 ).
Not only does Sakaits
of the literature,
for

but iE also provides

the main objectives

tives

are tt/o-fo1d.

existing

observatÍon

for

this

The first

deterrninistic
envj.ronaent.

definition

of the assumption-set

decision

These objec-

0ur particular

of several

models to

a

concern here is the

needed to sign the irnpact

on the optimal

choices of the

maker in such models.
The

s

ec ond

is the definicion

of the assumption-set

needed to sÍgn the impact of increasing
optimal

justification

dissertation.

(or non-slochastic)

uncertaínty

clear

the growth

is the adaptation

stochastic

of increasing

explain

ch<¡ices of the decision

stochastic

models.

problem which

was

In all
previously

uncertalnty

maker fot: several

such cases considered,

on the
existing
we solve

posed, and in most cases left

a

J

unsolved.
All

in all,

tieation

into

related

classes

dissertation

represents

the impacÈs of increasing
of models.

domain of inquiry
vision,

rhis

the inves-

urÌcertainty

on five

In order Ëhat we nay define

in greaE.er deEail

and

the

with more clarÍty

of

an overvÍew to choice rnodels in Ëhe economics of

uncert.ainty
following

r-1

is required.

This overvier¿ is found in the

taxonomy.

A Taxonomy of Partial,

ParÈia1 Equilibriuro

Models

rn the economics of uncertainty, there is a class of
rnodels which Þlichae1 Rorhschild (1973, p. r2BB) rerms parria1, partial

equilibrium

(PpE) models. He characLerizes

this class of rnodels as those which explain
agents should react
ment.

to a variation

Ín the economic environ-

But, he adds, these roodels do not explain

variat ion co'oes from or what, Íf
Although
partial

how economic

efforE

models (e.9.,

preserves

it

.

has been expended on the development of

equilibriuu

and Tressler

anything,

where this

models (e.g.,

and Menezes (1983))
Sakai (L97 B)),

Appelbaum and Lim (1982),
and general

equilibrium

nost of the licerature

on

Ehe

economics of uncertainty

Ís comprised of ppE models.
These so-ca11ed ppE models rûay be categorized

cordíng

to t-tre number of argunents

Eion, and according
available
captures

func-

to the number of choice variables

to the decision-maker.
these facts

in the objective

ae-

A simple taxonomy which

is presented in Table 1.1.

For each

TABLE i " I

A

TAXONOMY OF

PARTIAL, PARTIAL EQUII,TBRIUM MODELS

Number of Arguments in the 0bjective

Number of
Cho i ce
Variables

.,

I

- Rothschilci anci
(1970,1971)
srigLitz
Diamonci
and
Stiglitz
I

SHOI^IING EXAMPLES

( r97 4)
Sandmo (197i)
Kraus (1979)

- KaLz (tggt)
(IxI)

Function
3

Sandmo ( i970)

Block and Heineke (1973)
tlanson and Menezes (i978)
Tressler and Menezes
( ie80)

(2xl)

(3xl)
5

- Batra and Ullah
2

( I 97 4)

Holchausen (1976,1979)
- Feder et.al" (1980)
- Kon (1983)
(

txz)

SanCmo (1969)

lll-ock and Heineke (tgl sa)
Levhari and Weiss (re7 4)
Cowell (l9Bl)
( zxz¡

Block and Heineke
(r972, 1975b)

(:xz

)

5

entry

taxonomy, exarnples of such models are offered

in this

.

An example of one model having one argument in the objective
function,

of the compeÈitive

firm

objective

for

ity

function

of Ehe firm's

the level

uncertainty.

under output-price
Sandmo I s

profit,

the following

model classes

in the above taxonomy.

and j number of choice variables,

nodel having a dimension of ixj .
(197f)

sys-

1abel1ing

A model wiËh i number of arguments in the objective

Sandmo

is

choice variable

of output.

used to identify

tion,

The

rnodel is the expected util-

and the single

For ease of reference,

ten is

is Sandmo's (1971) model.

and one choice variable,

func-

is said to be

Thus, for

example,

a

Ehe

model nay be termed a model of dirnension lx1.

This taxonomy is useful

for

one reason.

It

shows at

a glance the subset of the PPE models which are of central
concern Lo this
the inpact
several

dissertat

of increasing

ion:

This thesis

uncertainty

will

on optimal

investigaLe
behavior

in

2x2 or 3x2.

uodels of dimension

Before more can be said about our meEhodology, or
confributions
ed.

is a definition

The first

general
2x2.

to the 1íterature,

comparative-static

The second i,s a terse

been offered

of the solution

effects

Eo the

problern for rnodels of dimension
revier¿ of approaches v¡hich have

in the 1i-terature

coinparative*static

tvro sEatements are requir-

to Ëhe determination

of increasing

models of dirnension 2x2 arrd 3x2,

uncertaín'i-y

of the
for

6

r-2

A General Defini tion of the Com arative:Static
Effects of Increasing Uncertainty for llodels
Dimension 2x2
Consider the random varial>Le,

decision-maker
function

formulaEes a subjective

(SPlf')

for

a parameter of f(.)
distrÍbutions

Suppose

probability

whici-r defines

having the same variance,

and e is

a

of the family

parameter

of distri-

having the same mean.

V( . )=EU(. ) defined

variable"

where v is

the mean of the fami ly of

Consider next an expected utility

U"<0 "

a

density

f(zrvre)

z, í .e.e formulates

of f (. ) which def ines the varíance
butions

z.

of

over

(

function

0,y )-space such that

Suppose that Q and y are functíons
"j

j=L,2,

for

such that 0 '<0 ,
decision-maker

0

i.e.,

U'>0 and

of two choice
and y=y(X¡rX2,z)

0=0(x1,x2)

"=0, y')0 , and y"=0.

(fU¡'),

The problem for

is the choice of a particular

pair,

which rnaximizes the EUF, i " e. , the optimization

the

(*T ,"ä ) ,

problem for

models of dimension 2x2 ís:
max V(x1,x2,e)
x¡ rx2
The first

order conditions

second order conditions
I

vr r -v zz--(v t z)2

which satisfies

of a mean-preserving
the effect

there exists

Equation

increase

that

the first

and

a unique pair,

(t).

ín the uncertainty

of an increase

The

1-V 2=0.

V22(0, and

Thus provided

hoId,

V

concern is the comparative-static

0f central

(i"e.,

for a maximum are

are Vtt(0,

I'lro.

]

second order conditions
ç"f ,")),

(I)

= /UtO(x¡,x2),^((x1,x2,2))f-(z,v,e)d,z

effect
of z,

in e) on the optimal-pair.

7

rn formal

terms,

the comparative-staEic

problem, for

this

2x2

model is:2

axf/ae

{vr, . vrz-vr 3.v rr]r / lnl

(2)

axl / ae

{v,,.Vrz-v23.vr, }l l rl

(3)

Clearly,

the unambiguous signing

requires

that

t\^/o

conditions

Condi-tion I

Vl3,

(2) and (3)

of Equations

be met:

3

V23, and YIZ be of unambiguous

sign.

(a) sign (Vr 3 ) = sign (-V23 )
for V12(0, or (b) sign (V¡3) = sign (Vzs) for V12)0.
Condition

2:

EÍther:

C1ear1y, there is ân asymmetrical
between conditions
then conditiori
2 might fail

I and 2.

That is,

relationshi

if

condition

2 by necessit.y must fai1.
regardless

p

I fai1s,

Hov¡ever, condit.iorr

of rvhether Condition

I is met or

not.

r-3

Four Previously Proposed Solutions
ComparaEive-Static Problem
The 1i terature

tive-static
solution
of Vl3,
therefore
tions
fact

problem for

offers

four

to this

solutions

2x2 and 3x7_ models.

is one of símp1y acknowledging

that

to the comparaThe first
any one or more

V23, or YtZ can no! be signed unambiguously,
the comparative-static

results

(2) and (g) are ambiguous in sign.
are offered

by Sandmo (I969,

defined

and

by Equa-

Examples c¡f this

p. 598), and Block and

lleinelce (1972, p. 525; 1975b, p. 529).
The second approach ís Lo impose strong

restrictions

B

oÌr Ehe expected utÍlity
uous results.

analysis

A third

than inspect

(i.e.,

the effects

the dimension of the

dx, /de I

the effects

o"j

AlLernatively,
=o

of e on an interior

solution

an example of the lat ter

(e.g.,

the effects
.

the

of e on

An example

(L979, p. 9gl),4

by Holthausen
is provided

rhe

by considering

for x, )0 and x, =0, or the alternative)

of the former is provided

solution

for xr)O and xr)O),

some sense) sirnplified

of e on a corner

an

For example, by assuming Axz=0,

of e on çxf,"f)

problem may be (in

of increasi-ng

.

the effect,

rather

(xf,0)

of the effects

being considered .

effects

of the utility

approach is to restrict

one might inspect

unambig-

and trreiss (1974, pp. 956*59) provide

Levhari

example of thi s approach

decision

in order to obtain

By assuming separability

funct ion in their
uncertainty,

function

and

by Cowe11 ( 1981, pp.

369-71)"5
A fourth
objective

approach to the problem is to El:ansform the

function

equivalent

by rerrriting

funcLion

to one, income or rvealth.

(L97 5a, pp " 319-23)

offered

The Presentl

the

the number of the arguments in the

the use of thi s approach is provided

T-4

income or wealth

This approach aerves to simplify

form "

problem by reducing
utility

it. in its

An example of

by Block and lleineke

.

Pro osed Solution

The so1.ul_ion to this

comparacíve-sEatic

ín this

is unlike

díssertation

problem

any of the previously

9

proposed solutions,

i.e.,

those outlined

0ur sorution

from,

and is contained

eight
(a)

issues

If

the second order conditÍons

is guaranteed if

Section
(b)

i.n, the following

consideraÈions.

the signs of the effects
( 3)

in Se-ction I-3.

represented

both Conditions

non-anbiguity

of

(2) and

by Equations

1 and 2 (defined

in

T-2) are saEisfied.

In satisfyÍng

signed by reference

These partial

to sirnpler

rn particular,

Equation

I and 2, Vf¡ and yZl must be

Conditions

signed unambiguor.rsly.

lxl).

hold,

derivatives

be

models of dirnension 2xr (or

the optimizatj-on

problen defined

(1) a1lows f or rhe joint-determinat

However, the optiruizatíon

may

j-on of (xpx2).

problern def ined by Equation

may be viewed as being coüprised

by

c¡n lvro independent

( l)

mod.els

of dimension 2xL, i.e.,
max v(xI ,ir,e)
xl
for

x2_

tr={irl

held cons t ant ( i. e., f or x2eS,
*-*
"2-h(xr(xr*h and h>0Ì), and:
V(xt ,x2 re)

x2

for

= /u(o(x1 ,i z),"( (xr,i

xL held constant

for xleS,

(4)

rvhere

= /u(o("r ,x2),y(xi
(i.e.,

2,2))f (z,v,e)dz

7x2tz))f (z,v,e)dz

(5)

where

'&-*
xt
-h(x1 (x, *h and h>oÌ)" rhe first
and second order
I
conditions
for EquaÈions (4) and (s) are Vj =Q and Vjj(0
sr

f or J=L ,2

"

unique xj

,

J-¿.

Thus if
,\J0

,

these conditi_ons

which satisfíes

ho

1<1 ,

(4) when j=l

there exists
and (5)

r¿hen

a

10

(c)

The comparatlve-sEatic

problent associatecl wiEh models

of dimensÍon ZxI is:
o

dxj/de
for

*j+"eS¡+s

(i.e.,

Since V¡¡(0

i=2.

(6)

= -vj3/vjj
j=1,

dx¡+s=O) where s=1 if
for

s=-1 if

and

a maximum,

sign {a*!/a") = sisn (V¡s)
for *j+"eS¡+s.

for j=1,2

Now Vj¡

same as Vt ¡ or Vzs ín Equarions

exception

that

endogenously.6
(d)

(2) and

(

3) wirh rhe only

exogenousl y rather

than

'/
,

t (defined

in Section

t-2),

ir

is

models of dirnension 2xr (or even ix1 ) may provide

that

useful

)

in Equation (6) is the

*j+S is determined

In vj-ew of Condirion

clear

(7

comparative-static

information

of the comparatÍve-static
2x2 (or as discussed

effects

1ater,

3x2),

in the determination

for models of dirnension
i.e",

information

on the

sign of Vj¡.
(e)
sults

The use of ínformation

for models of dÍmension 2xI is símptified

necessary)

a resLrictíon

(

f)

íf

on the second clerivatives

y(xf rx2ez) is employed.
i"e.,

on the comparative-static

This restriction

is stated

re(where

of
above,

y"=0.
To utj.lize

such ínformation,

ment of the literaEure
serve to make this
Chapters,

the chronological

qay be important.

poinE.

An example will

As we sha11 discuss

oûe problem anal-ogous to Equation

sandmo ( 1969) portfolio

problem.

develop-

(I

in subsequent
) is the.

As discussed above, sandmo

tl
concludes that
uncertainty

are indeterminate.

conclusion
vj ¡ for

the compararive-static

is due in 1ar
using

i=r ,2.

problem,

have been solved r,ríthout
effects

rvith t\^¡o related

demonstrate,

his

ro sign

proposed solutiorr

Eo

Sandmots problem coulcl not

the determination

of increasing

2xr nodels.

of increasing

to his inabiliry

the presently

the comparative-sLatic

tive-static

As r^¡e will
art

e

effects

of the compara-

uncertainty

That is,

associated

from our perspective,

the solut ion Eo sandmo ' s problem had to awai t the appearance
of one of two a].rs of papers:
either Sandmo (1970) ancl
Hanson and Menezes ( l97B) , or Block and Heineke (L973 ) and
Tressler and Menezes (tgAO).
(c)

rn Ëhe problems to be considered,

sÍgning
for

v

later

(h)

tz is case-specific

the approach used in

and as such this

Èopic is left

discussion.

A final

consideration

centres

on the measurement of e.

There are t\^/o rneasures of e, a "sandmo-measure" and a
"Rothschild-stigrítz-mea.,rru."8
rt is important Lo recogníze that

the former is a special

information

is vital

on the sign(s)
this
vl¡

clearer,

for

of Vj¡ into
consider

case of the laEter.

lhe integration

of the information

the 2x2 or- 3x2 ¡node1s.

the following

example.

is based on one measurement of e and vzl

other.

rn an evaluation

v¡i11 necessitate

that

of Equations

def inecl as the l-ess general

i.e.,

as the "sandmo-measure.

To

make

suppose that
is based on the

(2) ancl (3),

the exogenous variable,

ci tly

This

this

fact

e, be explÍ-

measure of uncertaínty,

L2
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An 0utline

of this

This dissertation
manner.

rn chapter

of uncertaj.nty
ed.

0f

ma

jor

Dissertation
is organízed

rr,

a review of topics

wl-rich are central

to this

in the economics
thesis

are present-

irnportance here is an overvierv to f our papers.

These are Block and Heineke ( r973),
(1980),

in the following

Sandmo (1970),

Tressler

and Menezes

and Hanson and Menezes (1978).

terms of t-he taxonomy presented above, these four
utilize

models of diroension 2xL.

tion

which they render (i.e.,

these four

papers provide

comparative-static
several

effects

of increasing

The remainder of chapter

tion

of topics

these four

in chapters

in

rrr

through

rr may be viewed as a collec-

a prerequisice

ís morivared

on a particular

model.

rn this

which are (in

to a comprehension of

by Corvell ( fggf).

on the optimal

rn our analysis,

models is empl.oyed.

model in chapter

rrr

work, and

the restrictions

of increasíng

level- of labor
information

This information

and Hei.neke (r97 3) and Tressrer

The

rnodel of dimension 2x2.

chapter,

EUF needed Lo sign the effects

mined.

of the

uncertainty

This model:Ls termed the "safe r+ork, risky

uncertainty

j=Lrz),

papers.

centres

leisure"

for

in the economics of uncertainty

ChapLer III
chapter

vj¡

the basis of the analysÍs

2x2 and 3x2 models presented

the vj.ew of Lhe author)

papers

In Ëerms of the informa-

1n signing

rx.

In

on the

\{age-rate

supply are deter-

from two 2xL dimension
is provided

by Block

and Menêzes ( 19BO) .

is representative

of our first

The

class of

t3
model-s.

Chapter IV represencs

the fírst

of two approaches to

what we terrn "sandmo's (1969) portfolio

solving

Accorcling to our taxonomy contained

problem".

in Table l.l,

trre sanclmo

problem concerns a second model of dimension 2x2"
specifying
problem,

the resErictions
information

sími1ar

on the EUF needed to solve this

is drawn from two papers ¡^¡hich employ

models of dimension 2xL

These tvro papers are

Sandmo

(1970),

and Llanson

and Menezes (1978).

nature

of this

particular

model considerecl in this

us to term it

permits

In

The

unique
Chapter

the second class of nodels.

Chapter V represents
defining
lem".

the second of two approaches to
ro rhe "sandmo (r969) portfolio
prob-

a solution
The differences

twoford :

(

and (ii)

beEween Chapters IV and V are

i ) the specification

of the obj ective

the soLlrce of. information

function,

from Zxr mocle1s. The two

papers used here as sources are Bl-ock and Heineke (Lg7 3)
and l'{enezes (1980).

and Tressler

As is the cas e with
may be viewed as
fore,
ters
Chap

while

a

s

CÌrapter V, Chapters VI and VI I

imple extensions

ne\^/ applications

VI , the compa r a t j- ve - s t a t i c

Hej.neke (tglSa)
uncertainty

to Chapter III.

nev/ class of models Í.s not considered

VI and VII,
ter

,

modeL of crimj.nal

are.
e

ThereChap-

].n

In particular,

in

f f e c t s of the Block

an

choice under increasing

is assessed arrd exËended.

In Chapter VII,

tlie

Isachsen and Strom ( 1980) rnodel of tax evasion and labor
supply is adapted to a stochas tic

environment.

cl

L4

ChapÈer VIII
tíon

provides

of non-stochastic

another example of the adap-

models to a stochastic

environuent.

The non-stochastic

models in questj.on are Leuthold's

model and Koster's

( I966 and L96g ) model of the family

supply decision.
this

chapter

rn the adapation

considers

another

labor

of the KosEer's moder,

unique class

of models:

one

This Chapter conta j.ns Ë.heref ore our

whose dirnension is 3x2.
assessx0ent of a thírd

(1968)

class

of model.

and Heineke ( 1973), and Tressler

The results

of Block

and Menezes (r9g0)

are

ernployed here again.
chapter

rx solves a conparative-static

on two occasions

problern posed

by Block arrd Heineke (L972 attd 1975b).

This problem is mot.ivated by a model rvhose d.imension is
3x2.

Because this

of family

labor

supply,

Heineke represents
ed.

moder is unrelared

the model provided

the fourth

class

by Block and

of uodel to be consider-

The works of sandmo (1970) and Hanson and. Menezes

( i97B)

are employed here.
Chapter X contains

of increasing
mo<1

to the Kosters model

e1"

uncertainty

Motivated

nranaged firm.

investigation

for a fifth,

and

into

uncertainty

{."t_1-, c-Lqss of

ln this

chapter x considers
on the operations

chapter,

Block and Heineke (L973),

Lhe works of sandmo (Lg7L),

and rshii

may be vier¡ed as identical"

the impacts of

of the owner-

(r977)

are employed.

To sum up¡ the models in Chapters III,
vrr

the impact

by a e¡e11-def ined set of non-stochastÍc

models of the sauìe genre,
ouLput-price

an

V, VI, and

in the j r f ormal propert ies.

l5
For this

reason,

first-class

of models.

and therefore
class.

these models are saicl to be members of the

it

is viev¡ed as Ëhe sole member of Ehe second

Chapters VIII

dif f erent

The model in Chapter IV is unique,

and IV consider

Ehe effects

models having dimensions of 3x2.

are termed nembers of the thirdFÍna11y Chapter X considers

of five

classes

two

These tr,¡o models

ancl fourth-c1ass

of models.

a unique type of 2x2 roodel.

This model is termed a member of the fifrh
of the relegation

for

of models (related
is presented

class.

A sumnary

to each Chapter)

in Table

to one

t"2"

TABLE L.2
CLASSES OF MODELS BY CHAPTER AND DIMENSION

Class

Chapter

I

III,

V, VI, VII
IV

2x2

3

VIII

3x2

4

IX

3x2

)

X

2x2

The Contríbutions

of this

Dissertation

The conÈributions

of this

di_ssertaEion

sorts:

(a) the deternination

uncertainty

in existing

the adaptation
stochastic

2x2

2

É

r-6

Dirnension

of the impact of íncreasing

models under uncertainty,

of existing

environment,

are of two

models under cerLaintv

and t-he determination

and (b)
to

a

of the impact

r6

of increasing
models.
(a )

tainty

uncertainty

In brief

on the properties

overview,

The Determination
in ExÍsting

of these adapted

our contributions

are

:

of the Impact of Increasing

Models Under Uncertainty:

Uncer-

There are four

such contributions:
(i)

In Chapter III,
less and risky

activiEy"

on the EUI'needed for

of the effects

of increasing

wage-ra te paid the risky
( ri )

(1969).

uncertainty

activi

return

of the

Ey.

to a problern posed by

solutions

Sandmo

The problern is the determinarion

the effects

of increasing

on the risky

t\,/o-asset

uncertalnty

of the

mode1"

of Ehe Block and

(197 5a) model of criminal

uncerLainËy

is assessed for

the predictions

choice under

r:obustness,

and

of the same model extended.

In Chapter IX, a problem formulated
occasions

of

asset in a two-period,

In Chapter VI, a result
Ileineke

( i")

the determination

In Chapters IV and V, two alternatÍve
are offered

(iii)

( 1981) model of "risk-

is extended " This exis the investigation
into the restric-

tension
tions

Cowellrs

on

t\^io

by Block and Heineke ().972 and 1975b)

is addressed.

In this

Chapter,

restrictions

on

the EU¡' r¿hich render the comparative-statj-c
ef fects

of increasing

interest

unambiguous are offered.

rate uncerEainty

17

(b)
tic

The Adaptation
Environment:
(i)

of l"lodels Under Certainty

There are three such contributions:

In Chapter VII,

rhe Isachsen and Strom (1980)

model of tax evasion and labor
fied

supply is modi-

to enable an assessu'Ient of the impact of

irnperfect
( 11)

to a Stochas-

information

In Chapter VIII,
Kosters
labor

about the Lax system.

the Leuthold

( 1968

) and

(L966 and I969) models of rhe family

supply decision

investígation

are adapted to enable

of the effects

an

of stochast ic wage

and non-v/age incone.
(ii.i)

In Chapter X, a model of Èhe owner-managed firn
(OMF) under output*price
sented.

uncertainty

ís pre-

This Chapter is rnotivaLed in part by

well-defined

literaËure

on the model of t.he

a

OMF

under cert.ainty.

Footnotes

to Chapter I

I s..t"h surveys include Mccall (rg7r), Ahsan and ullah
(L97 Ba) , lladar and Russell ( l97B) , Gilberr er a1. (Lg7 B) ,
Hey (L979 and 19Bl), Hirshleif er and RileV eÇTÐ, Lippúan
and McCall ( l9Bla), Sinn ( l-982), anct Winkter ( 1982) .
')_
-¡or

a complete overview Ëo the coûtp ar at ive -s t a E i
( 1984, Chapters 8-12), or Silberberg

problem, see Chiang
(1978, Chapter 9).
2
J

Y

zz10

and

t erms are

The

second order condfLions require that V r I (0
Therefore, the signing of these three
-issues.

lHl >0.

I'I

c

,

qHolthausen (L979) does
19: employ a model of
dÍmension 2x2 or 3x2, but raLher ernploys one of dimension
Lx2. Therefore, Hol-thausen's approach is suggestive of an
approach ro rhe dererminariorr of rhe imp*"?--fã?-TîT-or
3x2

18

models, rather

than an actual

approach.

5

Cowel1 considers three cases in which h0 denot CS
rlskless
activity
and ht denotes risky acLivity.
These are:
(i) ho)0 and hr=0, (ii¡
ho=0 and hr)0, and (iii)
ho) O, and
hr )0.
cowell considers the condÍtions for signing the comparative-static
effect of mean-preserving Íncrease j.n wagerate uncertainty
in case (ii¡
on1y. See p" 370.
6

Or'r. metho<1 ology :l-s n ot unique to the literaLur
the economics of uncertainÈy.
I t is howeve r uni q ue Eo
determination
of the effects of increasin
uncertaint
models of diurension 2x2. Hol thausen 1976, pp. 100-1
the same methodology in the cleEerminaÈion of the effects
increasing risk aversion.

e on
the

in

uses

of

/

A simple definiEion
of Ehe relationship
between
Equations (2) and (3) on one l-rand, and Equation (6) on the
other, is as follows:
(i)

For x2 = x2(or dx2=0), then VI2=V23=O qtll:
dxi/de = [v23.vt2-V]3.V 221/[Vrr.Vzz-{Vrr)2J
Vt3.VZZ/VLL.VZ2

( 11)

= -Vr3/Vrl
For x1 = Xl (or dx¡=0), !hen
dx2

/d,e = [v].3. VI2-V23 " Vl I l/
V23.Vtl/YII.V22

V12=V 13=0 and:

[V:.

r. V zz-{v ¡¡21

ur'^'",

Brhuru .."t'rtn'
II_3 for details.

three measures

of.

e.

see section

CIIAPTER II

A IìEVIEI^J OF SELECTED TOPICS FROI'{ THE LITERATURE
OI{ THE ECONOI.lICS OF UNCERTAINTY
In this
the analytical
These topics
of possible

Chapter,

basis of this
include

disserËation

increases

and an overview

II-1

t\*,o types

(or alcernative-

and Menezes ( l9B0),

An 0verview

of the Expected Utilit

The initial

definitÍon

Block

Sandmo

pioneering

Hypothesis

of the expecred utility

(nUU) is due ro Daniel

Bernoulli

advances on the explication

( t738).

\Árere made by Frank Ramsey

a thumbnail

(1978),

of Green (

(t9gt),

by Fishburn

197

6) , Blackorby

our objective

sketch of the EUII.

to think

(1944)"

and Sinn (I982).

In the tradi rion
and Varian

Signif-

of the nature

and John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern

Schoemaker (1982),

useful

âû array

to four key papers (i.e.,

Recent surveys of rhe EUH are offered

(1977),

pref erence,

in uncertainty

of the EUH, and i rs applications,
(i931),

functionr

, and Hanse-n and Menezes ( l9 7B ) ) .

hypothesis
icant,

which forms

is reviewed.

the expected utÍ1ity

and Heineke ( I gZ:) , Tressler
( l9 70 )

of topics

types of measures of risk

of mean preserving
1y, rísk),

a selection

S!_g_f-1

here is ro provide

To achieve this,

it

is

of the EUI{ as having four sets of formal

concepts or theorems.

These are:

t9

(i)

the concept of

a

20

"1ottery",
( iii)
( EUF)

(ii)

a theorem whÍch defÍnes
, and (iv)

Èransformations.

of these concepts and theorems, it

the simp-lest case.
are "two states
"1osing" "

rt

may be defíned
wiÈh initial

the state

vidua,l-ts

generaLíze

obtalns,

de-creases to
sub

w1

of losing

.

Ís clear

rt

j ecrive

PW1+(

by considerÍng

and

based

weal-th of w2.

an individrf

the state

wealth increases

to

the individual's

rvealth

obtaÍns,

that w1 ( wz ( I,/:.

The indi-

probabÍ1í ty of the f irs c state

A "lottery"

is P.

PI^11+(t-n¡Wr.

there

to an n-state-.wor1d.

the indívidualrs

is ( t-P) , and his subj ective
occuring

is usefu1 to define

should be kept in mind that our results

ua1 rlecision-maker

rf

rn our explica-

of the world r " Èhese beíng "winnÍng"

A lottery

of winning

function

This \{e achieve by assuming that

on a t\{o*state-wor1d

I{3'

the expected utility

"

a theoren rvhich def irres the uniqueness of

Ehe EUF under funcÈional
tion

a "lottery-space,

the axioms which define

probability
is defined

occuring

of the second state
by the

The exDe c ted val ue of the lottery

sum

is W =

t-e¡wr"

wealth,

Depending on the relationship

between initial

the subjective

and the payoffs

both states
lypes.

of natLlre,

A lotEery

probabilitÍes,
a loEtery

fai.r if

is saj.d to be one of three

is said to be favorable

\tz < PWl + (t-r)wj

in

if:

(t)

:

W2

=

PW1

+ (t-P)W¡

and unfavorable i-f

:

(2)

2l
\,t2 > PI{r r- (1-P)t.J3

(3)

The definítion

of a lottery enables the definition
of the concept , "lottery-space. " Afr er Herstein and Mil_nor
( 1953) ancl Varian ( 1978, pp. 104-5), rhe lottery*space,
R,
ís assumed to satisfy
Ll:
L2:

L3:

the followÍng propertÍes:

l.Wr + (f-f)W3 = Wr
Pi^ll + (1-P)I{3 = (l-p)W3 +
rlew, +( r-p)r^¡3 ) {- qr-r¡r+-,
= PPWI -t- ( 1-PP

These properties
asserÈs that

) W¡

are to be interpreted

getting

a prize

with

the same as gett-ing

the prize

order of the prizes

in the lottery

relationship

the perception
abilíties

the probability

Fina11y,

of a lottery

various

reflexive,

(i. e. , the

L3 asserts

that

lotteries

(i. e.

of lotteríes

problem in thaE lotteries
rn this

lottery-space,

the

are assumed to be complete,

measure of this

individua_l_rs pref erence

i.s the EUF. To establish

the exis-

tence of the EUF defj.ned on R, four addit,íona1

assumptions

are required.

these are:

After

varian

,

R, serves as the

and transilÍve.
A cardinal

ordering

of "desire".

preferences

thaE

prízes ).

to Ehe decision-makerts

deci.sion-makerts

Lz asserts

depencls only on the net prob-

This concept of lottery-space,

serve as the object

r, 1

of one is

is irrelevant

can be reduced to simpler

of receiving

back-drop

as f orlor{s.

f or certa j-n "

is symmetri"cal).

complex 1ot leries

pWl

( 1978, pp. 105-7),
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Cl:

If

and

S2

sr = (pe Io,t] lpwr + (t-p)r^r3>r^I2)
= (pe [0, t ] lprvr + ( t-p)w3(trr2 ),
I

then

SI

whe re

S" is the operator,
If kr1 .W3, rhen pwI +

C2:

and

I{1., \12, \{3eR,

"weak preference.
(i-p)wr.eÞ1,

o" is the operator,

whe re

C3:

and S2 are closed sets for all

"

+ (t-p)hr2r

"inclifferent

to."

There exist some "besÈ" loEtery wíth prize Wl,
some "v¡orst" lottery with prí2" W;. Thus for

any w3eR, lv; ( i{s < I,Il.

.C4: The lottery Vlll+( f -r>Wl is pref erred ro F"i
+ ( l-P)l'I3+ if

and onty if

Þ > p.

c1 is the assumption of conEinuity.
teries

with

indifferent

indifferenLly.
Fina1ly,

the relationship

probabilities

sets.

between lotteries

with

and the preference

the EUF.

rn particular,

Theo rem I

exists

âfe sufficient

If

a uLillty

of a 1ot tery

(n,))

to establish

consider
satisfy

function

1ot-

and the "best"

relation.

Assumptions Ll through L3 inclusive,
c4 inclusive,

that

are assumed Èo be treated

the "worst"

c3 defines

c4 defines

different

prizes

cz states

and cl Ehrough
Ehe existence

the following

of

Theorem.

the above seven axioms, there

defined

in R such that

equals the expected utiilty

of its

the utility
prizes,

i.e.,

u(pl,¡r + (r-p)i^r3) = pU(tJi)

Proof: Varian ( t978, pp. lO6-7)
This theorem whi.ch def ines the
exDected utilitv

hvpothesís.

EUF

+

(1-P)u(143)
a

has been termed the

E.D

¿J

The properties
EUF under functional

Theorem 2z An
Proof :

of the EUH includes

(1978,

recent

Q.E.D.

functional

for

the EUF is not- without

survey of the literat,ure

Íts

Sinn (1982, pp.4L-L22>

candidates.

In addítion

what he terms the

"

tr^ro-parametric

class

and iÈs competitors

with
con<1

quadratic,

or (ii)

(i)

the relationship

that

criEerion

if

the functional

a more general
has been written

portfolio

criterion,

"mean-

between Èhe
Feldsteí.n

EUF

( r969),

one of. t\^ro (or boEh)
f

orrn of the EUF is
price

is Gaussian.
I

s work, Ëhe mean-

is viewed by most as an approxi¡nation

mode1, the EUH. From thís

perspective,

to
much

on the perforDìance of the mean-variance

criteri-on

as an approximaLion

tion

the mean-varÍance

that

a Eaxonomy of

of each security

As a consequence of Feldstei.n
criLerion

under

the EUF rnay be reconciled

the distribution

in !he MarkovtiLz-Tobin

variance

a

The most commonly known

have been underEaken.

the mean-variance
hold:

presents

is the Markor+itz-Tobin

into

example, demonstrates

itions

In

r2 and the most commonly known mernber of
is Roy's "safety-first"
principle.3

Investigations

for

competiEors.

substitutive"

criEerion.

rnember of the former class

the latter

uncertaín

to the EUF, Sinn surveys members of

and the "l-exicographic"

crÍterion

ordering

on decision-making

uncertainty,

variance"

transformat ion. I

p. 108)

As a preference
prospects,

In partic.ular,

transformations.

is unique up Lo an affine

EUF

Varian

a theorem on the

of the EUF.
criterion

Taking the posi-

performs poorly,

Borch

1¿+

(

1969,

and

L97 6 ,

argues that

L97 6)

the nean-variance

ion conEains a hidden counterintuitive
assurnptíon about risk
decision-maker
Ehetically,

exhibits

will

mean-variance

L97 4

is applied.

roving"

at t itude.

paren-

(

in the next section.

depends on the circumstances
I{e states

that

if

use, the mean-variance

as an approximation
( i)

risk

the

restrict.ions

aversion,

(ii)

a restrictÍon

under

tv¡o restricËions

criteríon

are

performs

of Ehe EUF. These restrictÍons
on the functional

(such as non-satiation,
risk

)

) argues that, rhe performance of the

criterion

Ímposed on its

are:

"

- the assumption that

be clefined formally

Tsiang (197 2 and

well

a

and counterfactual

the reader should note thaE the concept of risk

preference

which it

preference

criter-

risk

aversion,

and increasing

form of the
decreasing

relative

risk

on the size of the risk

EUF

absolute

aversion),
relative

and

to the

expected magnitude of wealLh.
.r_I-2

An 0verview of MeasuremenEs of Risk Preference

In our thumbnail

sketch of the EUH, a Iiterature

review pointed up the fac Ë that central
of the EUF

anci

Lhe mean-variance

risk pref erence.

In this

preference.

risk

neutrality,

risk

tive

risk

preference
aversion

aversion,
intensity
( cARA)

loving,
partial
function

, decreasíng

criterion

Section,

measures of risk

to a reconcíIiaEion
is the concept of

vJe review

These include:
absolute
relative
(PrF),
absolute

risk

risk

of

risk aversÍon,
aversion,

aversion,

constant
risk

a variety

relaÈhe

absolute' risk

aversion

( DARA)

,

¿)

Leland's
tration

Principle
( PDRAC),

of Decreasing Risk Aversion

to concen-

and (what Ís termed in EhÍs thesis)

tlie

Hansen-Menezes-Tressler

Condition

(a)

Toruards Risk - Risk Aversion, Risk

Types of Attitudes

Neutralit

and Risk Lovin

attitude

towards risk

utility

utility
ed utilíty

Ptr¡1

w2

i,l

between the

towards certain

lot tery.

wealth,

of the fair

the concept of

concerns Ehe relationship

of a fair

of certain

.

In general,

l-r

of the decision--maker

expected utility

(HMTC)

z, be

lotter

wealt.h and his

In particular,
U(l^12),

and let

let

the

the expect-

v

+ (1-P)i^i3

be:
E(u(I^i2

)) = pu(wr )

-r-

(r-p)U(I{3

(4)

)

where Ur(. )>0. Denoting C as the risk prerníun,
define

t.he concept of risk

relationship
ex pec t ed

preference

betrveen the utility

utility

of a lottery

in terms of t.he

of certain
]-

we may

wealth and the

e

U(w2-C) = PU(wr)+(r-p)U(r,r3)
r+here the sign of c clefines
lhe individual

risk

is said to be risk

risk _1:v:!ng as C)0, C=0, or C<0.
The artiEude rowards risk

(s)

preference.

rn parti",., lu.,

averse n risk
( i.

neutra.l r of

e., rhe sign of C) is

also related to the curvature of the EUF. To
rhisr

consider

Theorem 3:
wealth,

the foltowing

Theorero:

Let z be an additive

WZ. If

demonsEraEe

z is distributed

sign (C) = sign (-Uww)

random component of certain

as N(0,o2),

then:

26

Proof:

By defini tion,
u(l^J2-C) =

E

IU(l'I2

Taking a Taylor Series

+z)]

expans

ion of both sides,

Lt{S = U(W2-C) = U(I^lz)-UiV(W2).C

\^/e obtain

r¡

+

and

Elu(r^t2+z)

RHS

+

I =

u(t^r2 )+uw(r^/2

ut^¡I./(I./2)

).E( z)

. n(22) +

r2

2

r¿here r1 and r2 are the remainders.
ob

Lain

Since E(z)=0,

we

:

us(trr2)c

= -uww(w2). o2/z

or:
Ç

=

[-uww

/uw).

o2

/

2

Since UW(W2)>0 and o2>0, ir follorvs thaE:

sign (c) = sign
A plausible

(-uww(w2

behavioral

maker under uncert.ainty

under an affine
in Theorem 2 tlne

measure of ri sk-aversion
measures of risk

aversion

have been proposed.
(i)
aversion

a decísioni.e.,

his

aversion,

that

Ehe curvature

the

transformation
EUF is"

thÍs

Three such candidates

t

b

, and yet

0bviously,

which satisfy

measure

The

of the EUF is
as

a better

is one which is invariant.

the Arrov¡-Prart

deno ted by

aversion,

In measuring risk

problem stems from lhe fact

determined

risk

is that

of the EUF alone j-s problemat ic.

use of the curvature

not invariant

hypothesÍs

exhibits

EUF is concave in wealth.

q.E.D.

))

Several

res triction

are:

of absolute

risk

1/

R4(t^/) = -uww(w)/uw(w)
(ii)

(6)

the Arro\,¡-pratE

ave r s i on cleno t. ed by,

RR(t+) = -w.

of relatÍve

measure

risk

6

(7

uwi^I(vr) /u1^¡(r{)

)

and
( ili-)

relative

tfre Menezes-Hanson measure of partial

risk

aversíon

Rp(l{;

z) = -l'tuww(\]+z) /ur(w+z)

where W is initial
(

b)

denotecj byr/

wealth,

The Preference

(B)

and Z is a random variable.

Intensity

Function:

In addition

above methods, another method of measuring risk
the preference

is

intensity

function

Friedman and savage ( r94B),
PIF,
it

consider

is clear
u(r^/)

which is due to
To define

(5) in rvhích C=0.

rhe

From this,

that:
EU (

u(I,/)

(e)

t^l) as RA( W) ?U
wealth.

) permi ts us to define
e

preference

and srone ( lgzo).

again Equation

where I{ clenotes certain
(9

(pff)

Ëo the

Ilanipulation

of EquatÍon

the PIF as :

(t0)

E(U(r,/))

such thaE:

eìo

AS

RA( I^/)

ì

(11)

0

'Ihe PIF is not invariant
tion

of t-he utility

Theorem 4:

function.

If. the utility

under a linear

To demonstrate
function

U* = aU( t+)+u, rhen e* = a0.
proof : e* = U*(W)
E(u*(ñ))

transforma-

thisr

consicler:

U(I/¡) is transformed

as

ta

= u*(I{)
u'r(t./-c)
= au(li)+¡ - [au(w-c)+b]
= alu(I,J)

u(r^r-c) l

=a0
( c)

Q"E.D.

Constant and Decreasing Absolute Risk Aversion:

Two

behavioral

hypotheses which are cornmonly invoked in the

literature

are constant

decreasi-ng absolute

absolute

risk

risk

(CARA), and

(nene). The hÍsrory

aversion

Ehe use of DARA as a behavioral

aversion

hypothesis

is longer

of

and

more replete than the his tory of the use of CARA. DARA has
been used or defended by Daniel Bernoulli ( t73B), Irving
B

Fisher
that

i906, p. 277), and

(

"supported

DARA is

tuitr'-ve1y

of a utility

function

DARA is

is positive

(i.e.,

Theorem 5:

If U(W) is DARA, then

If

who

states

and is "in-

and Block and Heineke (1973).

argument and which exhibit

Proof :

p. 35)

Examples of the use of CARA include

pp. 90-120),

One property

(t97t,

by everyday observation"

appea1ing."9

Arrow (t97 t,

Ar r orv

v¡hich has one

thaÈ its

UWWU¡)0). To establish
UWI^/1J

>

third
this,

derivative
consider:

0"

U j-s DARA, then

dRa(t^/)/¿w

= -tuwwt.rur^/-(ur,Jw)

2

)

/ {u,,r)?-

<0

which imp-lies:
u1¡i4tia/

ui{

( uww

)2

lur, >

o

/uw )

o

r,¡hich ímpJ.:'-es:

uçç¡¡/up
which ímplies

)

(uw1^¡)2

UW1.¡ç)0 since

UIV)0.

Q.E.D
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(d)

Lelandrs

vioral-

LeIand ( l96B) posits

PDRAC:

known as the principle

response to risk

Risk Aversion
stated

to concentration

(cornmodiËy) as that
nent in a constant

bundle"

of Lelandts

PDRAC in

uncertainty

appears in Epstein

the literature

An impli.cation

( p.

269) .

(t97S,

p. 216) , and

by tr.ro situations,

Suppose

that

the individual

is indifferent

A

ancl

r.¡ith certain-

in Tabl e 2. r ,

es of cl and cz offered

an

situations

of cI ancl cz offered

Eions A and B are as presented
the quantiti

promi-

p. 239).

suppose the quantities

that

a

( 1975, p. BB3), Ifenezes and

B, in which two goods, cI and c2, are offered
Ey.

in

Use or menEion

of the PDRAC ís rhis.

is confronted

Ís

on the economics of

Whirmore and Findlay

Lippman and I'tcCa11 ( l98ta,

inclividual

(pDRAC). This principle

(comrnodity) becomes increasingly
utility

beha-

of Decreasing

"we become less averse Eo rísk

as follows:

Auten ( i97B),

a plausible

in Situa-

suppose too

in A and B are such

between Situation

A and

B, i.e.,

uccf,cfl
Suppose too that

u{cf,crB)

(

Cl and C2 in SituaEions

r2)

A anrl B satisfy

^B
vz

Now suppose Ct and C, become prospects

E(cå)=ro

and

E(cå)=30) such that

the variances

pects are the same (i"e.,

Var(Cf)

utílity

in both situations

rnined

of the indivi.dual
as

expansion,

fo1 1o\,/s.

of boEh pros-

Var(cåll.

The

can

Using a second-orcler Taylor

we can express the expected utí1jty

be

expecteci

deter-

Series
associated

30

TABLE 2. I
AN EXA¡IPLE RELATED TO LELAND I S
Commodi

with

PDRAC

ty Bundle

Situation

tI

c2

A

30

i0

D

10

30

Situation

of prospect

A as a function

of the staEistical

In particular,

Ct

expect.ed value of

ufcf,cf;

u(

cf ,cå)

+ Uzz( \,^AI

u<

cf

, c'r\

> abou t the

;A
Ç2, we get

E(cå)

^A
v2

expanding

parameEers

+

u2(ct,õ|lr c+-ct)

õå I <

"r-rÐ'

+R

where IJz = òU/òCz and Uzz = ò2uloc12. Taking the expected

value of this expansion, assumi.ng n(n)=0,
^ -^ )=0 , we ge t
E(C;-ci

and

noting

that

:

^
EU(ci^,

u(ct, ct) +

c;)

reason j-ng, vre obEain f or Situation

By identical

DD

EU(ci,ci>
Recalling

( 13)

u2z( c+

=

+ u22(c!,rl>o''

u(cl,c2B)

EquaEion (tZ¡,

B

(r4)

(14) from (13),

and subtracLing

\^re

obtain:
^Á
EU(ci^,ci)
- EU(cf, clt
o

Ä

o'Iuzz(cI ,ci)
Now Leland's

AB

or Uzz(IJ22 "

-^

PDRAC asserts

Theref ore, if

AB

C2<C2

,

u22(cf,e!l
that
and if

if

t

(ts)

cï<cur, t hen *â> ol
rhe PDRAC ho1ds,

3I

tl-ren the R.H.S. of (15) is negative,

i.e.,

ut, < uB,
rqhere

(16)

u+ z=uz2(cf, ;A
ç2 )'

and likervíse

And therefore:

(tz¡

,cå) < EUlcf ,cf l

EU(cf

In words then, if ct<cur,
The implícation
discreEe

D

uzz

rhen Lelandrs

(i7).

PDRAC implÍes

of the PDRAC may be generalized

in

form as:
LU zz

ul,

Lcz

w2
^B

ul,

(

0

r8)

A

C2

ÀU=0

virtue

by

of Equation

In continuous

form,

( l6)

and the assumption that u2\t/2.
^4.^B

Ehe implicatíon

of the

may be

PDRAC

expressed as:
duzz
dcz

t=

uzzz

u22LIu2] >

(

0

tB')

U1
I

d

U=0

In the literature

on the economics of uncertainÈy,

the issue of the pl.ausibility

of the

pDRAC

as a behavioral

assumption has been addressed.

Menezes and Auten (1978)

show the PDRAC to be equivalent

to rrving

that
(e

)

income risk

Tressler
motivated

insíght

reduces the rate of tirne preference.

The I{t'lTC: Ano rher behavioral

preference

Fisherts

hypothesis

regarding

risk

is what is termed here as the Hanson-MenezesCondition

( HMTC)

.

The naming of this

by the use of a particular

and Menezes (I978)

and Tressler

hypothesis

term is
in Han.son

and t{enezes (lgBO).
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In parEicular,
problem.
utility

Let \\r be a random variable.
function,

ULI(0,

frorn the following

the HMTC follows

EU(L,wy),

Uy)0, ancl Uyy(0.

Consider an expected

where Y=wy and L=y, and U¡(0,

Next consider

two risky

bundles,

(L¡ rwyl ) and (Lz,wyz) ¡ such Ehat EU(Li,wyI)=EU (L2,\ty 2)=EU0
and Lt (L2 and yf (y2 where L=y. Nexü consider wr. which has
the same meari as \¡r, but â greaEer dispersion,
p. d. f.

of w*, f*(w) , is obEained from f(w)
Thi"

new random variable,

(L1 ,w*yt ) aud (L2 rw*y2).

Underlying

the Hl"fTC is a particular

This particular

tA] in both Hanson and

I'f

preference

relation

E(w)=E(w*),

dispersÍon

is Assumption

than (LI,r,r*yr),

and Var(w*))Var(w).

The HMTC is f orrnd in three

ignoring

preference

EU(Lt,w*yr))EU(L2,wxy2)

because (Lz rw*yz) has a greater
because yI(yz,

s

teps.

Firs t1y,

Series expansion of EU(L1 rw*y1) about v/yl,
the third-degree
EU(Lr,w,ryr)

a nev/ pair

enezes ( tOZB, p. 656), and Tressler-

Menezes (1980, p. 432), i.e.,

Taylor

by a shifr

w*r pfovides

bundles,

relation.

i.e.,

the

EquaÈions (4) and (5) in Diamond and Sriglitz

satisfyi¡rt
(tgl 4). i0
of risky

i.e.,

and hí-gher-order

= EU(Lr,wyt)

terms,

taki.ng

a

a.ncl

yields:

+ Uh.zï(w*y1-E(wyr.))2

= EU(Lr,wyr) + Uùzvfn(w*-E(w))2
(19)
= EU(Lr,F/yl) + uLz(L¡)2o2
wher u o2 =var(w*). secondly taking a Taylor series expansion
of EU(L2,w*y2) about )ry2, and ignoring
higher-order

terms,

yj.elds:

the rhjrd-degree

and
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EU(i,2,wxy2) = EU(L2,wy2) + u7z(t,2)2o2

(20)

Fina11y, subrracring (20) from (I9) yields:
EU(Lr ,w*yr )-EU(L2 ,w*y2

) = o2 luL2(Lt)2-u3z(Lz)21 (21)
since EU(L1,wyr)=nu(L2,wy2), i.e., since AU=0.
The HMTC can be Ínferred
particular,

AssumpËion tA] postulates

(21) is posiríve,
positive,

from Equation

i.e",

âDd therefore

that

(

2l ) .

tn

the L"H"S. of

the R.H.S. of

\¿l)
/^!

1s also

\

sincu o2>0, then:

a(uyyL2)>o

for AL=Lr -Lz (0.

( zz¡

Therefore,

AUyyL2

dUyyL2

AL

dL

dissertaEion

as the

Because of their
ysis,

three issues

The astute

Iike

it)

ír¡portance

regarding

the first

( 1B')

issue

is what ís referred

to our subsequent anal-

the HMTC should be addressed.

and (ZÐ .

a striking

sirnilarity

Because of this

to be addressed is

similar_

the questíon:

pDRAC compare to the HMTc? The difference

does Leland's
macie discernible

if

\^/e rewri te Leland's

of "HMTC problern" discussed

to

HMTC.

reader may have noticed

between Equations
ity,

<0(23)

dU 0

(23) ( or Equations

Equation

YY

du=0

A U=0

in this

l-2 [¿u /av . dY/d Ll+zLU
YY

above.

how

is

pDRAc in the context

That is,

the

pDRAC

asserts:

duyy/dYl > o

(zt-,¡

dU=0

Mutual compatibílit
Eheref ore that:

v

of the PDRAC and rhe IIMTC requires

34

o < r-'[¿uyyiarl . dY/dL] <

-zlUyy

I

dU=0

Another point of comparison between the
in the prospects

the HM'IC is the differencein either

case.

prospects

of equa! variance

In particular,

ance.

This last

that

statemeriE Ís evident

a more detailed

rel.ations
( 1978

two

, see ÌÌquaEion ( l5) ),

t\./o prospects

that for AL=Ayf0, AVar(w*yi)

bein g considered

the PDRAC considers
(i.e.

whereas the Hl"tTC considers

PDRAC and

+ 0,

of unequal vari-

frorn Equation

(Zl)

in

The reader should note

comparison of these two preference

may be foun<l in a comparlson of Hanson and Menezes

r pp. 654-6) , and Menezes and Auren (1978, pp. 253-4).
In many of the subsequent chapters

tion,

the behavioral

concentration
Lion with

hypothesis

( cnec) will

of constant

of this
risk

dissercaaversion

be used in some sense in conj unc-

the Hl"lTC. Thus, the second issue whÍch should

addressed concerns the relationship

HMTC. This relationship

to

between CRAC and the

is determined easily.

tíon (2-4), iL is clear thar

be

From Equa-

implies dUyylay=O for dU=0.
This implication reduces Equation (23) to:
t_ ZL.U yy < 0
duyy12 lar t(23')
CRAC

I

dU =Q

Equation (Zl'¡
central
clear

1e ads

to a very important

to much of this
that absolute
impl y the

together

thesis:

rÍ sk aversion

of the

from EquaEion
( i.

vrhich is

(23') ir ís

e. , Uyy(0) and

CRAC

HMTC.

There remains the final

plausibility

point

IlþlTC

íssue of not only the

but the plausibí1j.r

y of rhe

HMTC
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in coubination
art icle,

Hansen and llenezes ( f978) address the issue of the

plausibility
Marshall

with the assumption of CRAC. In a recent

I

s conjecture
(p. 668).

versely"

that

I

s comment. on tine

above.

ThaL is,

implies

that

hypothesis

(regarding

the paper by

the

it

HMTC,

of the arRument Ín favor

(which has been discussed

and Auten ( f97B)
wiÈh respect

argued t.haE risk

follows

that

another argument

y of the HMTC rests

on the union

of CRAC (which vre have just discusof absolute

rÍsk

in Secti-on II-2 (a) )

aversion

.

and Their

In the economícs of uncert ainty,

several

measure-

(i)

Eo

aversion

in Risk

in risk

have been <lefined.

a "sandmo increase

in risk,"

(ii)

These ína "Rothschild-

j.n riskr"
and (iiÍ)
an "Eeckhoudt-Hansen
in risk. "l l In this Section, we undertake the

stigritz

increase

increase
f o1lowíng.

in risk,

discussed

Two Measurements of An Increase
Impac t s on Opt ima
Behavior

nents of an increase
clude:

saving ad-

PDRAC and rrvin

is invarianE

and Èhe arqument in favor

II-3

Leland's

Menez es

Since \¡/e have just

in favor of the plausibilít

,

affects

preference ) already

Èin¡e preference

and CRAC implies

sed )

risk

the hypothesis of CRAC is equiv al ent t o the

that

income risk.

capiEal

The use of CRAC would modif y the I'fenezes

and Auten ( 1978) finding
Fisher

Ehe H¡4TC "confirms

of the HMTC by showing that

Firstly,

\de def ine two measures of. an increase

the "sandmo-type"

and the "Rothscl-rild-StígIítzthe "sandmo-type"

type".

Seconcllyr wê show that

special

case of Ehe "Rothschild-SrigLj-tz-type."

ís

a

Finally,

\ìre

36

provide

a prevj.e\./ of comparative-sEatic

rela tionship

be t\ô,een

the exogenous variable ¡ âû "increase j_rr rislc", and an endogenous variable , the "op t imal Ievel of a choice-.variable. "
(b) A "Rothschild-Srislir
z Increase in K]-sK : In the
following
risk",

definiEion

of rhe "Rothschild-stiglitz

we begin with

consider

a family

first

of distribution

denotes a non-degenerate
shift-parameter

e"9.,

StigLitz

rn particurar,

functions,

random variable,

rvhich simultaneously

members i-n the family.

fa'ri1y,

principles.

F(xre1)

increase

consider

\^re

F(xre),

where

and e denotes

preserves

a

mean of all

for

e1(e2.

A ',Rothschild_

Ís def ined by t\^ro cond,itions.

These are:

F(x,ez)l¿x _t
-)

I In(x,e1)
0

I

F"(x,e)dx

0

(2s)

0

and:
T(x*,e)

-t

t

Ir(x,e2)

F(x,e1)jdx

0

I f"(x,e)dx ¿o
0
for xe[0,t].
that

F(x,e1 ) and F(x,e2)

requires
satisfy

that

2.1"

condi.rion,

( 26)

Equarion (25) requires

have the same mean.

the two probability

the "single

representation
Figure

The firsr

crossing

of Equations

in

any two members in this

and F(x,e2)

in risk"

increase

distribution

property."r2

Equation

(26)

functions
A diagrammatical

(25) and (26) is presentecl in

x

)l

F

(x,e)
F (x,êr)

o

T (x,
F
e2)

o.5

F (x,€-

)

o.5

f (Xt e

)

o

f (x,e,

X

)

f (x, er)

f (x,e-)

X

o

o.5

Figure 2. l.--A Diagrammâtical Representation
"Rothschild-StigIitz"
Increase in Risk

of

a

3B

The plausibiliry

of Equarions (25 ) and (26)

measures whÍch define
Rothschild

and srigrítz

tion

is equivalent

risk

averters

increase

(

in risk

Ig70) .

is es tablished

They show rhar rhis
(i)

to two other conditions:

díslike

in risk

variable.
useful

an increase

increased

and (ii ) that

risk,

is the addítion

statement

that

all

risk

defines

z increase

averters

dislike

the basis of Equation

the concept of FirsÈ-order

FinaJ-1y, Theorem B defines
stochastic
stÍgLítz
risk

as defined

Theorem 6:
!'(x,e1)

that

averters

and the

íncreased

risk.

(25).

rn particular,
Theorem

7

Dominance.

the Rothschilddislike

increased

(25) and (26).13

For any two cumulative
with

is

ín risk",

stochas tic

establishes

risk

by Equations

and r(x,e2)

and et(e2r

all

it

Ehe concepÈ of second-order

Dominance, and it
claim

an

betv¡een the

This \.¡e do in a sequence of three theorems.
Theorem 6 defines

defini-

of noise Eo tì're ranclom

us to show here Èhe relatíonship

concept ¡ a "Rothschild-stigliÈ

by

that a1l

For purposes of subsequent discrrssion
for

as

distribution

iclentíca1

functions

means such Ehat xe[0,l]

then:
1

/ tr(x,e2) - F(x,êr)l¿" -

o

0

Proof :

The

equali ty of means implies

l

I xdF(x,e1)
0

I

_(
-)

:

xdF(x,e2)

0

or:
I

I xdIF(x,e2)
0

F(x,er)l

0

(27)
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Using integration

by part,s,

I

F(x,er)Jdx

IF(x,e2)

I

(27) becomes:
Q.E.D

0

0

Theorern

I

7

First-0rder

and F(xre2)>F(x,et),
f(x,e2)

then the expected utility

of x under
under

í.e.,
EU(x f

:

If U*(x))0

is less than or equal to Èhe expected utility

f(x,e¡),
Proof

I

St.ochasÈic Dourinance

(x,e2)) 5 EU(xlt(",e¡))

Using integration

nu(x f(x,e¡))

I

-)

it

follows

that:

- EU("lf(x,e2))

I

-I

by parts,

(28)

U(x)[f(x,e1)

f(x,e2)Jdx

0

I

f(x,e2)J

U(x) [F(x,e1)

(2e)

0

I

I u*(x)iF(x¡e1)

F(x,ez)ldx

0

1
)

U*(x)[F(x,e1)

F(x

0

Since F(x,ê2))F(x,e1)

,ez)

and U*)0, Equation

ldx

(30)

(30) is positive.
Q.E.D

Theorern B tSecond-Order
and U*x(x)(0,

Stochastic

Dominance I

:

If. U*(x))0

and

I tr(x,e2)

-- F(x,êr)ldx ¿

0

then EU(xif
(*, e2)) < EU("lr(x,e,))
'l
Prooi: :

Py Theorem 7,
EU(x

it,",e1 )) - EU("lfqx,e2))
/ u*(x)[r(x,er)

- F(xte2)]dx

>

0

(

31)

40

Integrating

(3I)

by parts,

(x*

U*

becoines

X

I Ir(2,e2)

)

F(z,el)l¿z

0

¡*

/ u**(x) I
0

[¡'(

Since U*)0,

Ux*(0,

non-negative,

and

EU(xlr(*,ee))
t-

A " Sandmo Increase

"Rothschild-StigIítz

the fact

that a specific

by

case of the

is the "sandmo

case"-status

stems from
(i.e.,

function

is used in the pl.ace of the general

and the general

ini tiali

Q.E.D

0

A special

distribution

distribution

zing the values of

x=ex+w(e) for

e

function

ancl .,¡(e).

e=l and w( I )=0.

of f ered belov¡"

meter e directly

lhat

rn the f irsL,
af f ects

w(e) is a scaling

satisf ies Equations
"sandmo Íncrease

of x.

factor.
funcrion,"

(25) and (26) , that

in risk"

"l(crr,hschild-Stig:.'Ltz

\.{e demonstrate

the variance

the "Sandmo dí.srribution

Theorem 9:

ís obtainecl

In parEicular,

Three theorems on the "Sandmo increase

\¡re show that

function,

of the "sancimo distribuLion

The comparability

function"

>

in risk"

This "special

in risk".

F((x-w(e))/e)

in RÍ slc" :

increase

increase

F(x,e).

(ZZ) is

F(x,e1)Jdx)0,

i.e.,
I

)

(32)

F(z,et)ldzdx

,e2)

/trfx,e2)

EU(xlr(",e1))
(b

z

0

is a speciaf

increase

in risk"
that

the para-

rn tire second,

Finally,

we show

F( (x-w(e) )/e)

is,

\^/e show that

case of the

in risk".

Consicler x=ex+w(e) for e=l and w( t )=0.

Var(x) = .2var("1j,

are

Then:

the

4I

Proof

Var(x)

Ix-E(x) ]2
EIex+w(e) - E(ex+w(e))]2
E

I

e _t
-t

Elx-E(")i2l

u2

e=l

var(x)

"2

|

e=1

Q.E.D.

Theorem 9 demonst,rates
distribution

function,

shifting"

parameter,

the role which e plays in the

F(x,e).

e is a "variance-

Clearly,

i"e.,

2evar(x)l > 0
Ère:(")
de =

(33)

I

^_
c--L

An increase
Íncreases

in e above Í ts ini tial

rìot only the variance

but also increases
preserve

1

(as indicate.l

Equation

matched by a decline
should ensure !hat
dE(x)=0).

by Theorem 9),

the expected value of x.

the mean in a "sandmo increase

order to satisfy

va-ì,ue of uni ty

(25),

in w(e),

in risk"

an increase
and this

rn order to
(i. e. , in

in e should

decline

in v¿(e)

Ehe mean of x is unchanged ( i. e.

This next Theorem presents

be

an implicaEion

,

of this

requirernent.
Theorem 10:

Consider x=ex+r+(e) for

e=l and w(1)=0.

Then

for a constanE mean,
E(x) = -drs/de
Proof

:

For the Equationr

t i- ù n of both sídes.

x=ex*w(e),

we take the expecta-

This gives:

E(x) = eE(x) + rv(e)
Taking the differential
gives:

(and holding

Lhe mean constanE),

42

E(x)ae + dw(e) =

0

rvhích implies:
E(x)

dw/de

Q.E.D.

A "Sandmo increase
and d¡t/de=-E(x)(0.

in risk"

"Rothschild-SLigIi-tz

saËisfies

is characterized

bv de)0

In the nexr Theorem we demonstrate

a "sandno increase

Theorem 1 l:

in risk"

is

increase

special

a

in risk.

The random variable,

a

"

x=ex+rv(e) for ê=1, w(I¡=6,

(25) and (26)

Equations

case of

that

l-.e",

,

I

(i)

Í F"(x,e)<1

x

0

0

(Íi)

¡*
/ P"(x,e)dx ¿ 0 for x*e[0,1]
0

Proof:

The random variable

The distribution

function

F(x, e)=F( (x-w(e ) ) /e) .
Fu(x,e)

may be written
for

this

= Fx(" )[(-dwne
Fx(. )[E(x)

of Theorem I0 "
r{e ge t :
X

xl

0

Now:

(i)

for

1,w(l)=g

Taking the integral

J0 r*(.)[r(x)

I Fu(x,e)dx

is

- (x-¡¿(e))) /"2)

e

producl,

random variable

Thus
de

by virtue

as x= [x-w(e) ] /e.

xldx
e

of this

I 1,w(I)=9.

I

x*=1, I Fr.(" )[r(x)-x]dx

0

and

0

(ii¡

for x*e[0,1]

x*

I r*(.)[¿(x)-x]<lx
0

0

Q.E"n

¿+J

(c)

The Cornparative-Static

Increase

Effect

in Risk - An Analysis

of a Mean-Preserving

of comparatÍve-static

analysis,

preceding

is Èhe provision

subsections

exogenous variable.
certainty

the effect
(i.e.,

A major topic

(i.e.,

(these)

max V(a;xre)
a(e)

II.

max

a(e)

condition(s

function.

I

of

a

the

) depends upon

To demonstrate

Èhis,

Z

is nonlinear

(b) r¿here

Z

is linear

Ror-hschild and SrigIltz

condition
íncrease

in a and x, and

signing

in risk"

of

on the optimal
by

67) , and again by Diarnond

To explÍcare

Ehe Diamond-Stiglitz

variable

the effect

a*( e) , is provided

Theorerq L2 [ Dia¡nond-Sti gJ-itz (L974)l:
1eve1 of the cont.rol

(35)

in a and x.
for

( 1971, p.

(197 4 , p. 340) .
rde present

(34)

U(Z(a,x))dF(x,e)

(a) r¡here

1eve1 of the choice variable,

ondition,

si gn]-ng

in uncertainty

on the opt.ína1 level

sufficient

V(Z(a,x)ix,e)

a "Rothschild-Stiglitz

¡:

s) for

I U(arx)dF(x,e)

The sufficÍent

and StigLj-tz

condition(

but

three cases:

I

Case I

of definitions,

which fo11ovrs, we show that

the naÈure of the objective
we consider

of an

Ehe endogenous variable).

In the discussion
of this

of Èhe two

of a definiton

increase

the exogenous variable)

s es

in the economics of un-

of the sufficient

of a mean-preservíng

conErol variable

nature

the contribulion

is not merely the presentation

the determination

For purpo

of Three Cases:

rhis

sufficient

The<¡rem.

Let a*(e)

be the

which maximi-zes /U(a,x).

44

dF(x re).

If

increases

creases in risk

( i.e.

then a* increases

in e represent
, satisfy

condition

for

implicitly

expected utility

I u"(a,x)Fx(x,e)dx
Implicirly

dif f erenE,iatirg,

that

and applying

n"(0,e)

order

i.e.,

\,re have,

uaaFxdx]

is negative,

sign [<1a*/de ] = sign
Noting

by the first

.

Q

¿"'*/de = -[/ u"r*ud"]/[l
Since the denominator

(<0)

U.**)0

uaximization,

=

,

Ua is a stri.ctly

of x, i. e. , if

a*( e) is defined

in-

(25) and ( 26) )

Equations

(decreases ) with e if

convex (concave ) function
Proof:

mean-preserving

l,l U"F*"dx

= Fe(1,e)

integration

l

= T(0 re) = T(l,e)

by parts

twice,

= 0,

we have

I u^F*udx = - I u^*F*dx = I uur,*T(x,e)dx
r+here T is defined

in Equation

non-negat. ive so that

U."*

By assumprion T is

:

sign Ida*/de]
assuming that

(26).

= si_gn IUaxx( a,x)

is uniformly

signed for all

Case II(a):

In

subsequently

extended by Katz (f9Bl),

a

condit ion provided
Ur**)0

(<0))

recent

by

]

x.

Q.E.D

paper by Kraus (L979) which

$ras

the sufficienr

Rorhschild and SrigLitz

is shown to be insufficient

(i.e.,

in problerns of

the form:
max V(a;xrerZ)
a(e)
where Z is non-linear
of U.** in general

I U(Z(a,x))dF(x,e)
in a and x.

is indeterminate

In part,icular,
in that:

(36)
the sign

45

Ua*x = UZZa*x +

ZUZZZaxZx

+ Za(UZZzaa *
cannot be signed
Case II(b):

a

(37)

Uzzzztr)

priori.

In the third

case, consider

by Equat ion

( 36

particular,

assume Z is of Ehe f orm:

) such thaL Z(a,x)

is linear

where V(a) and Y(a) are both posit,ively
and second order condiEions
Va

in a and x.

In

V(a)x + Y(a)

ry.L_

The first

the problem defined

= EIUZ[V'(a)x

+

valued f unct ions
for

.

a aaxtmum are:

Y'(a)ll

( 38)

and:

Vr" = EtUzz[Vt(a)x + y'(a)]21
+ Eluz[v"(a)x + v"(a)]l < 0
Thus, if

Equations

(38) and (39) holcl, rhere exists

value of a, ã*, which satisfÍes

Equation

In Ehis case, v¡e determine
for

signing

a*(e).
( 3B)

(39)

the effect

To <1o this,

of a

subst-itute

rüe

, and take rhe total

(36).

the sufficient

" Sandrno

a unique

increase

conditíon

in rísk"

on

ex*r.r(e) for x in Equat.ion

differential.

Sertirrg

ment s except those f or a* and e eqr,ral to zeto

,

all

incre-

r\re obtai.n:

¿u*/de I = -Vae/Vaa
ê=1r$r(l)=0

(40)

I

Since the denoml-nator of Equat ion ( 40) is negatíve,
f ollows

ít

that:
sign (da*/ae¡

= sign (V*")

Now the sign of Vae can be determined
(L97 5) terms the "co\,'ariance

method. "

(4r)
by using r¿hat Batra
In part iculâr , I 4

46

E[uz [ [x-E(x) ]V' ( a) I l

Vae

+

n{

tuzzl[x-E(x)]tV'(a)x + Y'(a)l

= E(xS)

v(a)l

E(x) . E(S)

= Cov(x,S)

( 42)

where:

UzIv'(a)] + UzzY(a)[V'(a)x + Y'(a)]

ù

Thus from EquaE fons (41) and (42), ir

(43)

follows that:

sign (dax / de) = sign (Cov(x,S))

(44)

The sign of Cov(x, S) is idenEical to the sign of
i.e.,

òS/ôx,

OS/ax

ZIJ77YtY + UZZz(Vr(a)x + Y'(a))V2

(45)

u"xx

(46)

Therefore:

sign (da* / ae¡
II-4

sign

A Summar of Four Pa ers:
Tressler and Menezes 1
Hanson and Menezes

I

Four papers are central
first

(47

( Uu*x )

B)

Block and I{eineke L97 3
an
, Sandmo r970

to this

dissertation.

is authored by Block and Heineke (Lg7 3) .

paper,
mination

Block-Heineke

on the optimal
increase

(B-H) address !wo problems:

of the sufficient
level

in the uncertainty

income, and (ii)

conditions

of labor

)

for

signÍng

The

rn theír
the deterthe effect

supply of a mean-preserving

of (i)

non-v¡age (or aut,onomous)

I^lith regards to the firsq
proi..ri,cm, and using a "Sandmo j-ncrease in risk",
B-H show
thar

the wage-rate.

four sufficient

conditions

are needed.

These are:

47

(

i ) arÌ EUF \,rhich exhibits

EUF which exhibits

exhibits

CARA in labor

assert

that

good.

I^Iith regards
to specify

for

sufficient

( iii)

an EUF which treats

the op E,ina1 level

conditions.

signing

the effect

supply.

B-H r\7ere unable
A few years

in the second problem.

¡vhich Tressler-ìlenezes

ís the HMTC. Uslng a "Rot-hschild-Stiglirz
riskr " T-l'f show that

labor

of auLon-

and Menezes (1980) proposed a sur.ficient

condition

uncertainty

labor

permit B-H to

of labor

to the second problem,

an

an EUF r^rhich

in the uncertainty

a set of sufficient

Tressler

conditíon

(ii )

aversion,

These conditions

a "sandmo increase"

omous income increases

risk
supply,

DARA in incorne, and (iv)

supply as an Ínferior

1ater,

absolute

a mean-preserving

(T-M) i¿entify
increase

increase

thar

in

in the

of the r¡¡age-raÈe reduces the optimal

supply provided

A

leve1 of

the HMTC holcls.

There is a symmetrical
and Hej-neke (1973) and Tressler

rel-ationship

between Block

and Menezes (l9BO) on one

hand, and Sandmo ( 1970), and Hanson and Menezes ( I97B) on
the other.
problems "

l,ike Block and Heineke, Sandmo addresses two
sandmo solves

the first.

The second problem is

solved by Hanson and Menezes ( 1978 ) .
Since a grasp of the mechanics of the proofs
these four papers is required
this

dissertation,

f our papers is

a formal
presented

at subsequent,
yet brief

here.

I,tre

later

explÍcation

used in

stages of
of these

begin r^¡iËh the f irst

B-H

probl.em, and the B-l{ result.
(a)

The First

B-H ( I973) Problem:

The firsr

problem which

4B

B-H cons ider

is of the f orrn :

max V(L,e)
L(e)

= i U(L,wl,*y")g(yo,e)dyo

where / U(. )g(Y')dY"
supply,

(48)

-A

is the EUF with arguments in labor

L, and income, Y=wL*Yo.

Income has tv/o components:

aut.onomous incoroe, Yo , and frage income, wL, r¿here w repre-

sents tl-re hourly

as a stochast ic variable,
jective

probabllity

and accordingly

density

the second problem,
propert,ies

In Ehis problem, yo is treated

r^Jage-rate.

function.

with Equation

Ehe sub-

rn l¡oth the firsr

B-H assume the EUF exhibits

(-i. e. , Uy)0, Uyy(0, U¡(0,

The firsÈ

g( y" ) is

the usual

and U¡¡(0)

and second order conditions

and

.

associated

(48) are:

V¡ = E(U¡) + wE(Uy) = 0

(49)

Vi,l, = E(Ull)

(50)

and:

Thus, íf
level

Equations

of labor

+ 2wE(U¡y) + o,2EçUyy) < 0
(49) and (50) hold,

supply,

To determine
risk"

L*, which satisfies
the effect

as measured lry e on L*,
plausible

additional,

labor

as an j-nf erior

in Labor (Í.e.,
income (i.e.,

B-H introduce

(48).

good (i.e.,

OR¿.(L,Y(L))/Ol, = 0),
< 0)

in

three

Referring

the addiEional

ORA(L,Y(L))/aV

Equation

of a "sandmo increase

assumptions.

as the B-H assumption-set,
(i)

there exisLs a unique

l_ater to these

assumptions are:

dLldy" | < O), (ii)
YlE(Y)
and (iii)

DARA in

CARA

49

This assumption-set
the following

manner.

is deerned plausible

Firstly,

Èhe "Arrow-Pratt"

represents

creasingly

the assumption DARA in

income increases,

in fhe sense that

odds demanded diminish.

Arrow ( 1965 ) argues that

both intuition

this

.

( p.

Secondly,

37

8)

CARA ín L implies

measure of absoluEe risk
is,

aversion

CARA in L "implies

that

for taking a risky action
uruch ìre rv¡orks"' (p. 378).

by ernpirical

casual inspection

of historical

century

in the standard

is invariant

phenoruenon,

In

s ee

deE

For

labor

evidence.

general

by how

For example,
that

the

since Èhe turn of the
in the length

discussion

of the

of this

Gunderson (1980, pp. 83-98)"

ermining

riskr " B-H follow

the ef f ect of a

"

sandrno increase

in

Sandmo's ( 1969, 1970, and L97L) procedure,

and 1et Yo=eY"+r,r(e) f or e=1 ancl w( 1)=0.
Theorem 10, a definíng
in risk"

That

is an inferior

data reveals

of living

a

in L.

are not affected

is associaËed vzith a decline

average rcork week.

support

Ehat the Arrow-Pratr

Ehe assumpEion that

good is supported

increase

and facr

the odds demanded by the indi-

vidual

Fina11y,

becomes in-

to accept a wage of a given size as his

willing

hypothes is"

Y

As B-H ( i973)

hypoEhesis.

thaÈ "the individual

noËe, DARA in Y inplies

by B-H in

characteristic

As díscussed in

of a " Sandmo increase

i.s Ehat;

(sl)

dwlde = -E(Y")
In addition

to Equation

(5f ), rde require

the results of four

50

lemmas

and one theorenÌ.

At

:

r¿ritten

:

dy/de = yo - E(y")

Lemma I :

Proof

These are

e=

I and w( I ) =0 , the income constraint

may

be

as:

+ eYo + w(e)

Y=wL
DifferentiaÈing

rqith respect

to e, and using Equation

(St¡,

we obtain:
dYlde

=

Yo - E(Y")

dL*

=

cov(Yo, uly + wuyy)/v"t

Lemma 2:

de

Proof:

LetÈing Yo =

+w(e) at e=l and

eYo

firs t order condi t ion,

Q.E.D

and taking

\,r(

I ) =0 in the

the implicit

derivative,

\¡/e obtain:

v¡¡dL* + [E( ULYdY)
de

by virtue

E( wUyydY) I de
de

uly( y "-¡( y') ) )+n( wuyr( y'-E(

V¡¡dL*

+

I

n(

VLLdL*

+

t

s( (uLy+wuyy)v" )-E( u¡y+wuyy)E(y' ) I de

V¡¡dL*

+

Cov(Y", Ui,V + wUyy) de =

of Lemma I and the definition

function.

Rearranging
dfx/de

Lemma 3:

+

If

y " ) ) ) ] de

0

of the covariance

terms, we obtaÍn:

= -Cov(y",ULy
the EUF exhibits

+ wUyy)/vt"

Q.E"D

CARA in labor,

and DARA in

income, then

ÒRa(L,Y(L))/ðL <
Proof

Differentiating

0

R(L,Y(L))

with

respect

to L,

we

obtain:
= ðR(")/ ôy.ðy/òL + òR(")/at
If rhe EUF exhibirs CARA in L (i.e., ôR(. )/Ol=O)
dR(')/dt

(52)
and

if

rhe

5I
EUF exhibiTs

in Y (i.e.,

DARA

ôR(.)/av<o¡ then Equation (52)

becomes:

dR(. )/al
Lemma 4:
E

If

=

labor

w.ôR(. )/aY <

o

is an inferior

Q.E.D

good, then

( U¡y+wUyy ) <0 .

Proof:

Frou Equation (49) , it follows that.
dLldY'= -[(Uly + wUyy)/V",

Since V¡¡(0 [Eq,ratÍon (50)J, and since dL/dYo<0 by assunption,

E(U¡y*wUyy)<0.

Theorem l3:

Q.E.D

If rhe EUF exhíbirs

CARA

in labor,

and DARA in

ineome, then dLx/de)0.
Proof:

By Lemma 2,
dL*/de

Since V¡¡(0,

iË is clear

sign
Nor¿ the sign

reference

Uly + wUyy)/V¿

= -Cov(Y",

(¿t,*/ae¡

rhat:
sign (Cov(Yo, U¡y+wUyy)

of the covariance

to a third

variable,

arguments of the covariance
of rike

signs,

funct ion can be det ermined by
Y.

If

the derivatives

funcEíon with respect

then the sign of the covariance

positive.

0therwise,

positi-ve.

From Ehe income constraint,

dy'/dY>0.

Secondly,

the sign of the function

by Lemma 3,

v¿e

it

By Young?s Theorem and by rearranging
as:

ô t-(Uly + wUyy)/u"1 ,0
ÒY

of the

to y are

function

is

is non-

is clear

that

may write:

O(-Uyyluy)ar, = r4r"O(-Uyy/Uv)/ Av <
written

(s3)

)

O

term"rl5

this

may be

52

which implies:

ô

[(u LY

+

wU

)/u Y

YY

ÒY

to ( urr+rvurr)'

uy-( urr*ruyy ) . rr, I I uÇ

ôY

r [ô
Uy

(u

LY

+wU

YY

(u

+

LY

+wU

YY

R

A

(.)l > o

ÒY

Since Uy)0, Ehen

ô

(u

+wU

LY

YY

)>-R A (.)(u LY +wU YY )

ôY

Since R4(.))0,
(u

ô

and
LY

*rvU

(U¡y+wUyy)(O ILemrna 41, then
YY) >

(s4)

O

ôY

By dy"/dY>0 and Equation (Sa¡, Cov(,))0.
then

dllx /

(b)

The Second B-H ( 1973) Problem:

Since Cov( , ))0,

de)0 by virEue of EquaEÍon ( 53).

which B-H consider
max V(Lre)
L(e)
The variables,

b

_t
-)

and the general

Ehe

The fírst

(ss)

U(L,rvI-)B(w,e)dw
0

properties

problem with

the second problem the \^/age-rate
as

second problern

is of. the form:

the same as in the firsE

is treated

The

Q"E"D

sLochastic

(

of the EUF, are

the exception

Ehat in

and not autonomous inconre)

variable.

and second order conditions

for maximum

are:
V¡ = E(U¡)
and

.F

E(wUy)

(s6)

0

:

vll

E(u¡¡)

+

2E(wU¡y)

+

E(w2 Uyy )

<0

(57)

53

Thus, Íf
level

(56) and (57) hold,

Equations

of l-abor supply,

rhere exisrs

L*, which satisfies

a unique

Equation

Using the same approach employed in their

.

solution

Eo the first

problem,

uncertainty,

B-H v/ere unable to determine unambiguously the

direction

and using a "sandmo-type"

( 55)

of the effecÈ of a mean-preserving

uncertainty

of the wage-rate

on the optimal

supply.

A solution

Tressler

and Menezes ( 1980) .

set,

Tressler

cient

increase

increase

Rejecting

in the

l.evel of labor

problem \ras offered

to this

irr

recenËly

by

the B-H assumption-

and Menezes (T-M) show that

the HMTC is suffi-

to sign unambiguously the comparative-st.atic

effect.

the HMTC ho1ds, T-M show that a "Rorhschild-

Provided

stigLitz-type"

increase

the optiuìal

1eve1 of labor

The proof
characterízed
Step l:

of this

in wage-rate
supply,

i.ê.,

the marginal

between hours of leisure

decreases

ð.L*/de(0.16

comparative-static

as having the following

Define

uncerrainty

result

components

be

¡

rate of transformation

foregone and income.

may

(MRT)

Ana1ytical1y,

the MRT is r,¡riLten as R(.,.).
St ep 2 :

Show Ehat

sign

:

(dl,*¡

sign (-dR)

de

and this

de

is achieved in three
s

1gn ( dL* )
de

=

( sB )

steps:

sÍgn (Vlww)

/ (ur, + wuy)Be(w,e)dw
sign (-dR)
de

( 58 ' )
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Step 3:

Show tlìaE the H¡fTC implies

rhar sign (-¿nl¿e)

is

negatÍve.
In the remainder of this
proofs

used by T-M in each of these three
Step l:

two meanings.

In the objective
As the first

number of hours of leisure

provide

income.

s

function,

foregone.

Ehe

teps.
EU(L,vr]-), L lias

argument, L represents

second argument, L represents

for

SecÈion, \,/e sketch

the

As a component of the

lhe number of hours v¡orked to

This dual meaning of r, is the motivation

the constrLrcËion of a concepË, Ehe MRT between hours of

leisure

foregone and income.
To distinguish

relabel

between the two meanings of L, T-M

the second rneaning as z.

the obj ecL.ive f unction

under thÍs

re1abe1ling,

becomes:

b

EU(L,wz)

(se)

I ucL,vz )g(w,e)dw
0

subject

to L=2, we[0,b],

re1abe1ling,
Equations

the first

( 56)

rel-abe11ing,

and (Sl¡

Lg

=zg represents

Also under this

and second ordel: conditions
are unchanged.

the necessary

R(L0 ,wzg )

where

and le[0,T].

condition

EU¡(L0,wz0)
E(wUy(Lo,wzs))
the utility

Fina11y,

under this

may be written
i

as:

(60)

roaximizing 1eve1 of labor

supply,

and R(Lg,zç ) represenLs

leisure

foregone and income at the optimum va1ue,

the MRT between hours of
LO=z O.

the optimum in (L rz )-space is a locus
of consÈant expected utility
(i.e.,
an iso-utility

ConnecEed with

of points

(i.e.,

55

curve or indifference
Èhe seÈ of risky

In particular,

curve) .

labor-income

(Lrwz),

bundles,

as (Lg,wzg),

the same expected utility

let

i.e.,

I0 denote

which have
let

Io = ((L,z) EU(Lrwz) = EU(Lg,wz6))
The properÈies

convex in (Lrz)-space.

and strictly

EU(L rwz)=k, it

and

of Iq include

follows

(61)

thaE it

is increasing

In particular,

for

that

d,z =

EU¡(L,wz)

dL

E(wUy(L,wz))

>0

( 62)

:

d

2

z

t

u¡¡ )+ze (wu¡y )+u(w2uyy

n(

dL2

E(wUy)

)

J

>0

(63)

by virtue of Equation (57).
RHS

Note that in Equation (62) , rhe
equals n( L,wz) by virtue of Equation ( 60) .
of Equations (60 ) , (e f ¡ , and (62) are

The results
presented graphically

ín Figure 2.2.

In the diagram note

thaÈ aÈ the optimum, I0 is tangent Èo the line
Ig is íncreasíng
later

convex in (L,z )-space.

and strictly

dÍscussíon,

it

z=L, and that

wÍ11 be useful

For

to remember that slope

of I0 equals the MRTzL.
Step 2:

By virrue

of RoÈhschild and SrigLitz

p. 67) and Diamond and SrigLítz

(1974, p. 340), ír

(L97 I

is ctear

that:
sign (dL*)
d"
Reca1l Theorem 12.

sign (v¡r")
DifferenÈiation

(64)
will

show that:

VL*, = 2E(Uyy)t + E(wUyyy).L2 + e(ULyy).L2
This result

(i.e.,

Equation (65))

(65)

Ís needed in the next

,

56

z=L
z

Io

zo

45"
Lo

L

Flgure 2.2.--A DtagrammaÈlcal Representatfon of rhe Optimal
Level of Labor Supply
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theorem.
Theorem I4z

Vt,rro = I (U¡+wUy)Se(rv,e)dw

tfg_gl:

IntegraEing ! <Ur+wUy)Be(rv,e)dw by parrs rwice,
using Equations ( 25) and (26), we obcain Ehe result,
Equation (65).

Q.E.D.

sign (l (u¡+wuy)s.(w,e)dw)

Theorem l5:

a small neighborhoocl of (LO, zo)
Proof:

Ir=/U¡8(w,e)dw(0

a

ign

(

-¿n /

de

where

I'tow:

rr urzJ/{rr)2

r2

¿e) in

lec R(L,wz)=-TI/T2

and I2=/wUy B(w,e)clw)0.

t_.-rôrt

de

s

"

of EquaLion (62),

By virtue

dR

and

(66)

ôe

where:

ôrr

I UlBe(w,e)dw

ôe

and:
òTz

(67)

wUyB*(*,e)dw

ôe

At the optimum, (Lg ,zg) , it
I uß(rv,e)dw
of Equation

Equation

(66 ) becomes:

I

that

:

(68)

= -JrvUyB(w,e)ctrv

by virtue

dß l=
cle

is clear

( 56).

Therefore,

ât the

op t imum

(ur+wuy)Bs(,0,e)d'w/r2

,

(os)

I

.l
(L¡
,zg

)

Since IZ)0 o. Equation

sign (l

(69) implies:

( u¡+wuy )eu (w, e )dw)

= sígn (-dR)
de

in a small neighborhood

of (Ls,zs).

In summary, the results

of Step 2 (i.e.,

Q.E.D"

sign

5B

(dt^'/¿e)=sign(-dR/de))

are provided

by Theorems 12, 14, and

15.

Step 3:

In Step 3, \./e show that

sign (-¿n/¿e)

that

f ollowing

is negaËive.

manner.

Ll(Lz

rn both bundles,
not known r¡ith

By def inÍtion

s

y1=r.rz

ensures rhar:

stated

These are:

( i)

d yZ=wz2

is g(w*,e*).

This

between g(r,r, e)

S(w)=E(w*),

and ( ii)

e(e*

is less than Lhe dispersion

differently,
sarisfy

Also under w*, we obtain

an

wage raÈe, w*, whose

function

of g(wre)

and g(w*,e*)

I

variables.

density

the dispersion

g(w,e)

i.e.,

However, w is

is chosen so Ehat the relationship

of B(w* re*).
that

bundles,

and theref ore,

tochas lic

probability

and g(w*,e*)
(i.e",

the individual

certainty.

Consicler a ne\.r stochastic

f unction

of r0,

such

(70)

L is knorvn with
certainty,

in the

be any trqo point.s

= EU(L2,I+22)

random or

subjective

rhis

Equation (6I)),

between the t.\^ro rÍsky

EU(Lr,wz¡)

represent

r0 (recall

curve,

and z1(22.

is indifferent

T-¡l demonstrate

Let (L1 ,21) and (L2rz2)

on the iso-utility
that

the Hl'{TC implies

g(w*,e*)

is chosen such

EquatÍons

(25) and (26).

a second paÍr

(Lt ,**"I ) and (L2,wz2).

of risky

A useful

bundles.
related

Theorem is:

Theorem 16:

sign (dR)

sign (n*(1,\t*z)-R(L,wz))

de

Proof :

dR ¿
de

Since e*)e,

AR

ll*

Ae

then

dR

de

z)
e*

L w*

AS

R( i,

ut

z)

e

R*(L rw*z)

R(L,wz).

Q.E.ì)
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Ln sum, we have progressed

Lo the stage where the

sign (¿1,* /de)=siBn(-dR/de)=sign[-(R*(L
virtue

of Theorens 12, 14, 15, and 16.
paragraphs is that

in the remaining
R*

(

,wxz)-R(L ,wz)) ] by
I^lhat \^/e r,¡ish to shorv

the HMTC im plies

L.w*z )>n( l.rvz) . and theref ore dL*/de(0.

T-l'f proof
mutually

requires

that r^re show that

implied.

s1:

R*(L,w*z)

S2:

yl(l,f

To do this,

the

three statements

are

These are:

> R(L,wz) for

(t,z¡

all

,z¡ ¡\./¡w*) < V2(L2rzlrr{¡\rr*)

('L2 rz2) such that

for

all

(1,

1,2¡)

and

I ¡\rz t )=EU (Lz rwz2)=EU0 and such rhat
Lr(L2 where VI (. ) and V2(. ) are pIFs.

S3 [rrre

HMTC]:

EU(LI ¡w*z¡))EU(Lr,w*22)

(L2 ,22) such that
L

EU(L

EU(L L ;wzr )=EU

f or all

(L1,21)

and

(Lz rwzz )=f U0 and such that

t(Lz.
A comment on ( S3 ) should be offered.

The inequality

in ( S3) is anal-ogous ro Assumprion tAl ín Secrion
Recall

too that Equation

(23) is an implicarion

TI-2 (e).

of Assump-

rion tAl.
(s3) implies (s2).

Theorem L7 :
Proof:

Recall

(L¡ rz¡) and (L2,22)

EU(L1 ,wz1)=EU(L2rw"z),

i.e.,

both bundles are on I0"

Í/ undergoes a "Rothschild-stigrj-tz
the new corresponding

L

,zL rw)

v1(t I rzI ,w*)

increase

random wage-rate

concept of a PIF (see Section
v1(L

are chosen Eo ensure

TI-2(b)),

U(L1 ,wz¡)

U(Lt ,wzy)

in risk"

is w*.
\^7e

EU(Ltrw*21)

so that

Using the

nay r+rite:

EU(L ¡ rwz ¡)

Assume
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SubtracÈing

v1 from

VI

vI (l r rzL rwrr/*)
By similar

reasoning,

we obEain:

t

EU(L1rr,rz1)

=

obt.ain:

we

V2(Lz,zzrw,w*)

EU(L1,w*z¡)

= EU(L2twz2)

EU(L2,w*22)

Now since EU(L L t\tzi )=UU (L2,\rz2 )=EU0, subtracting

Vl from v2

gives:

AVI

[v2(.

vi(.)l

)

EU=EII0

EU= EU

I

EU(Lr,w*, t)-EU(L2,w* z 2)

(71)

1

of the HMTC, rhe RHS of Equation (71) is positive,

By virtue

and therefore
Theore¡n l8:
Prooå:

0

(

s3) implies

(

S2).

Q.E.D"

(s2) implies (St).

Taking the derivaLive

of v(. ) with respecr

to

z

yields:
dV

I

EU

dz
+

I (L ,wz)

EU¡(L,w*z)ldL
dz

IE(wuy(L,r'rz)]

E(¡'¿*'Uy(L rw* rz)l

(7 2)

Along the iso-utí1ity

curve, EU0=EU(L,wz), Equation
(62) ho1ds. Subsriruring Equarion (62) inro Equarion (72) ,
we get:
OV

dz

E IwU

(L,wz)l

EU¡(L,wz)

EU¡(Lrw*z)

EU= EU 0

EIw*Uy(L,w*z)]
EIwUy(L,wz)]
EU¡(L,wz)
. IR*(Lrwxz)
Since

tJy)0 and Ul(0,

it

E[$¡'tUy(L,rq*z)]
R(L,r¿z)]

is clear

from Equation

(7 3)
(

73) that:

6r

Io

z

I

z=L

r2

zo
I

zo

lLo

Lo

L

Ffgure 2.3.--A Dlagrammatical Representatfon of the
Impact of a "Rothschtld-Stlglitz-Type"
Increase in Wage-Rate
Uncertalnty on the Optimal Level of Labor Supply.
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sign

Ltv/nz

l= sigri

I

(74)

- R(L,vz))

IR*(L,w*z)

EU=EUo

Sínce Az=22 z¡)O
sign [¡v

I = sign IR*(L,w*z)

I

R(L,r+z)]

Q.E.D.

EU=EUo

The T-l'f ( 1980) solurion

ro the second problern posed

by B-H (L973 ) may be presented diagrammarically.
played in Figure 2.3,
point

the initial

equilibriun

of tangency of I0 and rhe idenriry

then show that dR/de)0.
increase

Graphically,

in e causes I0 to rotate

presented

in Figure 2.3.

is a new family
is tangent

The point

to z=L"

member of the new family
lower level

z=L.

this

T-M (1980)

means that

an

as is

wiLh an increase

in

e

curves with one member which
of tangency beEr+een this

of indifference

of L than the old.

occurs at the

counterclockwise

Associated

of indifference

As dis-

crrrves occurs aE

Therefore,

in Figure

2.3,

a

we

observe dL*/de(0.
(c)

The First

Sandrno (1970) Problem:

papers of import
( I97B).

first

are Sandmo ( f970) and Hansen and Menezes

In his paper, Sandmo addresses rwo problems.

The

he terms the probl-em of "income riskr " and Lhe second

he Eerms the problem of "capital
of "income risk"
problem and

"

characËetLzed

risk"

It

ís the problem

Sandmo ( 1970)

the second sandrno (L97 0) problem.

Sandmo (1970, pp. 355-6) problem may be

as follo\ds.

Consider an individual

is measured by a utility

first-period

risk."

which r,/e term the f irst

capital

The first

welfare

The !wo remaining

consumption,

cl,

whose

funct ion v¡íth arguments in
and expected second-period

OJ

consumption,
continuous,

As usual,

E( C2 ).

suppose thaÈ this

and three times differentiable.
has positive

function

that

this

tive

second-derivatives.

savings

of initíal

between first-period

consumption is defined

Cr = I{r

and nega-

Sandmo ( tgZO) problem

The fj-rst

wealth,

Wl , in

corìsumpEion and

which pays a rate of interest

first-period

is

Suppose too

first-derivatives,

concerns the opEimal appropriaLion
Ehe first-period

function

i.

The level

of

by:
(75)

S

In Lhe second period,

the individual

receives

sEochasËíc

auËonomous income, Y2.. The expected (or average) value of

where g(Yz,e)

Y2 i-s E(Y2)=ly2g(Y2,e)dY?
probabÍ1ity

density

function

of Y2, and e represenÈs

"Rothschild-SEÍg1ítz-measure"
1evel of second-period

Ís rhe subjecrive

of uncertainty.

The expected

consumption is

E(C2) = E(Y2) + (r+i)S
Using (75) , Equation

(76)

(7 6) may be rer.rritEen

as:

E(c2) = E(Y2) + (t+i)llJr-cr]
In f ormal terms,

Ehe

the f irst

(77)

Sandrno ( 1970) problem is:

max V(Cl rSre)
C1

= I u(c1,y2 + (t+i)(wt-cr))g(y2,e)dy2
The first

Thus, if
CL, Ci,

and second order

conditions

for

(78)

Ehis problem are:

Vc, = s(ur - (t'+i)u2) = Q

(79)

ucrC, = E(U1¡ - w(l+i)Urz + (l+:i)2U2) < 0

(80)

(7 9) and ( B0) hold,

which satisfies

(

78).

there exis ts a unique value of
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Sandmo
"

Sandmo-type"

determines

increase

Lhe

Eenporal risk
(d)

determines

the comparative-static

in the uncertainEy
*

sign (dCI /de) "
aversion"

initial

wealth

i.e.,

he

+

dcr/de(o"r/

The first

and the

except in the second problem,

is al1ocaÈed bet!ù,een first-period

consumptíon

and a capiËa1 invesEmenE, K, and K pays a stochastic
return
tion

of x.

Therefore,

is defined

the level

of first-period

rate of
consump-

by:

Cr = Wr - K

(Bt)

and the expected level

of second-period

consuroptÍon is

def ined by:

E(C2) = E(l*x).K

(82)

where E(l*x)=1+E(x)=1+/x.g(x,e)dx
probability

densiÈy function

second Sandmo (I970)

where g(x,e)
for x.

rn formal

is rhe
terms,

the

problem is:

max V(Cr,K,e)
ct

= I u(cr,(l*x)(wr-cl))s(x,e)dx
The first

and second order conditíons

n(ur - (l+x)Uz) =

Vn

"l
ucr

a,'

for

this

(83)
problem are:

(84)

Q

= E(Urr - 2(l+x)U12

+ ( 1+x )zU zz)

Thus, íf (84) and (85) ho1d, there exists
¿
cl , ct , which satisf ies (83).

<0

(Bs)

a unique value of

sandmo courd not determine the conparative-static
effect

of a "sandmo-type"

a

"cl.ecreasing

to asserr.

The Second Sandmo ( 1970 ) Problem:

second probrems are identical

of i,

He shows thar

is suffÍcient

effecE of

increase

in the uncertainLy

of x,
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].

e

he could not deterrnine

¿

the sign (dcr/de).

Hanson and Menezes ( I97B) have shown rhat

to asserE

sufficient

Recently,

Lhe HFÍTC is

dCt /de)0.

Footnotes

to Chapt.er II

IAn affine function is one r+hÍch is both concave
convex . A linear funct ion is an aff ine funct ion.

and

references for this criterion are Marko wit z
(1952), 'Kuy
and Tobin (1958).
3A key reference here is Roy (Lg52).
4In Ëhis Section, rde limiË our discussion to

univariate
measures of risk preference.
New directions
of
research into risk preference include researc.h into multivariate measures. See for example Duncan (1977) and-X.ã?nT

(L979).

5S

6

u" Arrow

( reTo) and PraLt

S.e Arrow (1e70) and Prat

Ë

(L964).
(Le 64)

.

/ S"e Menezes and Hanson (1970).

I For an English
see Soumer ( 1954).

translation

of Bernoulli

t

s art ic1e,

9

Tro recent investigations
of DARA include ì"fachina
and Dybvig and Lippman ( l9B3).
loA formal definition
of the mean-preserving
increase in the dispersion
of. w is provided in Sect ion
II-3,
Note that Diamond and StigLi-t z (L97 4 ) Equar ions (4)
and (5) are our Equatíons (25> and (26) in Secrion II-3.
llthe origína1 arricles
in which these concepts are
defÍned are Sandmo ( 1970), Rothschild and SrigLitz
( 197f),
and Eeckhoudt and Hansen ( 1980 ) "
( 1982),

I 2 For a discussion

of ( 25) and (26) , see Diarnond and
(L974r pp. 338-40)"
l3T*o comments should be made here.
Firstly,
aee
Nagatani (1978, pp. 7L-76) and Fishburn and Vickson (f978)
for a more compleEe treatment of the material which h¡e cover
in Theorems 6, 7 and B. Secondly, in ttre following
three
StigLitz
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Lemmas, the concept of the Riemarìn-Stieltjes
InEegral is
used. Although Èhis integral
and its properties
are defined
elsewhere (e.9., in Haaser and Sullivan (f97f)),
it seems
appropriate
to show its relationship
to the Riemann integral, and finally
define for it integraÈion by parrs.
Definition:
Let F(x) and G(x) be two real valued functions
defined on the real inÈerval xs Ia,b].
Subdivide Ehe interva1 into n equal parts according Eo â=â01ar(a2<.. . (ar,=b.
Let x1e Iai-1rai].
Consider Ëhe sum:
n

g = X F(x)[c(ai)
G(ai-t)]
i=1
The Reiurann-Stieltjes
Integral
is defined

as:

b

lirn g = / f Cx)dc(x) = I
a
In rdords,^ai+O
then, F(x) is said Èo be Reimann-SËie1t jes integrable relative
to G(x) . If F(x)=1, then I defines rhe
Riemann-Stieltjes
InËegra1 of G(x) over Iarb].
The relationship
between the Riemann and RiemannStieltjes
Integrals
can be shown Ín the followi_ng Lemma.
Lemma: Let F(x) and c(x) be defined on Ia,b].
Suppose rhar
ET(ÏJ=g(x) exists on Ia,b] and rhar rhe i.tn.iions
i'ix),
G(x), and g(x) are integrable
there.
Then:
b

-)
I F(x)dc(x) _(
a

Furthermore,

if

Proof

:

S

b

acqx¡ -)

F(x)g(x)dx

a

G(x)=1,

b

/a

b

then

g(x)dx

a

ee

I'i.aa s

Lemma

I Intesration

F(x),

and

er and Sullivan

Partsl:

(L97L, pp. 255-56).

If F(x) is integrable
with
respect ro G(x), then G(x) is integrable v¡ith respect to
by

b

I c(x)dF(x)
a

Proof:

IF(x)'G(x)l

See Haaser and Sullivan

I a The covari.ance

bb

i-l

àa

F(x)dc(x)

(L97L, pp. 254-55)

.

is def ined as f o11ov7s:
f unction
Lemma: Let X and Y denote two random variables that have
?treloint
probability
density function,
f(xry).
Let the
means of x and Y be E(x) and E(Y). Then the covariance of x
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and Y, Cov(x,y)=E(x-r(x))(y-E(y)),
E(X)E(Y).
Proof :

Cov(X,Y)

E(X

ís equat ro E(xy)

E(X))(Y - E(Y))

E(xY-xE(Y) * yE(x) + E(x)E(y)
E(XY) - E(X)E(Y)

)

Q.E.D

I 5Youngts Theorenr s tates
that for any differentiable
func t i on of the form, z=f(xry),
f*y=f yx'
See Chi ang
( i984, p 313).

I6For a discussion aboul the plausibility
see Section II-2(e)
above.

I/u"i.,g
is defined

our no tation,

decreasing

temporal rísk

AS:

ô[(ur2

( t+-i )uzz) /u

r) / oc, <

of the

o

HMTC,

aversion

CHAPTER II I

SA}'E WORK, RISKY WORK, AND LEISURE UNDER INCREASING
WAGE-RATE UNCERTAINTY

The present

Chapter presents

the impact of an increase
the f irst

class

an investigation

in uncertaint,y

for what \{e termed

The particular

of rnodels.

here is suggest,ed in cowell

( rgB t )

problem serves as the yardstick

.

into

problen addressed

The solut ion ro this

(or a point of comparison)

for the solut ion of simirar problems

problems

pos

ed in

four oEher chapters, namely chapters rv !hrough vrr inclusive.
III-1

An Introduction
In a recent

risky

contribution

on "multip1e

literature

(l9Br)

cowell

to the Problem

presents

job holdings
a first

work, and leisure"

vated by several

defÍnition

of the "safe

- observations

"v¿orkers with ruultiple

rewards; are quite

this

One topic

problem"

(p.

which does not receive

of the effects

devel.oped

complete treatment

of the conditions

of increasing

6B

labor

365) .2

in cowe11's paper is the explication
the signing

rqhich

commonly encountered,

and econom.ic anaJ-ysis has noL yet been adequately
to deal with

work,

Cor^¡ellrs paper is moti-

casual observaEions

and risky

the

under uncertainty",

deci-sion.l

lead him to conclude that:
activities

to what might be teraed

wage-rate

for

uncer-

69

tainty

orÌ the optimal

risky

work, and leisure.

effect
tion

allocation

of increasing

of time between saf e rvork,

rn particular,

\{age-rate

uncertainty

only in CoweLl's inves tigation

leisure"

decision

time to risky

a decision

work, and leisure

essentially

uncertaínty
already

this

work.

increase

of risky

conf ine,
uncler

affecEs
However

lhe problem

co11

cern-

in \,rage-rate

work) has been

and |fenezes (1980) wirh rhe

Lhat they use a "Rothschí1d-st

exception

I^Iithin

1eve1 of risky

on the opEimal level

of

as a speciaf

in \rrage-rate risk

of a mean-preserving

solved by Tressler

work and

conditÍons

the same problem ( t¡rat is,

ing the effect

risky

of safe v¡ork, risky

choserr.3

ln'hich a "sandmo-Èype" increase
the optÍmal

"

is considered

cowel1 is able to sEate the sufficient

unambiguously

is given atten-

of the

in which the levels

are j ointly

of the

in which the allocation

work and leisure

case of tl-re decision

Èhe matter

igrítz

increase

in

risk".4
The purpose of the present
f irst.

chapter

ís tr+ofo1d.

is to extend the scope of cowe11's inves tigati_on

<lefiníng

sufficient

conditions

(i.e.,

on the expected urility

function)

mination

of a marginal

of the effects

uncertainty

on the optimal

v¡ork, risky

work, and leisure.

rerated

to the first

j ob holdings
literature

on

single

increase

the deterin \,rage-rate

of time among safe

The second (which j_s not un-

) is to unÍfy

under uncertainty

by

a set of restrictions

which permit

allocation

The

Lhe literature

on multipJ_e

à _1a Cowell ( tgAt),

and the

job holdings

under uncertainty

à

1a
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and Menezes (leBo).

Block and Heineke (L973) and Tressler
This Chapter is organized
the "saf e ¡sork, risky

IIT-2,
definedo

fects

for

its

the resErictions

III-3,

are sEated, and the implications
Section

provided

III-3

holds.

III-2

The

that

the optimal

the assumption-set

defined

job having a certain

Ín SecEion III-5.

having an uncertain

vrage-rate,

problem

v¡ho holds trdo jobs:

wage-raEe,
W

2.

supply

in section

e i^lork, Risky l^iork, and Leisure"

Consider an individual
first

labor

are

in lvage-rat.e uncer-

Summary remarks are offered

" Saf

uncertaÍnty

of these resEricLions

responses to a "Sandmo-type" increase
tainty

are presenLed.

in !¡age-rate

presents

III-4

solut-ion

problem is

needed Eo sign the ef-

of a " Sandmo-type" increase

discussed.

In Sect,ion

work, and leisure"

and the conditions

In Section

follov¡s.

âs

Wi

the

i and the second

The expected (or aver-

age) E'age-rare f or \,t2 is f (W2) = lyJz. g(Wz,e)dW2 where
g(Wr,e) is the subjective
probability
density functÍon
( SPDF)

of \]2, and e represenLs

measure" of uncertainty.
first

job,

the "Rothschild-SrigLitz-

Thus for working LI hours at the

Similarly,

ís paid wage-income of WrL t .
for working LZ hours at the second job, the

individual

expects to be paid rrTage-income of f (WZ).L2.

the individual

Suppose the individual.
leisure,

functíon

with

S, and expected wage-income, E(Y) = WILI+E(\iùL2,

as arguments,
hypothesís

has a utility

i.e.,

U=U(S,E(Y)).

(EUIf), there

exists

Under the expected utility
a function,

EU(Sry),

such

7r

rhar u(s,E(y)>ìuu(s,y))
f or R^(s.v)=(-u..-.
\
A'
YYlu..>>ro
Y'< where
R4(

S

rY) is the Arrow-P ratt

sion.

Suppose this

tinuous,

measure of absolute

expected utility

and three-times

thl'-s EUF has positive
derivatives,

i.e.,

or R¿(SrY))0.

functíon

differentiable.

first

The time allocation

(

aver-

nUf') is con-

Suppose too Èhat

derivatives,

Ehe EUF exhibirs

risk

and negative

absolute

risk

second

aversion

problern is solved by

choosíng Li ¿rnd L2 so as to maximize tire EUF. In particu1ar,

under the EUH, the problem for

max v(S,L1 ,L2,e)
L¡ ,L2
sr-rch that

order

W1

the índividual

= I U(T-Lt-Lz,trrlLr+t^I2Lz)e(w2,e)dvt2

(l)

Ro

eRo where Rois Èhe domain of

conditions

is to:

(fOC) for an interior

\^I

2.

The f irst

maximum are:

vl,, = -E(us) + E(r^rluy) =
Yt-, -E(us) + E(r^r2uy) = 0
O

The second order condítions

(2)

( SOC) for

an interior

maximum

are:

vLrLr ( 0; Ytrrt, (
(

vlr Lr.

v

0;

l,rtrr-

( Vi-

l'l

r t- )')

>0

\J,/

where:

vr-iLj
for

i=1,2

exists

u(uss)
ancl j=I ,2.

n((\{i+wj )Usy)
Thus, íf

some unique combination,

Equation

(I)

u ( w1

(4)

i,l¡ Uyy )

(2) and (3) hold,

there

which satisfies

{S*rLirtä>,

.

0ne implication
optimum E(l^r2)-Wr>0.
Theorem l:

+

of risk-aversion

is that

In particular,

rf R¿(s,Y))0, rhen E(w2)-l¡r>0.

at the
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Proof :

From the first

order conditionsr5

I,IIE(Uy) = E(trr2.Uy)

= E(wz). n(uy) + cov(r,J2.uy)
Dividing

( 5)

by E(Uy) yietds:
E(i^l2)-wl = -Çov(r+2,uy)/E(uy)

(6)

since dY/dhl2>0, and duy/dy<0 as Ra(s,y)>0,
as R¿(S,Y))0.

Thus E(t^r2)-tJr>0 as Ra(S,y))0.

rn keeping v¡irh Ehe riterature
uncert.ainËy,
of risk

the

bearing

R. H.

PleeEer and Horowitz

results

(rg74)

same context,

of profits"

sakai (t978)

interpreLs

(psychological)

price

uncertainty"

cost of risk
(p.

adjustment

the utility

variance

unit

of a model of firm

the cRB is interpreteci

as "...the

cost to represent

from the

on the economics of

rn the context

uncertainty,

Q.E.D.

(6) is termed the cost

s. of Equation

(cns).

under output-price

production

rhen cov(:W2,IJy)<0

by

mad.e to

or disutility
(

p, lSg).

that

In the

the cRB as "...the

bearing

as associated

of risk

aversion

is thaL the

optimal

amounE of time allocaLed

to safe work exceecls

optirnal

amounE of time allocated

to rishy

Lemma I

Proof:

with

29O).6

A second implication

L1)L2)

per

t.he

work (í.e.,

In particular,
Cov(W2,Uy)
Cov(v,12-l^/1

,Uy)

Cov(w2-W¡,Uy)
=

E( ( wz -wr ) ily
E(

r,¡2 "

uy

)-r

( hrz -I^Ir ) " E( uy )

)-E(\t z) . r( uy )

Cov(l'/2,Uy)

Q.E.D
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Lemma

2:

Proof :

If RA(S,y))0, rhen sign ICov(I,rI2-l^]1,Uy)l
= sign (t_rx-L¡.*).
]/¿y =

2/dt-dt{t /cty = I /Lzo- l/L r*. Sign
ICov(I./2-w1 ,uy)l = sign Id(t^/z-wr)/¿v].sign Iduy/¿y].
For
RA(S,Y)>0, dUy/¿y<0. Therefore, sign ICov(I./2-I,i¡,Uy)
d Il^/2-tr,Ir

dtrr

J

=sign [-d(w2-Wl)/dY] = sÍ-gn [-t/rr*+l/L¡*J

= sign ILz"'-Lro]"
Q.E.D.

Theo

rem 2 :

Proof:

If

RA(S,Y))0,

then Lro)L2o.

By Lemmae I and 2, sign

I

Cov(

ICov(l^]2-l.lt,Uy)ì = sign [Lzo-Lro].
Cov( w, ,Uy

III-3

W2

,Uy )

J = sign

By Theorem I,

)(0 which implies Li o) Lz*.

The Restrictions

and Their

To enable signing
of a mean-preserving

Q.E.D

Implications

of the compara t ive - s E a E i c ef f e c t s

increase

in the uncertainEy

of llZ on

¿J

(s ,L¡ ,L2) , tl{o res trictions

are irnposed on the EUF.

These

are:
{ssumption

L:

Safe work is an inferior

good in the sense

tlnat: /
-t/ttL

< dlt/avl
<0
yln(y)

e"_r_g*_pllon.2:

concentration

The EUF exhibits

(7)
constant

risk

aversion

to

(cRec),8 i.e.,

duYY/dY

uyyy-Uyys Iuy/u5ì

0

(B)

dU=0

The implicatj-ons
f ollohTs:

of these tv¡o assumptions are as
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Lemma 3:

If

Assumpt,ion 2 hoIds,

and if

R6( S,Y) >0, then Ehe EUF saEisfies

Tressler

Condition

gLoof :

the EUF exhibits

Ehe Hanson-Menezes-

( I1MTC) .

The H¡'lTC requires

that

duyyLà/arrl = L?2tduyy/dyl " dy/dL2J + 2L2uyy < o (e)
U=0

d

dU=O

ClearLy, Assumption 2 and RA(S,Y)>0 imply the Ht'{TC" Q.E.D.
The results of Tressler-Menezes (T-M) may be resÈated in the context of Equation
In particular,

let

(

i) and our assumpÈion-set.

be fixed in an arbitrary

Lf

hood of LI*

(i.e.,

and h>0Ì ).

Consider the problern:

let

maxV( S,i1 rL2 re)
L2

for

L,I

Lemma 4

e Rr r^¡heru RI

r*-*

=

tLr lLl-h<Lr<Lr+h

= lu(T-It-Lz, wrlr + WzLz)g(1,¡2,e)dltr,
(10)

e Rl
z

L¡

h-neighbor-

If

Let L9

.

As sumpt

be

to Equat ion

a solution

ion 2 holds,

and

( 10

)

.

Íf the EUF exhibits

R4(S,Y)>0, then V¡ru(0.
-ltg o! ,
dL9lde

Implicit

differentiation

-VL2./YtzLz"

Since Vtr¡-r(O IEquatiorr 3l

sign Idt$/de] = sign
If Assumption 2 ho1ds,
holds ILemma 3], and if

of Lhe second F0C yields

and

if

Iti

l,

"

,

]

RA(S,Y))0, then the

the HMTC holds,

HMTC

T-M (1.980) show

dL92/de(0.

Q.E.n

The next three lemmas are needed to restat.e

result

reported

by Block-Heíneke

Equatíon 1 and our assumption-set.

one

(B-H) ín rhe context
In particular,

1et

of
L

2

be
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in an arbiErary

fixed

R2 rvhere

RZ

{

L2

of L2n (i.e.,

lì-neighborhood

¿J

Lz-h<Lz<L2+h

and

h>oi).

Cons

Let

i

2

C

ide r the

problem:
maxV(srLl ¡L2re)

Juf

Lr

for

L2 e R2.

Lemma 5:

If

r-Lt-î2,

I,trLÌ

+

\t212)e(w2,e)di^r2

(tt¡
Eo Equarion (lI)"

LeE Lt be

a

solution

Assumption

2

ho1ds, then dUSy/dYl = 0.
I

d U=0

Proof

Assumption 2 ímplies:

:

Uvyy

Uyys

I Uy

/ug

i =

0

(tz¡

0

(13)

which in turn implíes:

Uyys - Uyyy IUs/UyJ :

which is precisely dUyy/dS

0

"

Now for

three-times

I

d U=0

differentiable

functions,

Youngts Theorem implies

auyy/asl = dusv/avl = o
tt
d U=0
dU=O
Lemma

If

6

Q.E.D

Assumption 2 ho1ds, then Cov(t'/2, USy-W1Uyy)=0.

Sign ICov (Wz,Usy-W1Uyy )

Proof

" sign

I

d( USy-w] Uyy) /dY I

If

.

duyy/dYl = o and dusy/dYl
tt
d U=0
dU=O
Therefore d( Usy-Wr Uyy)/av
I

J

sign Idw2ldY]

Assumption ?- ho1ds,
0 [Lemma 5]
0

.

and Cov (tr^I2,USy-I./1Uyy)=0

I

d U=0

Lemma 7 z

Proof

:

If

Q.E.D

Assumption 2 holds,

Let \lzLz = e\i2L2+r(e)

the expectations

therr VLl"=0.

for e=l and r( t ¡ =9.

of both sides of the equation

Taking

yields:
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E(

iJ2 )

L2

Taking the total
constant

+ r(e).

eE(W2)L2

=

derivative

of this,

and holding

the nean

yields:
E(r,Jz)L2

de + dr

.

0

This impl i es t hat dr / de=-E (ll2)L2,

Now consider

the income

constraint,

Y = WtLf

for e=l and r(1)=6.
dY/de

w

IT is clear

zLz

substitute

E(r"J2)1il2

e\lrLr*r(e)

that e=l and r( r)=0.
revised

FOC

that:

+ dr/de

ll{z
Not¿

+ r(e)

+ el^i.I^
zz

for

(
W

zLz in Ehe first

Taking Ëhe iurplÍcit

l4)

F0C such

derivative

of rhis

yields:

urr r, " dLl - [E(usy-i^rluyy) ' dY/ð,e]de
ut,. t,.

dL?

= vl,, ,,. dt?

usY-r{r uyy ) (I{z-E(I\r Ð

ur,

Lt Lr dLl

)

E(\,r2) ) I, ae

cov ( w,

,

uSy-w, ur" ) i,, ae

Theref ore:

dLl /de

Cov(W2, USy-", urv)/Vi,rl,,

L¿

Ll
If

V

Lr Lt

u

)lz

tE((usY-wruyy)wz)

E( ( usy--wr
V

tE(

Ll Lt

< 0 [Equation (3)],

then

0

I de
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sign Iall/ae1

sign Iv LIe

sign [-cov
I f As s ump t i

and therefore

final

result

which is requíred

Assumptions I and 2 together
achieved in the following
Lemma B:

If

is to show that

imply V¡r¡r(0.

three lemna

This Ís

g:

Assumption I ho1ds, then n(I,lr Uyy-USy)(0.

Pr_oof.: rmplicir

dif f erentiatj.on

dLr * /dy

since vl,i,r(0

, usr-wt uyy) ]

2 holds, then Cov(t{r, USy-W1Uyy)=0 [Lemma 6],
VLre=0.
Q"E.D.

on

The

(wz

of the f irst

FOC yields:

-E ( I.Ir uyy-Usy ) /v y r",

[Eqration (3)],

and since dLr*/dy<o IAssumptheref ore E(t^IrUyy-Ugy)(0.
Q.E.D

tion ll,
Lenma 9:

If Assumption I ho1ds, rhen E(UgS-l,ltUgy)(0.

Proof:

By Assumprion 1,0>dLi/dyl
>-llt^rr rvhich implies
yls(y)

0 > IlIl . ar,l/av > -t,

and iurplies:

0 > r4rt [-E(r./ruyy-usy)/vrrlr] > -t
and

:

E(

There

fore

Lemma l0:

Proof

:

uss -

2i^r1

usy+r,I? uyy

) < E( Þil uyv-r^Il usy )

E( USS-Wr USy ) <O .

If

Q"E.D

Assurnptions I and 2 hold, then Vl
,i_ 2<0.

From Equation

vLrL, = r(ugg)

(4),

= E(Uss-wrUgy) + E(I{2)
-

+

E((i^¡L+wz_)Usy)

Cov(Wz,USy-WtUyy)

.

E(Wrhr2Uyy)

E(1,/I.Uyy-USy)

7B

= E(Uss-WrUSy) + E(I^I2) . n(l^lrUyyUgy)
by virtue

of Assumption 2 [Lemma 6]. Since E(I^IrUyy-USy)<0
and f(USS-Wt USy)<0 by virÈue of Assumprion f ILemmas B and
91, therefore VLrLz(O.
I I I-4

Q.E.D

The Opt imal Labor Supply Responses to Increas ing
[^lage-Rate Uncertainty
To determine

increase

the effects

in the uncertainty

anong safe work, risky
lowing

of

of a mean-preserving
tl

2 on Ehe allocation

work, and leisure,

the fo1-

theorem:

Theorem 3:

If

Assumptions 1 and 2 ho1d, ühen a "sandmo-

type"

increase

risky

work increases

in the uncertalnty

of the wage-rate

the optinal

paid for

amount of time devoted.

safe work, decreases the optimal
risky

consider

of ti¡r¡e

amount of tiue

v¿ork, and ambÍguously affects

Èo

devot.ed, to

the opLimal amount of

tirne devoted to leisure.
tl_g_ql": Take the rotal
crements of all

dif f erenrial

variables

of (Z),

and ser the in-

except L¡ rL2, and e equal to zero.

Using Cramer's Rule ¡ w€ may write:

dr|/de = {vlzu . yLrLz - VLiu . vL¡||tlal

(rs)

and
s

dr, /de = {vlru'

VLtL,

urr" ' vLllr)/lnl

( 16)

If Assumption 2 holds, then Utru <0 [Lemrna 4]. If. Assumption
2 ho1ds, then VLIu=0 [Lemma 7]. If Assumptions land2
ho1d, then
and

l'l

UL,

Lr(O ILemma 10].

!'ina11y Vlrlr(O

by assumpt,ion IEquat.ion (3)1"

In

sum,

vLrLr(o

'

if Assump-

79

tions

I through

**

ho1d, dLr /de)0 and dLz/de(0.

5

optimum, the tiue

s

constraÍnt
J

(e) + L' (e)

where T represents
ual .

It

( r9Bl)

.L

tr(e) - T =

+

total

Ëhe

ds*/a"fo

Ehat

( 17 )

o

for any individ-

t ime available

rk

ir

atl/ae

ì

Summar

Rema

In this

ChapÈer, the analysis

condiLions

offered

rn particular,

work, leisure"

or restrictions

which enable the signing
of a " sandmo-type"

ar.l /ae.

Q"E.D.

s

has been extended.

the "safe work, risky
ficient

is:

DifferenÈ iat iug (17) with respecr ro e, r,/e obtain:
**
dS /ae
-[dL1 /de + dL,2/del
( 18)

is clear

I I I-5

Ar rhe

by Cowell

in the context

decision,

a set of suf-

on the utility

function

of the comparative-static

j.ncrease in wage-rate

effects

uncertainty

!ùere

determined.

These restrictions

restrictions

used by Block and Heineke ( r973) and rressler

and Menezes ( 1980) .

optimal

allocation

represent

some of the

under these restrictions,

of a " Sandmo-cype" increase
are:

of time clevoted to risky

(i)

the effects

in l.¡age-rate uncertainty
to clecrease the optimal

rqork, (ii)

of

to increase

anount of time devoted to safe work, and (iii)

on the
amount

the opEimal
to arnbiguous-

1y af f ecE Ehe opti.maJ- amount of Eime devoted to 1eÍsure.
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FootnoLes to C1'rapter III
I E*"rp1es

job holdings
of Ehe literature
on multiple
under certainry
include Shishko and Rostker (197 6 ) and
O'Connelf ( 1 97 9) .
2TÌr" motivation
underlying prof essor Cowel, l t s paper is
two-diuensional.
Not only is Ehe paper concerned with Lhe
modelling of the "safe work, risky work, and leisure"
decision per se, but it is concerned wÍth the ( rax) policy
ímplications
associated rviËh this nodel.
rn Lhis chapter,
Cowell's Iat L er mot Ívat ion ís deliberat ely ignored .
lj

co'¡erl considers three cases in which h0 denotes rÍsk-These
less acÈivíty and hI denotes risky activity.
are: (i)
(ii
>0
and
hl
iro
(iií
and
hl
and
=0,
=0
)0,
)
) ho) ancl hr )0.
lu
Two comments about cases ( ii) and ( iií)
are $rarranted.
Firstly,
co¡¿e11 considers the sufficient
conditions
for
signing the coürparative-sËatic
effect of mean-preserving
increase in wage-rate uncertainty
in case (ii ) only.
See
p" 370. Secondly, in case (iii),
he considers rhe "safe
work, risky rvork, and leisure"
decision as being comprised
of two separable decisions:
the "labor suppJ-y" probLem and
the "tine portfolio"
problem.
See p. 37L "
The present Chapter is distinct
from the Cowel1 paper
in tvro respects.
FirsL, e/e do not treat the "saf e work,
risky work, and leisure"
problein ( i. e., case ( iii ) ) as being
separable.
second, this chapter determines Ehe sufficíenE
conditions
for signing the comparative-statj.c
effects of a
mean-preserving increase in wage-rate uncertainty
for case
(iii).
4

It due fairness to Professor Cowe11, he ínforms me
that: (i) the Tressler-Menezes ( f9B0) paper did nor appear
until his paper had been accepted in Economi.ca and (ii)
his
"paper (does) noc claim generality,
but ( examines ) two
possibly interes Eing subcases of the Íntractable
general
f ormulation" "
5

For a clef init ion of the covariance
Footnote L4 , ChapEer II.

function,

see

6

Tro comment s about the CRB. Firstly,
Blair and Lusky
(L977 , p " 236) speculare t-hat Penner (L967) rvas the f irsr ro
use the CRB, and Chis v/as in the context. of Èhe theory of
the firm und.er output-price
uncertalnty.
Secondly, .Iressler
( 1980, pp. 4L-43) provídes a derafled
comparison of rhe
statement by Pleeter and Horowtiz (L97 4) and Sakai ( 1978) .
/
thaL this Assumptlon hold is
sufficient
condition
^ narginal utility
that the
of leisure is non-decreasing in
income (i.e.,
In particular,
E(USy)>0).
E(USy)>0 ímplies

B1

s(wr Uyy-U5y)(0 and therefore dLfZOt<0.

inplies

Likewise, E(usY)>o
(0 whictr implies:

E( USS-Wr USy) =VLr Lr -E ( Wl Uyy-W1Ugy)

L/vl

L < *Eli,lr Uyy-USyl/VLrL,

I

clLt /dY

SA""unption 2 Ís rnoËivated by Lelandts PDRAC. By
adapt ing Assumpt ion 2 , we are assuming the following
preference relation
under unc er t aint. y : an individual
is
indifferent
between consumpËion bundles v¡hich contain dífferent amounts of an uncertain comnodity . See Section
II-2(d)
for the basis of this analysis.

CHAPTER IV

THE PORTFOLIO EFFECTS OF INCREASING ASSET-RETURN
UN CE RTAI NTY rN A TI,t0-ASSET, TW0-PERIOD M0DEL:
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT*

The presenl- Chapter presents
the impact of uncertainÈy
class_ of nodels.

an investigation

into

for what we termed the second

The particular

problem addressed here is

suggested by Sandmo ( 1969) " The solrrtion ro this problem
offered here is viewed as tentative
in Èhat a rather sCrong
assumption-set
(in

is required.

An alternative

approach whích

our view) employs a \reaker assumption-set

is proposed in

Chapcer V.

IV- I

An Introduction

to the Problem

Sandmo ( 1969) considers

the problem of devÍsing

t\^ro-period consumption plan under uncertainty
are three defining
utility
tion

function

characteristics.

the first-period)
period
certain
asset"),

consumption. I

initial

of return

wealth

characteristic

th"

is that

(i.e.

is allocated

( in

among fírst-

(í.e.,

an uncertain
asset").

is that sandrno selects
82

consump-

an asset providing

, a. "r isky

the

second is that

in the second-period

and an asseL providing

in the second-period
defining

The fírst

consumption and t\,ro assets;
rate

in which there

conLains as arguments first-period

and second-períod

a

a

a "safe

rate of return
The final
as choice

83

variables

the leve1 of firs t-period

1eve1 of the risky
tive

of

effects

asset.2

consumption and the

In an analysis

mean-preserving

a

increase

in Ehe uncertain-

asset,

sanclmo concludes

ty of lhe return

provided

that

are ambiguous without

Ehe effects

on the utility

is to propose a preliminary

lar,

the risky

further

restrictions

function.3

The purpose of this

Chapter is tr^ro-f old " The f irst
approach to the signing of these

in the sandmo ( 1969 ) portfolio

effects

of the qualita-

problem.

rn particu-

using the work or sandmo ( 1970), and Hanson and Menezes

( l97B),

a set of four

is proposed.

restrictions

on the utility

function

The second purpose (which is not unrelated

the first)

is to unify

two-period

models a_þ- sandrno (r969),

one-asseË,

two*period

Ëhe literature

to

on t\./o-asset,
and the literature

on

models a 1a sandmo (1970 ) and Hanson

and Menezes (1978).
This Chapter is organized
Tv-2, sandmo's (r969)
f or iEs solution

restrictions
effects

portfolio

of a "sandmo-type"

the return

to the risky

In Section

function
increase

IV-3,

tire

needed Lo sign the
in the uncertainty

asset are stated,

of

the implicaEions

of. these res trictions
folio

In Section

problem, and rhe condirions

, ãre presented.

on the utíliry

as follows.

are discussed , and the optimal portresponses to a "sandmo-type" increase are presented.

Summary remarks are offered

Ín Sect,ion IV-4.

a1

rv-2
a utility
tion,

an individual

function

CI, and expected second-period

times dif f erentiable.
positive

function

first-derivatives,

appropri-ation

consumption;

an uncert ain return,

probability

E(Cz) "

is conE.Ínuous, and three

íz .

second-derivatives.

a safe asset,
assete

The expec È ed

ízf(i2,e)díz

(

funcÈion

(

Ar, which

Az, rshÍch pays

or average) return

where f( í2re)

sents the "Rothschild-stiglit
1eve1 of first-period

has

wL, in the first-period

and, a risky

density

is rhe subjec-

spDF) of iz and e repre-

z-m,easure" of uncertainty.

consumption is defined

The

by:

Cr = Wr-Ar-Az
and Èhe expec t ed lever
def ined by

As

problem concerns Ëhe optinal
wealth,

wíth certainty;

is E(r.2)=l

consump-

eonsumption,

and negative

of initial

amongst first-period
pays il

is measured by

suppose too ti-rat chis f unction

The sandmo ( r969) portfolio

tive

whose welfare

rvith arguments in first-period

usua1, suppose Ehat this

^2

problem

The Sandmo ( 1969 ) Porrfolio
consider

of

4

(l)
or

s

econd-period

consumpt ion i

s

,a

E(C2) = rrAr + E(r2)A2

(Z)

where rI=(l+ir ) and n(rz)=Jr zE(r2,e)drr=I*E(iz)=
1+/i 2f (i2,e)diz.
In f orrnal rerms, rhe Sandmo ( 1969)
port folio

problem is

:

nax V(Ci,A1 ,42,e)
c¡ rA2

= I u(cr ,r, II^tr-cr ]+[rz-.r ] Az)c(rr,e)dr, (3)
D
¡\o

such Lhat r, e Rg where R0 is t.he domain of r 2 and r¿here
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r2-r l,=iZ-il
interior

.

The first

order condit ions (FOC) for

an

maximum are:
ua,.

=

UO,

= E((r2-rr)U2)

E( Ur

)-r,

E( U2 )

0

(4)
0

=

The second order conditions

(

S0C) for

an interior

maximum

are:

vcrcr(o; vnrar(o;
(vcr

cl' vA2Ar-(vcr

and

e, ) 2 )

I'l

>0

(s)

where:
Uar

2

a,. = E(Ur r)-2rlE(Urz)*rrE(Uzz)

VA.,A,
= E( (r2-rr)2Vrr)
zt

UarO, - -E[(rz-rr )(r tUzz-Ut2)]
Thus, if

uni que

Equations

(

(6)

4) and ( 5) ho1d, there exisrs

s ome

combination, (Cl***
,41 ,42 ), which satisf j.es EquaLion

(3).
IV_3

The

0 timal
Portfolio
Res onses to the Risk-Averse
Individual
to Increasing Uncertainty of t e ReEurn
on the Risky Asset

To enable s-igning of the comparative-st-atic
of a mean-preserving
the original

portfolio

ua1, four restrictions
Assurnption 1:

increase

in the uncertainty

selection

effecEs
of r2 on

or. the risk-averse

individ-

are imposed on the EUF. These are:

First-period

consumption is a normal good,

i.e.,
¿

dct/dI"¡t >
Assumption 2z

(7

0

The IiUF exliibits

decreasing

)

ternporal risk

(DTRA), i.e.,b

aversion
ô

[(uÌ2*r tuzz)/urll oc, <

0

(B)

B6

Assumption 3:

The EUF saÈisfies

the Ilanson-Menezes-Tressler

(HMTC), i.e.,

Condition
dI

uz

2Al]/ at,
cl

Assumption

A7t(r 2-r t)u zzz

U=0

!J22r

l(r 2-r r ) Uz / ( Ut -r r U z) )l+ZdzU zz < 0 (e)

The risky

4

asset is a normal good, i"e

aeflaw, >0

(10)

Three comments abouE these four restrictions
order.

FirsEly,

2 are sufficient

Sandmo (1970) shows that

to assert

decreases the optinal

that

level

Assumptions I and

an increase

of first-period

in "income rÍsk"
consumption.

Sandmo's result

can be cast in terms of Equation (3) "
consider the problein:

particular,

are in

In

max V( Cl , A., ,Ã2 ,e)
õ
ul

= Ju(c,,rr Iwr-c¡.] + lrz-r1lÃz)e(r2,e)dr,
f

or

-A2eR2

where Re
z = {Ã,
\ ¿llei-r-r<Ã2 <rrl+n and

the solution

Proof:

By

Assumpt ions

implicit

dCç/de=-Vr¡"1-."1"1 ^/Vr^ i.-

I and 2 ho1d, then V6,

differentiat.ion
By Eqr-ration (5),

¡

sign (dc! /de) = sign
If

. Ler

C?

be

to Ehis problem.

If

]:g-gggl:

h>0 }

(ll)

Assumptions 1 and 2 hold,

rhar dcl /de(0 where

e

of the firs!

(0.
Vn
"I"I¡

"(0.
F0C,

Therefore:

(vcr")

(12)

Sandmo ( f970,

PP

" 355-6) shows

is the "Sandrno-measure of uncertain-

ty".

Q.E.D

Secondly,

Hanson and Menezes (f978)

Assumption 3 is sufficient

to assert

that

show that
an increase

in

B7

"capital

risk"

decreases the optinal

Hanson-Menezes (ll-l"i) result
(3).

In particular,

of savings.

The

can be casE in terms of EquaEion
the problem:

consider

max V( C1 ,Ã, ,A,

level

,u)

= Iu(cr,rt lt^tl-cll + lr2-rrlAz)e(rz,e)dr2
Ã1eR1 r¿her" Rr={Ã,*l loi-r-r<Ã,<al+n and
solution
to thi s problem .

for

Lemma

Proof

By inplicit

:

Ag be

differentiation

d^9,/de=-Vo
n
n2='
¿
^/Vnn2n2

By Equation

of the second F0C,
(5),

vA, nr(o '

Therefore

sign (de$/cte) = sign (V¡_.^).
" ¿If

Assumpt.ion

is Ëhe

ho1ds, Il-M (f978)

3

" Sandmo

this

Lemma 3:

If

Proof :
J.

consider:
Assumptions I and

4

hold, then UarO, ) 0.
of Ehe first

differentiation

dC'I /dA. ¿ =-VnwIð,2'
r /V ^ ^ c
^2^2

Now

of Assump-

(1s)

J.

ign

Q.E.D

In particular,

ImplÍcit

s

.6

>0

o,

To verify

dA92/de(0 where

commenl concerns an implication

I and 4.
u a,.

(14)

show that

measure of uncertainty"

A final
tions

a

Assumption 3 ho1ds, then V4, s(0.

If

2

h>o}. Ler

(r3)

J

IdC r

/ dA2]

d^i /dw,

IAssumption 1],
dCr/dAz>0 and

VC

and
I A2

Since- V^

^?,4^ 2<0

F0C yields,

[Equation (5)],

sign IVcrarJ

=d rri t a.i.

u

cf zaw, .

(

l6)

Since dc*r/dt^ll>o

d^; /dwr )o IAssurnption 4], theref ore
>0.

Q.E.D

e
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Finally,
ing increase
initial

consumption,
If

2z

increase

the risky

consumption,

Proof:

zeto"

in the uncertainty

Take the total
of all

the variables

then a "Sandmoon

leve1 of firs t-period

holding
holding

differenrial

and

theorem:

of the rate of return

the optimal

the optimal

of

asset,

Ëhe following

decreases the optimal

and increases

increments

consider

the risky

Assumptions I and 4 hold,

asse t decreases

of a mean-preserv-

of r2 on Ehe allocation

wealth amongst Ehe safe asset,

Theorem

asset,

the effects

in the uncerLainty

first-period

type"

to determine

of Èhe risky
of the safe asset.

of ( 4) , and set the
except CI, A2 and e to

Using Cramerrs Ru1e, \{e may write:

aci/ae = [vAze . vcra,

- vcru . vAza]/lnl

dA;/de = [Vcre . vcro, - vA2" " vcrc,]/lnl

(rz¡
(tB)

If Assunptions I and 2 hold, then Vç, s(0 [Lemrna i ] . If
Assumption 3 holds, then V6rs(0 [Lemma 21. If Assumptions
I and 4 hold, then

er)0 [l,emma 3] . Fina1ly,
by assumprion [¡quarion (5) ].

VCl

VC,

C,(0,
In sum, if

Ar¡'r(O, an<l Itlrn
¡¡
Assumprions I rhrough 4 hotd, dci /de(O and dþ,i/de(0 " Using
Equation ( I ) , the effecr, anf /ae, can be determíned. Ar the
optimum, Eqrration (l) is:
V

***
Ar(e) = I'tr

[cr(e¡+A2(e)J
Dif f erenEiating ( i9 ) r^¡ith respect to
***
dAl/de = *ldcL/de+dA2lae1.
I t is clear

from the above that

+

dAL /

(19)
e,

(20)
de)0.

Q.E.D
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IV-4

Summary Rernarks

This Chapter of fered a solution
problem posed by Sandmo ( 1969 ) .

static

the conEext of Sandmots t\,Jo-asse t,

which enable the signing

effects

of a "sandrno-type"

the return

provided

Ehese restrictions
increase

hold,

on the optirnal

(r ) to increase

nodel,

orÌ the utility

in
this
func-

of Èhe comparaEive-static

increase

the risky

In particular,

two-period

paper presenEecl a seE of restrictions
tion

to a comparative-

in the uncertainÈy

of

asset.

rt was shown that

the effects

of a "sandrno-type"

allocation

the optimal

of initial

leve1 of the risky

decrease the optimal

1eve1 of first-period

Footnotes

wealth are:

1eve1 of the safe asset,

decrease the optirnal

if

asset,

(ii ) to

and (iii)

eo

consumpEion.

fo Chapter IV

'*This
chapEer is f orthcorning in Rivis ta Internationale di ScÍenze Economiche e Commerciali.
I Fot

a review of the literature

on two-period

moclels, see Sandmo (L974), Hey (1979, pp. 72-79; I9Bl,
104-12), and Lippman and llcCal-1 ( 198I , pp" 238-42) .
2Sandmo (t969,
3

pp.

pp. 589-9I)"

lliu analysis of the comparative-stafic
effects is
in three parts.
Firstly,
in the case of n-on-nggative levels
of the r:isky asset (i.e.,
for lenders),
he states:
"an increase in dispersion has the sane effect on consumption as a
decrease in the expected yield on the risky asset" (p. 598).
Secondly, in the case of non- ositive
levels of the risky
asset (i.e.,
for borrowe rS
he states : "an increase in
dispersion has the same effect on consurnption as an increase
in the expected yield on the risky asset" (p. 598 ) . Final1y, the effect of a change in the expected yield on the
risky asse t on consumpEion is ín general indeLerminate
( i.e.,
see Equation (22), p. 596).
In particul,ar
Sandrno
"Equation (22) implies that the effect on consurnpstates:

90

tion of an irrcrease in the expected yíe1d on the risky asset
is indecerminate for all (f evels of the risky asset); there
are always conflicting
tend encies of the subs Ei Eucion and
income effects.
A fortiori
this rvi11 also be the case f or
increases in risk (p. 598).
4For sheer simplicity,
au tonomous ly-de termined
second-period income is assumed to be zero.
5sandmo (I970, p. 356).
6-IN

lrolds for

a

Foornore lB, H-M (tgZg) c1aÍm EheÍr result
t hs chi 1d- S t ig 1i rz in c r ea se in risk. "

" Ro

also

CHAPTER

V

TI]E PORTFOLIO EFFECTS OF INCREASING ASSET-RETURN
UNCERTAINTY IN A TWO-ASSET, TWO-PERIOD I,fODEL:
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
The purpose of the present
alternative

approach

Èo

sandmo (1969) portfolio

problem.

assumption-set.

an

the problem posed in Chapter IV, the

ness of the approach offered
strong

Chapter is to offer

As already

in chapter

This chapter

noted,

a r,¡eak-

rv is the use of

provides

a

an approach

which employs a \^reaker assumption-set.
The present
three applications
That is,
ters
first

should be viewed as the fi.rst

of the results

in addition

vr and vrr

chapter

co this

generated

chapter

in chapter

and chapter

rrr,

of

rrr.
chap-

are to be viewed also as members of the

class of rnodels.
This Chapter is organized

v-l , a reformulated

version

probl.em, and the condiLions
rn section

as fo11o\^rs. In Section
of sandmo ts (1969) portfolio

for

Y-2, the restrictions

need.ed to sign lhe effects

the uncerrainty

its

solution,

are presented.

on the utility

of a "sandmo-type"

of the re-tLrrn to the risky

function
Íncrease

in

asset are statecl

and the implications

of these restrictíons

are discussed.

secEion v-3 presents

the opt:'-mal portfolio

responses to

"sandmo-type"

i.ncrease provided

91

that

the assumption-set

a

,

92

defined

in

Sec

V-2 holds .

Summary rernarks are offered

v-4.

in Section

v-i

Iion

of the Sandno ( 1969 ) porrfolio

A Reformul-ation
Problem

Consider an individual
a utility
tion,

whose welfare

funcEion wiEh arguments in first-perj-od

cr , and expected second-period

usual,

suppose Ehat this

times differentiable.
positive

fÍrst

funcEion

derivatives,

appropriation

of initial

amongst first-period

an uncertain

return,

of Az is E(íz)=lízf
probability

density

.is continuous,

wealth,

funcEion has

seconcl-derivatives.

a safe assel,
asset,

AI, which

A2, which pays

The expected (or average)

(Lz,e)di2
function

is rhe subjecLive

(spnr)

and e represents

of iz,

of uncertainty.

consumption is defined

of the Sandmo ( 1969) portfolio

The level

by:

(t)
consurnption is

E(c2) = rlAr + n(rr)A2
wlrere rr=( l+i¡) and y,(rz)=lrzg(rr,e)dr 2=I+E(i2)=
rn formal

return

where f.(í2,e)

and the expected 1eve1 of second-period
def inecl by t l

ne)diz.

As

and three-

Cr = I^/t-Ãt-Az

t+[ i2f(i2

).

WI, in the first-períod

the "Rothschild-StigLítz-aeasure"
of firs t-period

E( c2

problem concerns rhe optirnal

and, a risky
Lz.

this

and negative

consumptÍon;

wi th cerrainly;

consump-

consumption,

suppose too that

The sandmo ( 1969 ) portfolio

pays iI

is measured by

terms,

Ehe reformulated

problen

is:2

(z)
version
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max V( C¡ ,At
A¡ rA2

,A

/

2,e)

ucWr

Ro

such that

-Ai-Az,rrAl+r2Az)g(r 2,e)dr

r¡ eR¡ r^rhere R0 is the domain of r 2,

order conditions

(

FOC) for an interior

vA, = -E(ur) + riE(u2) -

0

Yt, = -E(ut) + B(12U2) =

0

The second order conditions

2

\J./

The firs

È

maximum are:

(4)

(SoC) for an interior

maxÍmum

are:

verl, ( o; Ytr¡', ( o; and
(verer.vA2¡'2 - (ve¡tr)2) =
lrl > 0

(s)

where:

VaiAj

E(Urr) - E((ri+rj)Ur2)

+ E(ririU22)

(6)

for i=1,2 and j=I ,2. Thus, if Equations (4) and (5) hold,
there exis ts some unique combination ( cf,aT ,oä ) , which
saÈisfies Equation (3).
An implication
risk aversion (Í.e.,

of E(U2)>0 and E(U22)<0 is absolute
RA(CI,Cz)=(-Uzz/ U2)>0).

One implica-

tion of risk aversion is that at Ehe optimurn ø(rz-r1))0.
particular,

If

Theorem l:
Proof:

From

))0 , then n(r z )-r¡)0.
Equation (4),
RA( C¡ ,C2

r1n(U2) = E(r2IJ2)
= E(r2). E(U2) + Cov(r2,U2)
Divj.ding

by E(U2) yields
E(r2 )-r1

Since dC2/dr2)0,

(7)

= -Cov(rz,U2)lE(U2)

and dUz/ dCz(0 as Re(CI,C2)>0,

rhen

In
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Cov(r2,tJ2)(0

as Ra(C¡,C2))0.

Thus E(r2))r1

as RA(C¡,C2))0.
Q.E.D.

Wi

order.

th regards

co Theorem I , !wo comments are in

as noted in Chapter III,

Firstly,

(7),

term on the R.H.S. of Equation
are referred

return

holding

asset (relative

in the case of the

to the return

must. compensate a risk-averse

a positive

level

of the risky

Another implication
optimal

-Cov(r2,UZ)/n(U2),

(7) , CRB measures the amount by which the

on the risky

safe asset)

i.e.,

to as the CRB. Secondly,

R.H. S. of Equation

terms such as the

of risk

on the

individual

asset.
aversion

is thaL the

amounE of the safe asset exceeds the optimal

of the risky

asset (i.e.,

If

Proof :

rz ,Uz)= Cov( r2-E I

Cov(

Ra(C1

amount

In parricuJ-ar,

oi>oä>.

Theorem 2:

for

,C2))0, then ¿i>ei.
,U2

) [l-emma l, Chapter III ] .

If

R6(C1,C2))0, then sign Icov(r2,U2)]=sígn ICov(rz-rr,U 2)]=
**
signIAz-Al ][t,emma 2, Chaprer III].
Since RA(C,,C2)>0
implies Cov(r2,tJ2)(0 [Theorem I],

RA(C1,C2))0 implj-es

Ar)Az"
v-2

a.E.D.
The Rest::ictions
To enable signing

of a mean-preserving

and their
of the

increase

(cT,ef ,zrf), two restrictions
utility

function

Assumption I:

(EUF).

Implications
compa ra

t.

ive - s t a t i c ef f e c t s

in Ehe Lrncertainty

of r2 on

are imposed on the expected

These are:

The safe asset is

an

ir-rferior

good, i. e.

,

95

-I/r¡
Assum tion

2

<

dA,--l/acrl
Cz=E(C2)

<o

The EU!- exhibits

(B)

constant

risk

aversion

to

(cRac), i.e.,
duzz/acrl = uzzz-uzzrlur/u1J = 0

concenLralion

(9)

d U=0

The írnplications

of these t\+o assumptions parallel

Lemmas I through B inclusíve,
Lemma I :

If

R4(C1 ,C2 ))0,

Assumption 2

ho

in chapter
1ds, and if

then the EUF satisfies

Tressler Condirion (HufC), i.e.,
Proof:

If

RA(C1,C2))0,
Proof:

Proof :
Lernma 4:

Proof:
Lenrma 5:

Proof:

dUzzel/aerl <

Assumption 2 ho1ds, and if

jo
¿u

0

the EUF exhibits

Ehen V4r"(0"

If

Assumption 2 ho1ds, rhen dUrz/aCrl =0.
aulo
Lemna 5, Chapter III"
If

AssumptÍon 2 ho1ds, then Cov( r 2,U I2-r LU22)=0.
Lemma 6, Chapter III.
If

Assumption 2 Lrolds, then VAt"=0.

Lemma 7, Chapter III.

Lemma 6:

Proof :

lf

:

Lemr¡a B:

Assumption I ho1ds, Ehen E(r¡UZZ-UfZ)(0.

Lemma B, Chapter III.

If

!-g*Igl:

Proof:

the EUF exhibi ts

Lemma 4, Chapter III.

Lemma 3:

_P_f9rf

rn particular:

the Hanson-Ifenezes-

Lemma 3, Chapter III.

Lemma 2:

rrr.

Assumption I ho1ds, rhen E(UIl-rIUtZ)(0.

Lemma 9, Chapter

If

III.

Assumptions I and 2 ho1d, then V¡, ¡ ^(0.
Lemma 10, Chapter III.
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v-3

The 0ptimal
Uncertainty

Portfolio
Responses to Increasinq
of the Return on the RÍsky Asset

To determine

the effect s of a mean-preserving

crease in the uncerEainty

of t2 on the allocation

¡vealth amongsL the saf e asset,
period

consumption,

Theorem
type"

increase

the risky
asset,

If

2z

consider

the risky

asset,

the following

in-

of inítÍal
and f irst.-

theorem.

Assunpcions I and 2 hol<1 , then a "sandrnoin the uncertâÍnty

asset increases

the optimal

decreases the optinal

ambiguously affects

of the rate of reLurn on

holding

the optirnal

holding

of the safe

of the risky

asset,

and

leve1 of first-period

consumpÈion.

Proof:

Take the total

increments

of all

Using Craner's
dAT /d

of (4),

derivative

the variables

and set the

except Ar rAr re Eo zeto.

Ruler w€ may wríte:

e = t V A2

dAr/de =

[vA].

/ lnl

(r0)

u.uoror-vA2e.vAra,l/ lnl

(tr)

".

UO, O,

If Assumption 2 holds, Ehen

-VAi e. VA ,Xrl

[Lemma 5] . Tf Assumption
"=0
2 holds, then UOru <0 [Lemma 2). If Assumptions I and 2
ho1d, then Va, tr(O ILeurrna B ] . Finally, VnrAr(0, vA,Ar(0,
and

VAt

lnlto by assumptÍon IEquation

(5) ] .

In sum, if Assump-

tions I rhrough 5 ho1d, d^i /de)0 and dA;/de(0.
Ar the opt imum , Equat ion

cf("¡

(1)

is

= wr*AT(e)-nf{e)

Dif f erent íating

(12)

(L2) wit.h respecL to e,

acf/ae = -[ dAi/de+dAt)ta"1
From the above it

:

is clear

tl'rat:

(

l3)
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dC,I</ de i0

v-4

S

umma

iff

Q.E.D

r y Rema rks

Tì-ris cl-iapter offered
comparative-static

in the context

model, this

chapter

function

of a "sandmo-type"

uncertainty

of the return

"sandmo-type"
¡vealth are:

provided

these res trictions
increase

(i ) to increase

In
two-period
on the

increase

in the

asset.

rt

ho1d, t.he ef f ects of

on the optimal

allocation

the optimal

(ii)

asset,

and (iij- ) to ambiguously affect

a

of the compara-

the risky

asset,

first-period

Eo

a set of res Erictions

which enable Ehe signing

effects

if

of sandmots t\^/o-asset,

presented

tive-static

shown that

solution

problem pose.l by Sandmo ( I969 ) .

particular,

utility

an alternative

level

to decrease the opLimal level

\ùas

a

of initial
of the safe

of the rísky

rhe optimal

lever

of

consumption.

Footnotes

to Chapter

V

lA" in chapter rV, autollomously-deEermined
future
income ís assumed to be zero for reasons of simpricicy.
( 3) represents
a ref ormulatíon
portf olio 'Uq,ration
pr:oblem posed by Sandmo (1969 , p. 590 )
reformu.lation
of Equation (3) in Chapter IV. In
from chapter rv, the original
formulation
of the
(1969) probì.em is:

max V( Ci ,A¡
C¡,A2

I

,A

u<c1

of. the
, i. e. , a
particular,
sandmo

2,e)

¡r, Iw1-c1J

+

It z-r L]Az)g( r 2,e)dr,

(

3'

)

9B

Since Wt is f ixed, it is clear f rom ( I ) that the cl'roice of
arly pair of Cl., AI and A2 de Eermines the third variable;
Ehat is, Equations (3) and (3') are identíca1.
3S"u Footnote 7, Chapter III.

CHAPTER VI

A

TI]EORETIC ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL
I CE UNDER INCREAS ING UNCERTAINTYX

LABOR

CHO

Two further
chapter

rrr

applications

of Ehe results

generaLed in

are found in this

chapter " The firs t is an assessment of the robusÈness of the comparative-static
effect
of increasing

uncerËainty

(1975a) in their

paper on

crimina.l. choice.
this

offered

Èheoretic

by

IS

analys is of
the ext ens ion of

Block and Heíneke.

to the problem

An Introcluction

rn a re cent paper, Block and Heineke ( r97 5a) observe
"( the) relation
between the offense decision and the

that:

degree of certainty

with which the penalty

has been debated endlessly
century

and a half

of punishment deter
certainly

is administerecl

by criminologists.

well

samuel Romilry,

i.n a series

ago r sir

debates with I^/ilriam

truth

penalty

a

of

Pa1ey, held tLrat not only did cert-ainty
criminal

activities,

buL also that

of thls

maxim that

if

it

punishment coulcl be reduced to an absolute

very slight

over

of punishment \^/as more crucial_ than severity.

evi.dent is that
that

labor

a

by Block and Heineke

The second application

same analysis

VI_I

reported

wouJ-d be sufficient

every specj-es of crime "'

(pp. 32L-2).
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tso

rulere possible

certainty,

to deter almost
Then usirrg a choice

a

100

model of tj-rne spent in 1ega1 acLivity
Block-Heineke

( s-H)

supporEed provided

provided

wealtlr and that

hypothesis

t\ùo assumptions hord;

Ehat is,

that

psychic

stochastic

etic

hypothesis

f ramework.

(I973)

returns

and Tressler

enlarge

committed,
level

vr-2,

of B-H's evaluaEion

in Ehe uncertainty

to illegal

the B-H ( tgzsa)

problem associated

latter

is to

supply effects

of Ëhe \{age-

activity,

mocrel of criminal

is preserrLed, and the general

and second order condítions

are

âod the

In

choÍce is
for

its

comparative.-static

wi th the problern is

the case of stochastic

effect,

chapter

Chapter is organ ized as follows.

solutíon

total

Using

work, the rate of which offenses

the first

corìsidered.

of the

the works of Block ancl Ileineke

defined,

vr-3,

The

per offense.

The present
section

pp. 322_3).

so as to encompass Ehe effects

the rate of return

of fine

(

is tr,¡o-f o1d.

anal,ysís of the labor

increases

rate paid to legal

chapter

the second purpose of this

of j-ncreased uncertainty
with

are constant

of

and Menezes (1980) are utilized.

the B-H (tgzsa)

associated

criminal

by employing (1Íke B-H) a choice-rheorTo do this,

these same works,

"in-

that

costs are independent

is to assess the robustness

Romilly

can be

of punishment. .. discourage

The purpose of the present
first

activity,

show thaL Romilly's

creases in the certainty
activity"

ancì illegal

The results

defíned " rn sec Eion
\^/ages paid to 1ega1 activity
is

cieterm:'-ned here are two-fold:

and the marginal

effects,

of uncerEainty.

is deLermined using Block and I,leineke ( 1g73), and

the
The

t01

Tressler

and Menezes ( l9B0 ) .

are considered:

the cases of a

ling

offenses,

ity,

a stochasEic

fine

per offense.

a stochastic

rn all

four

our results

of return

on illegal

in Section

and finally

cases the total
are determined.

pp. 32r-3).

( 197 5a)

If

rate

reportecl by

odel of Criminal

this

Choice I

his tirne three

where

to any individual.

hours aE 1ega1 activity,

individual

income I^¡tLI where L^JI is the wage-rate

T

represents

the

For working

LI

rece:'-ves as

\rrage

paí.d.

Assocíated

with

of nature,

each of r¿hich has a t^¡e11-definerl payof f

The f irst
Ehis stafe

i11ega1 activity,

Lhere are Lhree

stat.e ís not committ.ing an of f ense.
is zeroi

ll-w2l.o
r¿l

the

L2 hours to i11ega1 activ-

S=T-Ll -L2 hours Lo leisure

t o t a1 Eime available

where

Again,

Summary remarks are

.¡ho dÍvides

ways, Ll hours to 1egal acËivity,

states

and

VI-5.

The Block-Ileineke

and

effect,

rn the case of stochastic

Consider an individual

ity'

activ-

a slochastic

are compared with that

Block and Heineke (r975a,
offered

rate of commit-

using Block and Heineke ( 1973) , and

and Menezes ( 1980).

of capture,

VI-Z

rale

of uncerÈainty

is determined

Tressler

Èochas tic

s

rate of capture,

margína1 effects,
latter

In Section VI-4 , four cases

f in

i.e.,

(r)

0

2 is the non-stochastic

comûìitte.1 per unÍt

The payot

"

of Lz.2

rate at which offenses
The second state

are

is commj.tting

102

an offense
in this

and not being captured

or arrested.

payoff

The

staËe is:
WE.(I-I./a).Ì{2

where

is the non-stochastic

W3

actíviÈy,
0<i,Jq

<l

(2)
rate of return

and W4 is the rate of capture
The rhird

.

state

captured or arrested.

or arresL such that

is commi E ting
payoff

The

on illegal

the offense

in this

and being

sLate is:

(tnrr-Wr)"1{4.itr2
where

is

trnis

the fine

iJ,1ega1 actívity
payoffs

per offerrsêo

over all

ín each state,

(3)

three

í. e.

The expected return

s

Èates is the sum of the

,

E(R) = [ws-r{u"1¿r].wz)o

(4)

In sum, for spending LZ hours in i11egal
individual

actívity,

parameters,

i=1 ,5, may ng! be knor^¡n lvi th certainty.

the "Rothschild-stigritz-measure"

represents

suppose Lhe individuar

ei)

ís rhe

of I,li, and ei
of uncertainty.

has a uLility

function

with

S, and expected income, E(y) = E(l,Ii).L1+E(n¡lr,

arguments,

i.e.,

EUF, i.e.,

EU(S,y)=lU(S,y)gi(t/1,e1)at^11.

contl"nuous,
this

Wi for

The expected value

of I{i is E(W1) = /wigi(lvi;
ei)aw, where gi(t,ii;
subjecEive probability
density funcrion (splr')

that

the

expecEs to be remunerated in Èhe amount E( R) " Lz.

Assume thac any one of the five

leisure,

to

U(S,E(y)).

and three-times

EUF has positive

second derivatives.

âs

Under the EUIt, there exists
Suppose rhis

dífr-erentiable"
first

EUF is

suppose too

derivatives,

The time allocation

an

and negative

problem is solved

103

by choosing LI and Lz so
tion.

In particular,

individual

to maximize the utility

as

func-

under the EUH, the problem for

the

ís to,'
max V(S, LI,
L¡,L2

I.2t ei)

= Ju(r-r. t-Lz, zrLL+zzLz)gí(r¿i,e1)di^/1

(s)

Þ

^'I

sucir that

W1e

R1 f or i=1 ,5 , where Ri is the domain of I.Iir and

where Zt=111 and Z2=E ( R) =(t,ts -W4.W5 )I^I2. The fÍrst
condirions

(F0C) for

an interior

order

max].mum are:

VL,.

-E(us) + E(zluy)

0

(6)

l-,

-E(us) + E(zzuy)

0

(7

V

The second order conclirions

( S0C)

for

an interior

)

maximum

are:

vl-1lr(o; vL2rr(o;
(vi_,

and

l_r.vLzLz-(vlrl,)r) = lnlro

(B)

where:
Vrtt-.q.
f or k=l ,2 and

hold,

1"=L

Assocíated
the general
consider

)-E ( ( zy+z.a_)usy)+n

Thus if

Equarions

(

(zpzzuyy)
6),

some unique combination,

Equarion

wirh rhe optimal

the effects

(Ba)

(7) , ancl ( g )
(So, LT, Lt),

(5).

comparative-statÍc

e, on the optimal
follo\^/s.

E( uss

,2 "

there exists

which satisfies

(7),

=

rripler

problem.

( S*

, LI,

Li) is

rn particular,

of a change in any exogenous variable,

triplet.

Take the total

These effects
differential

and set the j-ncrements of all

are delermined

of Equations
variables

(6)

except Ll,

as

anci

L2,

r04

and e equal to zetro.
dL, /de

Using Crarnerts Rule, we rnay write:

urru ' V¡rr,rÌl

ut,.t,

{vlru

(e)

lHl

and

atltau = {Vlr" . urrr,

urrrrlz lnl

ut,

"
by assumption

Sincu VL,.Lr(0, VLZL._(O, and
lnltO

(10)

IEquation

*
(8)1, signing at,f Uae and dL2/de
requires a particular
sigrr
pat t ern for Vt,
VL2 ., and Vr - r ^.
Given thÍs sign pattern,
"r"2
",

and the tine

constraint,

T=S*Lr*Lz,

the sign of dS*/de can

be determined.

VI-3

The Effects
Individual:
Legal ct

of Uncertainty
on the Risk-Averse
The Case of StochasEic Wa es Paid to

ty

Suppose WI is sEochastic
thís

form of uncertainty

two-fold:
total

effects

are twofold:

be pos it ive , and
activity

and the marginal
(í)

that

t.o lega1 activity

ií ) that

the

opË

If

risk-averse,

Z

I is stochast.ic,

The effects
Índividual

iual

of
are

effecLs.

the difference

exceeds Ehat. of 1ega1 activiÈy.

Theorern l:

The

between

and i11ega1 activity
leve1 of illegaI
In particular,

and íf. the individual

is

then E(zL)-E(R)>0 rqhere E(R) ís non-srochasric.

Theorem I, Chapter III.

Theorem 2:
risk-averse,
Proof :

(

i=1) .

Ehe risk-averse

the toEal effects,

the expected returns

Proof:

for

( i.e.,

If

ZI is sEochastic,
**
then Lz)L t .

Theorern

2

To determine

and if

the indívidual

is

Chapter III.
the marginal

effects

of uncertainty,

the
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fol-lowing

approach is adopted.

problem is parÈitioned
deterniine

inÈo t\^/o parts.

the individual

effecüs

of. gí (Wi , ei ) on an

tainty
trarily

the inciividual

The f irst

an increase

L.ima1 level

op

smal.1 neigirbourhood

determÍne

The conparative-static

of L;"

effects

arbitrarily

smal1 neighborhood

B-H (iSZ¡),

then,

of Li.

ín the

leve1 of L2 in
The merÍt

the use of results

Èo

an

of rhis

determinecl

and t"fenezes (1980).

and Tressler

the B-H (I973)

To utilize
results

permits

of LI in an arbi-

of an increase

of gi (l^/i , ei ) on an optimal
it

in the uncer-

The second parE 1s

uncertainty

approach Ís that

part is to

(f-U)

and Tressler-Menezes

two assumptíons are required.

Assumption l:

L¡ ís an inferíor

-L/z¿ < ar,¡/avl

good, i.e.,

(tl)

<0

I

Y=E(Y)
f or

í*tk r+here i*=1 if i=1, and í*=2 if i=2 r3 r4, or 5.

Assum tion

2

:

The EUF exhibits

CRAC, i.e.,

.t
: 0
duyy/dYl

(rz)

I

dU=0

The implicaEions of these tvro assumptions are

as

follows:
Lemnia 1:

If

AssumpLior-r 2 ho1.ds, and if

Ra(S,Y)>0, then the EUF satisfies

the 1{anson-Menezes-

Tressler Condirion (Ht',ttC), dUyyLl;-/dLr
Proo-f

:

Lemma

3, Chapter IIT.

Z: If Assur¡ptiorr
Ra(S,Y))0, then V¡,
"r(0.
Le¡nmg

2

holds,

the EUF exhibits

<0.

d U=0

and if

the EUF exhibirs

by

r06

Proof

Lemma 4, Chapter IIL

:

Lemna

If

3

Proof

=0.

dU=0

Assurnption 2 ho1ds, then Cov(Z y, USy*Z 2Uyy)=0.

Lemma 6, ChapEer: III.

If

5

Proof

Assumption 2 ho1ds, then vL2ur=0.

Lemma 7, Chapter III.

If

6

Proof:
Lemma

If

z

Proof

Lemma

then dusY/dY

Lemma 5, Chapter III.

I"emma 4

Lemrna

Assumption 2 holcls,

Assurnption I ho1ds, then E(Z 2Uyy-U sy ) (O .

Lemma B, Chapter IIL

If

7

Proof

Lernna

If

Lemma B:

then r(Uss-zzusy)(0.

Assumption I holcls,
9

, Chapter II I.

As sump t

i ons 1 and 2

ho 1d

, then V¡r¡r(0.

IÅg.g_t: Lemma 10, Chapter III.
Having signed

VL2ul , and VL¡L2, dLl /de 1 and
"1,
dl,2/de2 ma,v be signed by reference to Equations (9) and
(10)"

VL1

In particular,

Theorem 3:

If

Assumptions 1 and 2 ÌroId,

type"

lncrease

activi

ty decreases the optimar

legaf

activity,

to illegal

in the uncertainty

increases

activity,

then a

" sandmo-

of the reLurn to 1ega1

amount of time devoted to

the optimal

amounE of time devoted

and arnbiguotrsly affects

the optimal

amount of time devoted to lei.sure.
Proof.:
VL1

Sínce VLrLr(0,

e, (0 [Lemma 2] , and

dLz/ de1 )0 by virtue
time constral'-nt,

this

v

L2-rr(o

vl-rlr(o

,

lulto,

vL2er=o

,

ILer¡rna B], the n dLI/de1(0

of Equatíons (9) and ( 10).

implies

ILemma 5]

ds*

/0"ìo

AS

Using
\
dL r/ du í;d.t, r/

ancl

Lhe
de

,.

Q.E.n
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VI-4

The Effects of Uncertainty
on the Risk-Averse Individual:
The Cases of Stochastic ComPonents in the
Expected Return to Illeeal
Activity
Suppose any one of W2, I{3, Wq, or lü¡ is stochastic

(i.e',

ix=2).

for

As in section

these four

the narginal

that

activit.y

that

return

of i11ega1 actj_vity.

Theorem 4:

If

Tf z2

risk-averse,

then

Proof :

and if

Theorern

is stochastÍc,
L

)

to illegal

activity

be posi-

the individual

is

2

next on

I:

Case

Let L=2.

case, and rheir

If

increase

offenses

activity,

to illegal

The

comp

results

opposíte

of

of those

In particular,

ín the uncertainty
the optimal

then a "sandmo-

of the rate of committed

arnounE of time devoted

decreases the optimal

activity,

as the Stochas-

arat ive-staEic

Assumptions I and 2 hold,

increases

is

In particular,

proof., are the mirror

in Theorem 3.

Theorem 6;

basis.

The Rate of Cornmitted 0ffenses

Variable:

stated

the individual

effects of uncerrainty are considered

case-by-case

a

and if

t)Lz.
Chapter III.

The marg Í na1

legal

i

In particular,

22 is stochas tÍc

Theorem 5:

type"

(

Theorem t , Chapter II.

Proof:

this

the risk-averse

cases are trvofold:

on legal

and

then E(R)-zt)0.

risk-averse,

tic

effecls

the opÈima1 1eve1 of 1ega1 acrivity

exceed that

(a)

for

betrveen the expected returns

ancl the certain

and (íi)

of uncertaintv

the total

The toËal effects

in each of these four

the difference

tive,

the effects

cases are determined:

effects.

individual

rrr,

Èo

amount of time devoted

ancl ambiguously affects

the optinal

l0B

amounE of tirne devoted to leisure.

(b)

Case

The Rate of Return to Illegal

2

Stochastic

Variable:

Èive-static

results

mirror

opposite

Theorem 7:
type"

increases

acE-i-vity,

devoted to illegal

Case 3:

tic

Variable:4

are the

of lhe rate of return

Eo

the opËirna1 amount of time devot-

decreases Ëhe optÍma1 amounÈ of tÍme

activity,

and ambíguously affects

The Rate of Capture or Arresr
The present

LeE í=4.

by B-Il (1975a, pp. 32I-3):

sidered

of increasing

uncertainty

Case differs

respects.

Firstly,

f unction

to onu.5

generates

criminal

proof,

the

amount of time devoEed Èo leisure.

( c)

( rather

case, and their

in the uncertainty

i11ega1 actívity

this

Like Case 1, the compara-

AssumpÈÍons 1 and 2 ho1d, then a "Sandmo-

increase

optimal

of this

as rhe

of those staEed in Theorern 3. rn particular,

If

ed to legal

LeE i=3.

Acriviry

on

f rom that

as

the SEochas-

Case is the case con-

the case of rhe effect

punishment.
províded

0ur analysÍs

by B-H in

of

Èwo

B-H reduce the arguments in the utility
Seconclly, unlike

Lhe pos tula te that

than the certainty)

B-H, our assumpEion-set

increases

in lhe uncertaínty

of puni s hmenL discourages

activity.

This Case can be seen to diff er from both Cases I and
2 (¡,¡hich \.rere discussed above) in one important respect:
the stochastic

variabl.e,

as a negative

nagnitude,

W4,

ent,ers the net \^¡age rate,

ZZ,

i.e ., Zz=(W¡-Wq.Wb)i,J2. Before the

resulcs reported i-n Cases

I

present case, the relalionship

and ?- can be employed in the
lSl¡Ssn

a mean-preserving

109

increase

in the uncertainty

of l{q and a mean-preserving

increase

in the uncertainty

of 2.2 r0Lrst be determirred.

relationship
Lemma 9 :

is esLablished
If Ll4 is stochastic,

crease in the uncertainty
increase

in the following

Proof :

Lemma.

lhen a mean-preserving

of

in the uncerÈainty

This

W¡+

implies

in-

a mean-preserving

of Zr=(ll 3-W,*.Ws)Ñ2.

Let I,/4 have a normal distribuEion.

Likewise:

ø(zz)=wzw¡ -ñrwrE(w4 ).

var(22) = E(22-E(Zz))2
= E[-ñ2.

Ws

(t{,*-E(t¡4 )) ] 2

-))2 ür;. E ( w+
= w;"
-E ( I,J4 ) ) '= t"l;. wl . v ar ( I{,* )

C1early,

dVar(22)/dVar(l\Ir+)>0.

That is,

SPDF which is a normal distribution,

increase

in the SPDF of W4 (i.e.,

mean-preserving

increase

for

Wr+

which has

a üean-preserving
Var(W4)>0) inplj_es

in the SPDF of ZZ ( i. e.

a

,

Var(z2)>o).

Q.E.D.

The importance

of Lemma 9 is that

Cases I and 2 can be directly

applled

the results

to Case 3.

for

In

particular,
Theorem B:
type"

If

increase

Assunptions

l- and 2 hold,

ín the uncertainty

then a "sandmo-

of the rate of capEure

i-ncreases the opti-rna1 amount of time devoted to legal
activity,
illegal

decreases the opEimal amount of time devoted to
activity,

and arnbiguously affects

the optimal

amount

of lime devoted to leisure.
Proof :

Theorem 3 and I-emma 9.
The impol:tance of Theorern B is that

its

cont.enLs

1r0

contradict

Ihe results

reported

At a minimum, Theorem
are not robus t under
sistent

B

an

by B-H (1975a, pp. 321-3).

denons trates

Ehat the B-l{ result-s

assunption-set

which itself

r¡i-!h other work on Èhe problem of labor

uncertainty;

namely, the assumption-set

used by

is con-

supply under
B-H (1973),

and T-M ( 1980).
(d)

The Fine per Offense as the Stochastic

Case 4:

Variable:

Let í=5.

case are identical
Theorem 9:
type"

If

increase

The comparatÍve-static
to Case 3; that

in the uncerËainty

l-he optimal

activÍty,

decreases tTre optinal

illegal

activity,

in this

is,

Assumptions I and 2 hold,

increases

effecEs

then a .'Sandmo-

of the fine

per offense

amount of time devot.ed to legal
amount of time devoted to

and ambiguou.sly affects

the optirnal

amount

of Eime devoEed Eo Ieisure.
Proof:

VI-5

Theorem B.

Summary Remarks

The
first

ob

j ectives

of thís

was Lo examine the robustness

parative-static
or arrest,

effecË concerning

stochastic

com-

of capture

the B-ll analysis

of changes in the uncertainry

to

or other

VT-2, the B-H ( 1975a) model of criminal

choice was presenled,

tive-static

the uncertai.nty

The

variables.

In Section

for

of the B-i{ (tglsa)

and the second was Eo enlarge

inc-lude the effects

tions

chapEer \.rere t\,ro-f olcr.

i ts solution

the necessary and sufficient
deternined,

problem defined,

and

rn section

tlre general
vr-3,

condiconp ara^

the case of

lIt
stochastic

wages paid to 1egal activity

partícu1ar,

the total

\^/ere determined.
T-Il ( I9B0),
wage-rate
to legal

it

was considered.

and marginar effects

rn the larter

of uncertainty

case, using B-H (1g73) and

rvas shown rhac a mean-preserving

uncertainty
activiÈy,

reduces the optinal

and increases

Eime to i11ega1 acEivity.

allocation

the optirnal

rn section

increase

vr-4,

four

activiÈy

These r{ere:
rate

\{ere treaEed as scochasLic)
the rate at which offenses

of return

to i11ega1 activity,

arres È, and the 1eve1 of fine
the toEal and marginal

effecls

of the latter

were identical

using B-H (tgl

Z

to i11e a1 activity
to ille

were consldered.

for all

termined.

four

The resul ts

cases.

decreases the oDtimal allocatíon
and increases

time to l-egal activity.

crirninal

activiÈy)

the optimal

This general

lhe B-H (tgZSa) resulr (with
uncertainEy

That is,
l_ncrease

of any component of the ex pected return

al activity.

creasing

or

rn each case,

) and T-M ( l9B0 ) , a mean-preservins

in the uncerLainty

to i1-

are commiÈLed, the

per offense.
de

of

cases (in

the rate of capture

were

in

of time

allocation

which each of the components of the expecEed return
legal

rn

of time

allocation

resul E demons t ra tes

regards to the effeet

of the raLe of capture

of in-

on the leve1 of

is not robust.

Footnotes

of

to Chapter VI

draft of this chapter v¡as presented as a
'kAn earlier
paper in the session entitl-ed "some rssues in Economic
Theory¡ " at the Annual Meeting of the canadian Economics
Association,
Guelph, 1984.
Irhu Block and Heineke (lgzsa) paradigm
of criminal

LL2

choice is ín the tradirion
ser by Becker (1968), and
(I97 3 and 1975). Examples of recenr sr_udies r.rhich
EhrilÍch
employ Ehe B-H paradignn include Hakirn er al . ( f 97B ) , Witte
( I9B0), and Balkin and McDonald ( fgSl).
2An alÈernarive definitíon
of ll2 (one noE used by
B-H, but. used by Balkin and McDonald (leBr)) is the probability
of finding a victim.
30,r. objective
function differs
from rhe B-H (f975a)
objective
functÍon in t!ûo respects.
Firstly,
using our
notation,
the B-H objective
funcLion (i.e.,
their Equation
( 2 ) ) is :
max /uCl- L,L2,Y)f
LL ,L2

(r^tq )dI.J4

where Y=wt Lt *(!Js -l.Iq.l,i5 )wr+w0 and where I^10 represenrs inir ia1
wealth.
Their motivation
for including LI and L2 explicitly
" By including
in the EUF is as follows:
( these) arguinenÈs
explicitly
in U, \¡ze are provided with a straightforward
mearrs of analyz,.ng the role of noral and ethical
considerations whi.ch may constrain the hrork-thef t decision"
(p.
3r5).
Thus this specification
permits an anaLysis in which
the marginal utility
of legitimate
work is not equal to the
marginal utility
of illegal
activity.
Thus, assuming the
individual
denonstrat.es a preference for honesty , then

utr)ur, (p. 3r6).

Secondly, on pages 319-20, B-H (L975a) show that
use of the wealth equivalenÈs of Lf and L2 enables the
eliminat ion of LI and L2 from the utility
funcEion.
4

rhe

I.t this Case, B-H investigate
the comparat ive-s I at ic
effecl of an increase in the uncertainly
o f. a measure of
probability,
the rate of capture.
In scri ct terms, the
measurement which B-ll employ is the measur e, Ehe "probabilif.y of a probability"
" For a discussion o f the nìeaningfulness of EhÍs neasure, see Marschak et al. (L975), Borch
( f975), Gardenfors (L979), and Dale
1eB0)
5

S." Footnote 3 above.

CI]APTER VI I

TAX EVASION AND LABOR SUPPLY UNDER II"lPERFECT INFOR}{ATION
ABOUT INDIVIDUAL PARAI'{ETERS OF THE TAX SYS'IE}f*

A final

application

of the results

is containecl in the present

Chapter III

generated

Chapter.

in

In iE,

the

Isachsen and Stronr ( 1e80) model of tax evasion and labor

supply is used

a basÍs for providing

as

explanat ion of two phenomena:

the irnpact of inf ormat ion

about the tax system on the decision
decision

about the amount

VII-l

Introduction

of.

a choice theoretical

to evade taxes,

and rhe

income to underreport.

to the Probleur

Research on tax evasíon may be viewed as being

conducted along two main branches of inquiry.
focused on the definiÈion

and testing

in which tax evasion is treated
able,

Empirical

and Sandrno (L97

tests

models are provided
Thomas ( I982),

their

study,

information
results

?-)

, and Srinivasan

by Irriedland

and Clotfelter

of models

rrorks in Ëhis first

predictions

of various

of a class

Sl_jL_

of this
(f 978),

branch
( 1973 ) .1

class

of

Spic.er and

( 1983).

In conclusion

ro

Spicer and Thomas reveal

lhe importance

of

in modelling

indicate

that

assume the availabili.ry

is

as the sole endogenous vari-

The seminal theoretÍca1

are Allingham

The first

tax evasion:

they assert:

economi.c models of fax evasion,
of precise

rr3

informaËion,

"Our
which

should be

rr4
nodified

t.o take account of cases r,shere taxpayers

evasion decisions

on the basis of imprecÍse

make

information"

(p. 24s).2
The second branch of inquiry
nition

of a class

is focused on the defi-

of models which treats

and labor

supply as endogenous variables.

initiated

by Allingham

bofh tax evasion
This r¿ork

and Sandmo ( 197 2) ,3 and rhe probtern

pursued by Andersen (L977),

Baldry

Isachsen and Strom (1980),4

and Weiss (1g76).5

exception

(L979),

of Weiss ( I g7 6) , these studies
has perfect

decision-maker

\,/as

information

Pencavel (1979),
l^tirh rhe

assume that

the

about the individual

Darameters of the Èax system.
The objective
Lhj-s oversight
cular,

of the present

Chapter is to address

in the second branch of lnquíry.

by assuming avaLlable

inforrnation

about individual

parameters of the tax system is irnperfect,
this

Chapter then is the determination

marginal

effects

evasion and labor
variables

of uncertaínty

the purpose of

of the toEal and

in a rnodel in which borh Lax

supply are treal ed as endogenous

"

The approach used in clefining
war:rants sone coÐrnent .
objective

function

and Strom ( I-S) .

restrictions

the marginal

effects

In part icular , the model and

to be enployed are providecl by fsachsen
Hor¿ever, rather

on the expected utility

definition

In parti-

function

(or sufficl'-ent
of the marginal

than use f he restr:'_ctions
ernployed by I-S (1980),

conditíons)
effects

to be used in

Ehe

are those proposed by

the
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Block and Heineke ( 197 3) ancl Tressler
This unique cornbination
cienL condítions,
predictions)

of obj ective

and I'fenezes ( l9B0)
function,

enables the generaEion of ne\^/ insight

about Eax evasion and labor

preserving

and suffi-

supply under mean-

changes in uncertainty.

ThÍs chapter

is organized

as follows.

rn section

VIT-2 , rhe I-S ( l9B0 ) model- of rax evasion and labor
is defined,
its

and the first

solution

an interior
tion

The LoLal effects

about the tax sys lem is presented

Furthermore,
solution

in section
( in

of imperfect
in section

the context. of imperfect

the marginal

effects

information)

are presented.

Section VII-5

"

for

vrr-3 , the T-s condi tion

about the tax system) is discussed.

VII-2

supply

and second order conditions

are presented.

information
vrr-3.

(or

informa-

rn section

of decreased uncertainty

(

for

vrr-4,

or improved

summary remarks are offered

in

The Isachsen-Strom ( I 9Bo ) Modet of Tax Evasion and
Labor Suppl y Under Imperfect Informatíon
consíder

an individual

who divides

ways, L1 hours to work in the visible

his time three

or legiti¡nate

economy,

L2 hours to work in the hidden econony, and s=T-Ll-L2
to leisure

where T represents

working L1 hours Ín the visible
ceives as afrer-Eax
L'age-rate

paid,

the lotal

time available.

economy this

wage-income ( l-ti)w111)o

and t1 is the tax-rate

hours

individual

For

re-

where tr{I is the

in visible

economy.

In Ehe hidden economy, there are t\^/o s taEes of
nature,

and both states

have a well-defined

expected pay-

II6
off .

The first

state

not being detected
payoff

is working in the hidden economy and

by

Ehe tax auEhorities.

per hour of work under this

The expected
is (L-t

state

Z

).IJZ rvhere

2 is the hrage-rate paid in the hidden economy, and where
( I-t2 ) is the probability
of nor being det,ecred such thar

I^l

0<(r-È2)<1.

The second state

is working in the hidden

econoüy and being deËecÈed by tax authoriÈies.

pa)¡off per hour of r./ork under this
t3 is the marginal

sEaEe tz(1-t¡)"Hz

penalEy Eax-rate

over both staËes,

where

on earned income in the

hidden economy, and where 0(tr(t¡(1.
payoffs

expecEed

The

The sum of expecred

i.e.,

( l-Ez )I^J2+r 2(L-83 )r.J2 = ( t-t2.

r3 )I,I2>0

( t)

ís what I-S (1980, p. 308) term the "expecred neE wage" in
the hidden economy.

rn sum, for

hidden economy, the individual

spending L2 hours in the

expects remuneration

in the

amount ( f-t 2.t3).V2.L2
Assume that any one of the Èhree parameters associated

with the tax syst,em (i.e.,

known with certainty.

t1 for i=1,3)

nay not

be

The expected value of t1 is

E(ti)

= Itiei(ri;
e1 )dEi where gi(ri;
ei) is rhe subjecLive
protrability
density function of Ei, and ei represents the
" Roths

child -SL ig Litz-measure " of uncer t aint y .
Suppose the individual

leisure,

has a utility

function

S, and expected income, E(y) = E[(l-tl).W1

E[(l-tr.ta).t+r.L2],

as arguments,

the expected utilíty
expected utility

hypothesis

funcrion

i.€.,

].L1*

U=U(S,E(y)).

(EUH), there exists

(EUF), i.e.,

r¿ith

EU(S,y)=

Under
an

lr7
Suppose rhis EUF is conrinuous, and
/U(S,y)gi(ti,ei)atr.
Èhree-times differentiable.
suppose too that this EUF has
posiÈive

first

derivatives,

The time allocation

probrem is solved by choosing LI and L2

so as to maxinize
the problem for

and negaLive second derivaÈives.

the EU¡'.

rn particular,

the individual

is co:

max V( S, LI , L2, ei
L¡ rL2

under the

EUH,

)

= Ju(T-Lr -L2,ztLt+z2Lz )si(11,ei )dr i

(z)

Ri

i=l ,3 where R1 is fhe domain of tí,
wher" Zt=(1-t, )W, and Zr=(L-tz.t3)I,12. The first order
such that

t1eR1 for

conditions

( F0C)

for

an interior

ur, = -r(Us)+E[ZlUy]

and

maximum are:

0

(3)

,", = -[(US)+ELZzUyj = 0

(4)

The second order conditions (soc) for an interior

uaximum

are:

(0; Vrrrr(0;

Vr rtl
"I

and

(vlr Lr. vL zL z-( vl,. r)'

)

(s)

where:
V

for

l,t

L.q.

= E(nss)-E((zy*21)usy)+E(zrZluyy)

k=1,2 and !.=L,2"

ho1d, there

exists

which sat.isfies

vrr-3

I'l,o
(6)

Thus, if Equarions (3), (4), and (5)

sorue un]-que

Equation

cornbinat ion , ( S* , LT ,

(2).

The Total Effects of rmperfect rnformation About the
Tax System

The Eotal effects

of ir:operfect

information

about the

tax system concern the sign of the di f f ererlce bet ween the
expec t ed net v¡age in the hidclen economy and the expected net

lt8
r^/age in lhe vlsible

economy.

depends on whether tl,
other,

The sign of this

on one hand, of t2 or t3 on the

is assumed sEochastic.

E¡ is sIochastic.6
Theorem l:

If

rislc-averse,
Proof:

tl

riren

difference

rn particular,

assume firstly

Then:

is stochas Èic,
E(

t-tI)l¡1)(

and if

the inclividual

is

l-t2"t3)W2"

SubtractÍng (4) from (3) yields:

('¡-";,

;:i;;ï,:,.,;j;

r-'| 1,rr'¡uvJ

r.IlE(UY)

-l.It I n(t ¡ )' r(uy)+cov(r 1,uy)
Dividing

by E(Uy) and rearranging
(

l-tz.r¡

)I,/2-E( 1*tr )r+,

ì

Eerms yields:

- -cov(rl,uy)/u(uy)

/dt ¡ (0 and dUy/dy<0 [f or
cov(t1 ,uy)>0 and E( t-t, )wr-( l-t2-.

s,v) = .-Uyy /uù0
È3 )t^¡2>0.

Theorem 2:,

ancl if

Since

dy

If

risk-averse,

tI

ís

s

tochas tic,

Proof:

Q.E.D.
is

2, Chaprer III.

Next, assuÌne either
individual

the individual

] , , rhen

rhen i,ä>li.

P.Lg_g_!: Theorem

Theorem 3:

R4(

(7)

If

either

t2 or t3 is stochastic.

E2 or t3 is stochastic,

and if

is risk-averse,

Then:
the

then ( l.-t r )wr4E( t- t 2.r.s )w, .
Assume t3 is stochastic.
(4) from (3)
subtracting

yields:

(t-rr )t,rr..E(uy) = E[( t-t2.r3)l^/z"uy]
=

\t2

=

\tz E( Uy )

E

( Uy

)- r 2 w2 n( t 3 . Uy )

tz\tz [ ¡( t ¡ )E(

Uy

)+Cov( t 3,Uy ) I

it9

Dividing by

E( Uy

) and rearranging rerms yields:

(t-tr )l'r,-E( l-t2. r3 )t{2 = -Cov( r¡, Uy)/E(Uy)
Since dY/at, <O and dUy/dy<0 [for RA(S,y)>0] ,
Cov(13,Uy))0 and E(t-t2o t¡ )Wz-(t-rI )t^iÌ>0.
Theorern 4:

indÍvídua1
Proof :

If eiEher t2 or t3 is stochastic,
ís risk*averse,

(B)

Èhen

Q.E.D.

if

and

rhe

then Lî >Lâ.

Theorern 2, Chapter III"
Two conments abouE Theorems I and 3 are \^rarranted.

Firstly,

from Equarions

sign of the dÍfference
the visíb1e

uy) / E(uy) ] .

Chapters,

this

( I980) identify

is termed tl-re

a sufficienE
for

about the tax system, I-S

condition

this

for

an interior

the allocation

and hidden economies ) .

In our notation,

CRB.

model of tax evasion and labor

information

the condition

(

Equation

Equation is:

informatíon

about the tax system,

For example, in Ehe case in which tt

Theorem I suggests that

the inequality

EquaEi-on ( 1 1 ) is vi tiated.

for an inter:ior
formation

of time to boEh

This is their

Theorems I and 3 suggest thaÈ t.hís condl tion

r-s's

maxÍ-

r-r3 )lv2<( r-r1 )wr (( r-t2" r3 )\,r2

In the case of im erfect

ho1d.

the

rn keepÍng wirh rhe preceding

in their

supply under perfect

(11).

that

between the expected net \,rage raEe in

coef f icient

secondly,

the visible

is clear

a.d hidden economy depends on the sign

[-Cov( tt,

mum (i.e.,

(7) and ( B) , it

solution

available

is

may no longer
is stochasEic,

on the R.H.s.

rn general,

of

the condition

aff.ected by the amount of in-

to Ehe decÍsion-maker.

This in turn can

r20

affect

his decision

i. e. , af fect
VII-4

to work in the hidden economy or not,

his decis ion to evade taxes or not.

The Marsinal Effecrs
the Tax System

defined
probren.

Associated

with

in section

rr is the general

the optimal

rn parLicular

consider

any exogenous variable,

all

of Equations

varíab1es

Li)

conparative-staIic

the effects

as f ollorrs ¡

About

(So, LI,

tripleE

of a change in

e, on the optíma1 triplet.

ef f ect.s are determined

ential

of Improved Information

These

Take the total

dif f er-

(3 ) and (4) , and seE the increments

except Ll,

L2, and e equal to zero.

of

Using

Cramer t s Rule ¡ we may wríËe:
dL1 /de

ivr,,

vt,,tt

"

VLru

'

vr-

(e)

zrr\/lnl

and

*

_
-

dL2 / de

Since- Vr
-"
'LI 'l, I (0

(5)1, signing
pattern

f ,,

1 V'I - a
' "l -

' VLrL2 - vLzu o vLrr,rÌllril

vLrtrz(0,

t

ar,f

and

de

f or VL, u, VLZe, and Vl.,.r-r. GÍven this

[¡quation

T=S+L

sign pattern

I+LZ, the sign of dS*/de can

terrnined.
To determine

the following

the marginal

determine

effects

approach is adopted.

probl.em is parÈitioned

Laintl'

by assumption

'lto

/ae and arl/ae requires a parricutar slgn

and Ëhe Eime constrainr,
be

I

( 10)

into

the individual

of gi (tr,

ei. ) on an optimal

trary, sma1l neighbourhood

of L;.

r

The comp ara.t ive-static

t\^ro parts.

effects

of uncertainty

The f irst

part is to

a decrease in the uncer1eve1 of Lt in an arbiThe second part

is to

I2I
determine

the índividual

uncertainty

of gj'(ti,

arbitrary,

ui)

of a decrease in the

on an optimal

revel

of L2 in

an

smal1 neighbourhood

approach is that
B-H (1973),

E\^/o

of LI " The merit of this
Èhe use of results determined by

perrnits

it

and T-M (1980).

To ur-i1ize
then,

ef f ects

rhe B-H (1973) and T_M (1980) resulrs

assumptions are req(¡irecl,

Assumption 1:

L¡ is an inferior

good, i.e.,

-I/zç < dr,k/dyl < 0

(

Y=E(y)
for

i*Ék q'here i*=l

Assum tion

2:

if i=l and i*=2 if i=2 or i=3.

The EUF

auyy/avl

1.1 )

exhibits

CRAC, i.e

uyyy uyysIuYlus] = 0

(r2)

dU=0

rn

Eermining the narginal

de

be kept distinct:

( i)

able (i.e.,

and (fi)

tion

i*=I),

ttre tax-rate

or the penalLy tax.-rate

(i.e.,

i*=2).

re.l.ationship
certainty

Likewise,

Lemma 1:

of ti*

rf

it

Proof ;

i*-=1.

rhe probability

as the stochastic
i'-s important

vari-

of deÈec_

variable

to establish
íncrease

Ehe

in the un-

and z¿ in order to employ the resul ts
ThÍs relarionship

ti,* is stochastic,

crease in the uncertainty
increase

two cases nust

as the stochastic

between a mean-preservíng

of Chapter III.

(a)

eirher

effecrs,

of ti*

in the uncertaj.nty

is:
!hen a mean-preserving

in-

ímp1íes a mean-preserving

of Zy f or i*=k.

Lernma 9, Chapter VI.

Case 1:

The Tax-Rate as the St.ochastic

The implications

Varíable:

Let

of Assumptions I and 2 are those of

r22

Chapters III,
Lernma 2 z

V, and VI,

If

R¡(S,Y))0,

As sump t

i.e.,

ion 2

ho 1cl s

then the EUF satÍsfies

Tressler condition (tttttc),
Proof:
Lemrna

Lemma

3:

, and if

duyy

2

the Hanson-Menezes*

rl

t

ar

rl < 0.

d U=0

3, Chapter III.

If AssunpEion

rhe EUF exhibirs

ho1ds, and íf

RA(S,Y))0, rhen VLtur(0.
Proof: Lemüa 4, Chapter III.
Lemma 4: If Assuurptíon 2 irolds,

Ehe EUF exhíbirs

then dusy/dy

0
I

Proo{:
Lemma

Lemma

5:

Lemma

6:

lroof:

Lemma

If

t Sq¡1-" ? :

Proof:

7,

z

ho1ds,

then

Cov(Z

Èhe n

VL2er=0'

¡,

USy*Z2Uyy)=O

III.

ChapEer
z

ho1ds,

ChapÈer II I

.

AssumpLion I ho1ds,

then E(ZzUyy-Ugy ) (0.

Lemma B, Chapter III.

If

Lemma å:

Proof:

6,

If Assumption

Lemma 7:

Proof:

5, Chapter II I .

If Assumption
Lenìma

þgI:

dU=0

Assumption

1

ho1ds,

then E(UgS-ZzUSy)<0.

Lemma 9, Chapter III.

If

As sump r i ons

I and 2 ho1d, then Vl . r ._(0.
" r "2
Lemma 10, Chapter III.

Having signed vL¡ u1, vL2u¡, and VL1Lr, all/ae, and
*
dL,2/de¡ may be sígnecl by ref erence to Equations (9) and
( 10). In particular,
Theorem

5

If

Assumptions I and 2 hold,

type" dec.rease i¡r the uncertainty
the optirnal

Èhen a ,'Sandmo_

of the Èax rate increases

amount of time devoted to r,¡ork ln the visible

economy, decreases the optimaJ- amount of time devoted to

"

r23

r\rork in the hidden economy r and arnbiguously af f ects the
optimal

amounE of time devoted to leisure.

Proof :

Since

VLrLr(0, vLrLr(0, lnlrO IEquarion s], urrur=O

ILemma 6], VLi e, (0

dLL/de1(0

and

dL2

[ Lemma

31, and V¡,¡r(0

/de 1)0 by virtue

Using lhe time constraint,

this

[Lemma 9),

of Equations
implies

then

(9 ) and ( 10 )

dS*/¿",
'
r<ìO

as

dLL/au¡)aL2/de¡,
(b)

Case 2:

Q.E.D.

The Probability

Tax-Rate as the Stochastic
case is symmetrical
Theorem
type"

6

If

z

of Detecrion
Variable:

or the Penalty

l,et Í*=2=í.7

This

with Case l-, and therefore:

Assumptions I and 2 ho1d, then a

decrease in the uncertainty

of detection

gr penalty

of either

tax rate increases

" Sandmo-

the probability
Ihe optimal

amount of time devoted to the hidden economy r decreases the
optimal

amount of time devot.ed to the visible

ambiguously

affects

Ehe optimal

economy, and

amount of time devoted lo

leisure"
Proof:

Theorem 5.

VII-5

Summary Rernarks

Motivated
chapter

by ernpirical

r.7as Eo extend

and labor

the I-s

supply by adopting

inf ormation

.

research,

the purpose of this

( 1980) moclel of tax evasion

the assumption of imperfecÈ

about t.he lax system parameters

of this

model is presented

in SecÈion VTI-2.

results

obtafned

revised

from this

"

0ur ada¡:tation
The principal

model are t\,¡o-f o1d.

The

L24

first

Ís Èhe total

effecEs

particular,

in section

necessity

of modifying

of imperfect

vrr-3,

information.

rn

a comment about the possÍble

the r-s

condition

for

an inrerior

maximum i-s offered.

The second principal
narginar

effects

set of results

of uncertainty.

rn particular,

by Block and Heineke (L973 ) and rressler
L\{o restrictions

tt¡e visible

as the stochasric

a mean-preserving

the tax-rat.e

increases

,

rn the

variable,

it

was

of

amount of time d.evoted. to

economy, and decreases the amount of time devotof detection

as the stochasEic
uncertainty

and Menezes ( I9B0)

decrease in the uncertainty

Ëhe optiual

ed to the hidden economy.
probability

motivated

T{ere imposed on Ehe EUF function"

case of the tax-rate
shown that

concerned the

rn the case in which either

or the penalty

variable,

tax-rate

a mean-preserving

j-ncreases the optimal

the

is treated

decrease in

amount of time allocaËed

to the hidden economy, and decreases the optíma1 amount of
tÍrne devored to the visible
suggest an important
direction

economy.

general

of che marginal

result.

effects

rn sum, these results
This is that

the

of improved ínformation

r.ax evasion depends on which of three paraneters

on

of the tax

systen 1s assumed stochastic.

Footnotes

to Chapter VII

*Thís chapter was present.ed as a paper in the rnvited
"Risk, Uncereainty, and Ind ividual
Session entitled
Choicê",
t,he Annual Meeting of the Southern Economic Association,
Da11as, Texas, November 24-26, 1985, and thi s same paper is
forthcoming in Public Finance/finances
publi ques.
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I Allingham

and Sandmo (1972) and Srinivasan ( I973)
are in the tradirion
of Beclcer ( t96B) and Ehritich
( 1973).
The work by Allingham and Sandmo (rg7 z ) and sriní.vasan
( 1973) has been exLended by Kolm ( 1973), yirzhaki
(tg74),
Ashenf elrer (I978), Nayat if gTB), Sproute er _a.1 : (tgB0), and
Fishburn (198t).
2tt'ris finding corroboraÈes the resu'lts of other
empirical s tudies on tax evasion i¿hich do not use the
Allingham-Sandmo-srinivasan
paradigm of tax evasion as a
research frarnervork" rn particular,
the spicer-Thomas findÍng is corrsÍstent r+ith the r¿ork of vogel (t974), I{ason et
a1. ( 1975), and Spicer and Lundsredr ( t g7 6).
3I. their paper of Ig7 ?-, Allingharn and
Sandrno (A-S)
ca11ed for j ust such an extension of rheir work on tax
evasion.
They wri Ee : "l,Ie
hope Ehat (our )
will
suggest other topics for research in the field, "pproach
both theoretical and empirical.
0f theoretical
topics Ehe ones which
ím¡nediately suggest themselves are perhaps generalizaEions
of the present rnodel " one possibility
is to extend Èhe
model to take account of l.abor supply decísions;
one might
hope to discover some interesting
connections between incenLives to avoíd taxes and supply v¡ork ef f ort.
Ho¡vever,
although B7e have studied this caser w€ have not been able to
come up with any interes ting and reasonably simpre results"
(pp. 337-8) "
4Thu A-s c1aím regarding their inability
ro obEain
results from a general rnodel of tax evasion and. labor supply
( as outlined
in Footnote 3) has been corroborated by Baldry
(lglg)
and Pencavel (I979) " Only when resrrictions
on the
expected utility
funcLions are employed can unambiguous
comparative-static
resul Es be obtaÍned.
This ís shown to be
the case by Andersen (tgll)
in his use of the restriction
of.
addi tivity
of the arguments, leisure and income. This fact
is also borne out in rsachsen and strom ( l9B0) in their
definition
of the expected uti lity
function as the product
of leisure and income.
5

T1-ru comparative-sEatic
results reported by
( in this seconcl branch of inquity)
Andersen-rsachsen-strom
may be viewed as being concerned with the effect.s of "dÍstribution-preserving
shif ts in the mean". hrith t,he exception of weÍss (t976), no paper in rhis branch of ínquiry
addresses ttre effects of "mean-preserving shifts in the
clístribution".
The general object of concern in weiss'
paper is one of modelling Lax evasion and labor supply under
imperfect information
about the tax system.
6

this terrninology Í.s flarved ( or not- precise) in the
sense. The nel wage-rate in the liidd en economy
can never be truly non-stochastic
b ecause of the fact
that
there exists two states of the world, and associated
f ollowing

r26

measures of probabÍlity

of either

/ In the case of í=2,

state

occurri.g.

\Ìre are considering
the
comparative-staEic
effects of changes in the uncertainty
of
a probabiliry
neasure, i.e.,
changes in the "probability
of
a probability".
For a discLlssion of the meaningfulness of
the measure, "probability
of a probability",
see I'larschak et
( I975 ) , Borch (197 5) , Garclenfors (Lg7g)
and Dale
9f.
,
( I9B0).
rn the economics of uncerÈainty, Block and Heineke
(r97 5 , pp. 32r-3) provide an example of this measure 's use.

CHAPTER VI I I

ON }IODELLING

FAMILY LABOR SUPPLY DECISION UNDER
A COI'IPARISON OF Ti^IO APPROACHES

THE

UNCERTAINTY:

In the present
Chapter III
an as-yet
labor

provide
unexplored

supply decision

are at least
explorecl .

a

Chapter,
touch-stone

topic,

for

the moderling

three approaches to this
Three of these are:

rhe Kosrers

proposed by Leuthold

KosÈers'

function

supply decision
investigation

VIII-1

related

functions.

in three arguments.
uncertainty

after

to a third

Kostersr

the use

our investigation
on a family

l.abor

work represents

an

c,l-ass of models.

to the problem

An Introduction

development of choice

chapter,

r96B) is in some sense in

A review of the literature

decision

rn rhis

The objective

class of objective

fashioned

be

( r966 and rg69) up-

approach. l

(

the impact of increasing

there

problem which might

(t900 and 1969) approach however requires

of a utiliEy
into

of the family
rn generar,

the 1atÈer t\ro approaches are considered.
keeping with our first

into

the Bor,¡en and Finegan ( 1965,

and rhe Leurholci (I968)

function

developed in

an inves Eigation

under uncertainty.

r966, and r969 ) rpproach,
proach,

the lechniques

EheoreLical

under uncertainty

opment of the same class

has not

makes

clear

thaE the

models of the labor
ke p t

pace wÍth the devel-

of models under certainty.
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supply

In

I2B

particular,

in the case of tTre literature

certainty

Robbins ( 1930) and Hicks ( 1932 and tg46) define

the basic model of the individualts
LilcewÍse,

Kosters

vide t\^ro distinct

rn contras t,
decision

basis of family

(196g) pro_

labor

v

Block and Ileineke
Cowell ( tlAt;

(1973),

, the literature

is comprised only
i.e.,

and Þfenezes ( lgBO),

, and Sproule ( l9B5).

supply decision

supply

rabor supply decision,

Tressler

the

supply decision.

in the case of modeJ-ling rhe labor

of models of Ehe índÍvidual's

(

supply decision.2

(i966 and 1969) and Leurhold

under uncertaint

Kosters

labor

approaches to the problern of modelling

choÍce theoretical

labor

on rnociels under

No work on rhe family

under uncertainty

comparable to

I

1966 ancl 1969) and Leurholcl ( l96S) I has been

reported.
The purpose of the presenE chapter
first

is to extend the literature

models of labor
Kosrers
labor

(r966)

supply decision

by adapting

of these rnodels.

tolal

and marginal

to a sEochastic

environment.

rn parEicular,

effecËs

each model is undertaken.
nìarginal

effects,

and Tressler

of uncertainty

on

The

of both adapta-

a comparison of the
associated

rn the determination

restrictions

(EUF) which v/ere fírst

the

( lg6B) models of rhe family

second purpose is to compare the properties
tions

The

on choice theoretical_

supply under uncertaj.nty
and Leurhold

is twofold.

expected uEility

wÍth

of the
functions

suggested by Block and Heineke (S-H)

and Menezes (f-¡t)

are employed.

r29

The present
secEion vrrr-2,
the total

and marginal

effects,

rn Èhe deterrnination

restrictions

are placed on the family

(1973) and T-¡f (1980).

effects,

determinaËion

of the marginal

utility

function.
by B-H

effecrs,

are discussed.

effects,

and

In the

one assumption ( in

adciition

to the four employed in Section VIII-2 ) is re-

quired.

Sunrmary remarks are offered

VIII-2

are

rtre Kosrers

and rhe total

of uncertainty

and

effects,

Ís rnotivated

In Section VIII-3,

( 1966) approach is defined,

In

of uncerÈainty

of the marginal

The use of these four restrictions

marginal

as follor"rs.

( 1968) approach is defined,

the Leuthold

effects,

discussed.
four

Chapter is orga¡ized

in Section

VIII-4.

The First Ap proach to l-f odell ins the Family Labor
1
Decision Under UncertainL
The Leuthold
A
roach

Su

The first

approach Eo be consÍdered

ges ted by Leuthold

\{as first

( l96B ) , and has been employed subsequent-

Ly by Ashworth and Ulph (tggt).3

The Leurhold

unj-que in three

it

family

senses.

Firstly,

hypothesizes

that each

Secondly,

the utility

func.tíon

of the jth

is clef ined over the j th indiv j.dua1's leisure

individual

income.

And fina1ly,

supply of the j th individual
utility

approach is

member ( say the j th mernber) has his or her own util-

;ity funcLion.

family

sug-

function

with

respect

the optimal

definition

of this

1eve1 of labor

is found by maxirnizing the j rh
to the jth

supply subj ec.t to the time and family
more formal

and

individual's

labor

income constraints

"

model under uncertainty,

and

A
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its

related

(a)

properti.es,

The Leuthold

(

fo11o\{s.

1968) Ifodel-:

Consider a family

r^rage-earners , a husband and a r'¡if e.

with

two

The husband divides

time Lr hours of work and st=T-t I hours of leisure rvhere
is the total time available.
For working Ll hours, he is

his
T

paid \{age-income of I{I LI wirere Wi is the husband r s wagerate.

Likewise,

Lhe ¡+if e dÍvides

her tirne betrveen L2 hours

of work and s2 hours of leisure.

The famiry

ürage income in the amount of w3.

Family income thei-r is the

sum of
Y=trtll .

\.{i

age income and non-wage income, i. e.

receives

non-

,

LI *W2. L2 *l^/3 .

Suppose that

any one of W1,

suppose Eoo the family
f or l.li f or i=1,3,

G(hti,vi,ei)

parameter,

2, or

members formulat.e

i.e",

I^I

3 may be random.

an expected value

E(Wi)=/I,l1"g(I^Iirvi,ei)dt+1

ís the subj ective

of wi, vi represents

\]

probability

where

densÍty

a dístribution-preserving

functíon

mean-shiftlng

the "Rothschild-Stigl

and ei represents

ít z-

measure" of uncertainty"
After

Leuthold

( l96B),

suppose rhe rvelfare

husband can be neasured by a utili.ty

function

Ehe leisure

of the husband, and expected family

given level

of the wife's

under the expected utility
an EUF, i.e",
suppose this
ab1e"

i.e.,

hypothesis

defined

over

income for

uI=uI(st,lr,r(y)).4
(nuu¡,

there exists

EUI (sr,3z,y)=/ul(s,3r,y).g(Lr1,vi,e1)dt,lr.b

EUF is conrinuous,

Furthermore,

derivatj-ves,

leisure,

of the

and three

times differenti-

assume thj.s EUF has positive

and negative

second-derivativ"".6

first-

a

l3i
Likewíse,

the welfare

measured by a utílity
wife,

function

âtd expected family

husbandIs leisure,

defined

over reisure

income for a given level

an EUF, i.e.,

U'( S¡ ,S z,Y).8( wt ,Vi ¡ei )aWt.

EU2

(i,

f irsE-deri.vatives

of
under

2,y)=

,S

Final 1y ,

be

of the

Again,

Suppose rhis

and Ëhree times dif f erenEiabl_e.
has posit.ive

is assumed to

tJ2=U'(i.,.,S2 ¡E(y)).

i.e.,

the EUH, there exists
J

of the wife

EUF is continuous
as s ume

and negative

thí s

EUF

second-cleriva-

tives.
problem for

The

the j th family

j =t ,2 is

member for

the cho i ce of Lj lvhich maximízes hís or her utility
tion,

Uj,

sub

func-

j ecÈ to the tirne and income constraints

"

Under the EUH, the problem Ís:
max

Lj

Y(Ljr

vi,

ei)

-1

J

u'(T-Lr , T-L2 t

Wt Lr+I1I2L2+1.^t3

).9( wt , ví , e1)dt{i ( t )

Þ

'*1

where Ri is
order

conditions

for

The first

an interior

maximum are:

j=I ,2. Thus, if

Equarions

(

Z

The Total

effects,

Effects

(2)

of Uncertainty:

(3)

0

) and (: ) hold,

some unique va1ue, L3, which satisfies

(b)

and second

vr,i = -f,(u¡)+E(wjU¡) = 0
t'rjrj = E.(ujj)-28(wjUj3)+r(w¡2.u33) <

.
and:
for

the domain of Wi.

Equation

there exists
(l).

Regarding the total

there are t\,üo cases to be considered:

the case in

which rhe j rh individualrs
o\,¡n wage-rate is stochastic
(/.1. e. , r=J )
and o1-herwise (i.e.,
i+j).
Consider

,

first.

From Equation

(2),

it

follows

that:

the latrer

r32

tvj = E(uj)/r(us)

[for i*j]

(4)

that

1", the marginal raÈe of subsÈitution
income and leisure f or the j Èh indiviclual
to the certain

(

uns3¡

) is equal

hrage-rate paid the j Èh individual.

Next,

consider

i=j.

(4) no longer

Equation

between family

Under the assumption that

i=j,

In f acr, E(i\I¡ )>E(u¡ )/n(u3)

holds.

ÞfRS33. In particular,

rf Í=j , rhen

Theorem I

E(l\]¡ ))E(u5

From EquaEion (2) , it

Proof:

)/n(u3).

follorvs

that:

n(u¡) = E(\{¡). E(U3)+Cov(wj,u3)
Rearranging

Eerms:

e(tv¡

E(u¡

)

)

/E(u3)-cov(t+¡,u3)/E(u3)

(s)

and dU3/dY<0 [for RA(Sr.Sz,y)>0], rhen
Cov( I,/¡ ,U3 )(0. Likewise, f or cov(t^/3 ,U3 )(0, E(w¡ ))E(U3 )/r(u3 ).
Since dYldWj

>0

Q.E.D.

(c)

The Mareinal

Effects

of Uncertainty:

effect

of a mean-preservj-ng

w1 for

i=1,3

ty),

on LS (i.e.,

combÍnations

expected utility
As

sumption I :

constant

The

risk

of

effects

restrictions

must. be placed on the

of unc-ertaÍn-

These assumptions are

of the jth

EUF

in the uncertainty

the

the marginal

funcEion.

absolute
ÒRa(s1

f

of four

increase

To determine

aversion

individual

exhibirs

(Can¿) in Lj,

i.e.,

,sz,'r)/or, = 0

(6)

or j=I,2.

Assurnption 2:
decreasing

The EUF of all

absolute

risk

ÒRA(Sl,S2,Y)/OY

<

j individuals

averslon
0

exhibirs

(¡¡.Re) in y, i.e.,
(7

)
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For aI1 j individuals,

Assumption 3:
good,

i- .

e.

work is an inferior

,

dLj /¿v
{= E (Y)

<0

(B)

I

for

j=L r2.

Assumption

The EUF satisf ies the HMTC, j..e.,

4

du33L3

l= L1

dLr

'

for

u:¡jl

tt+jug::

<0

+ 2L3u33

(e)

du=o

j=L,2.
The signs of the marginal

effects

of uncertainty

pends on which of l,l1 f or i=1 ,3 is treated
In particular,

suppose i+ j.

Theorem 2z If

i+ j and if

de-

as stochastic.

Then:

Assumptions I through 3 ho1d, then

dLq/der)0 and Vr.^.)0.
"J "1
Proof_:

From Equation

Equation

(3),

(2), dL3/dei

Utjtj<0.

Assumpt

ions I through

Therefore:

3

ho1d, Block and Heineke (1973,

pp. 379-BI) show dLS/dei)0 where ei is the

" Sandno-measure"

of uncerEaiD.ty.
Now su ppo

Theorem 3:
and

Vl,

3L9g:

By

sign (Vljut)

sign (dtlidei)

If

-YLj et/ v Lj Lj '

Q.E"D.
se

i= j .

If i=j and if

Then:

Assurnption 4 holds,

then dL3/de1(0

jet <0.
From Theorern 2,

sign (.1L3/<1ei)

si.gn (Vl

If Assumption 4 holds, Tressler

J-1 )
and

Menezes (1980) show

r34

dL3/de1(0 where e1 is the "Rorl'rschild-srigritz-measure"
uncertainty.

VIII-3

of
Q.E.D.

The Second Approach to I'fodellinA
Su
I Decision Under Uncertaint
196
f\
roach

the Family Labor
The Kosters

The second approach to be considered
gested by Kosters

( i966 and 1969).

was fÍrs Ë sug-

This approach has been

used subsequenË1y by Ashenfelter
and Heckrnan (I97 4) , and
others. / The KosEers approach is unique in three senses.
Firstly,

it

hypothesizes

utility

function.S

defined

over al1 jth

over family
family
utility

labor

rhat

the family

secon<11y, the family

income"

uÈility
(for

leisure

And fina11y,

the opÈima1 level

supply is found by maximizing

function

with

j=1,2),

and

of

the family's

respecE to Lhe Labor supply of al1

members subj ect to the tine

family

income constraínE.

model under rrncertainty,
The i(osters

funcEion is

individuals'

family

(a)

has a r{e11-defined

constraints

A more formal
and its

(1966) Model:

e and the

definition

of this

relaÈed properties,
After

Kosters

follor,:.

(1966 and

1969) r suppose the welf are of the f arni. ly can be measured by

a utility
leisure

function

defined

over reisure

of the wife r âûd expectecl family

of the husband,
income, i. e.

,

U=U(S¡,S2 rE(Y)) " Under the EUI{, there exists an EUF r,¡hose
properties
are the same as in the properties
of the EUFs in

the Leuthold

( l96B) nodel.e

However, unlike

the Leuthold

mode1, the probl.em f or the f arníly is the choice of both
and L2 which maxinizes

the EUF subject

to the tirne con-

L1
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straints,

and the income constraint.

under the EUH,

Ehe

problem is:
V(Lt,L2.v1
L¡,L2
max

,ei)

= lu ( r-Lr ,T-L2,Wt

LI

R1

where R1 is

the domain of

(roc) for an interior

I^/1

.

+W

2L2+hr3

)g(WÍ,vi,e

The f irst

1)dl,J1 ( l0

)

order co'di Eions

maximum are:

vL,'

= -E(ui)+E(I{1.u3) = 0

(ll)

Y

= -E(u2)+E(w2.u3) = Q

(i2)

1,,

The second order conditions

( SOC) for

an interior

maximum

are:

Vt,l-.,.

( 0; Vtrrt, ( 0; and (Vlrr,t'VLzr,z-(vLlrr)2) =
lnlto

(13)

where:

utj tu = E(u¡t)+E(t^I¡!{rug: )-E(t^rju¡3+r{¡u¡3)
for j=1,2 and k=Ir2.

Thus, if Equations (tt),

(12),

(

t4)

and

) hold, rhere exis rs some unique combination, tf,l ,r,l ¡ ,
which satisfies Equarion ( l0).
( l3

(

b)

The Total Effecrs of Uncerrainr yi

the total
family

effects

labor

of uncertainty

sLrpply decision

of either

and ( iÍ)
(i.e.,

family

in the Kosters model of the

under uncertainty,

three cases to be considered:
rate

In an assessrrent of

(

i)

there are

the cases in which \{age-

member is stochasti-c

(i.e.,

i=l r2),

the case in r.¡hich non-\,Jage income is stochastic
i=3).

The total

effects

for

these three cases are

follows:
Theorem 4:

If

i=1, then: (i¡ r(wj )>n(u¡ )/r(u3) for j=1,

as
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(ii)

Wj=Equ¡)/e(U:) for i=2, and n(wj¡-W¡+s>E(uj-Uj+")/n(U3)
for j=1 and s=1.
Proo!:

(i)

From Equation ( ff)

,

E(r-rl) = E(ur)/ulur)-cov(wr,u3)/E(us)
Since Cov (I.i¡,U3)<0 [Theorem l], thàn

(15)

E(I,Jr) > E(ur)/E(u3)
(

ii ) From Equat ion
\12

(iii)

( f2 )

,

= r(uz)/n1ur)

(16)

Subtracting Equations (f5) fronn (16) yields:
E(Wl )-W2

Sínce Cov(Wj

,U3

= E(Ur -Uz ) /r,(U 3 )-Cov(i{1

,U3

(L7)

)/E(Us )

)(0 [Theorem l] , therefore

n(r"]r )-wz )E( ur -u z) / v,( u¡ )
a

Corollary I:
(iÍ)

E(Llj)>E(Ui)/n(U¡)

(iii)

for j=2,

n(l¡j¡-I.l¡+s>E(Uj-U¡+s)/E(U3)

Theorem 5:

(ii)

If i=2, then: (i)

Wj=E(Uj)/n1u3) for j=I,
and

for j=2 and s=-1.

If i=3, rhen: (i) Lr¡=E(Uj)/nlur)

and

Wj*wj+s=E(Uj-Uj+s)/uçu3) for i=L,2 and s=tl.

Proof:

(i)

From Equations (ff)

or (I2),

clearly

I^tj = E(Lt¡)/E(U3)

(iÍ)

trn

( 1B)

Subtracting Equations

(

11) from (LZ) yields:

wz-wr = EIuz-ur]/E(u3)

Q.E.D

as required.
(c)

The Marsinal

effects
W1f

Effects

of Uncertainty:

To det ermine the

of a mean-preserving increase in the uncert ainty

or i=1,3

on the optimal pair,

**
(Lf rL2), an assumption

of.

t37

(in addition ro those presented in the preceding section)
required. This extra assumplion is:
Assumption 5:

The labor

supplies

of family

members are not

couplementary, i.e.,
**
dLz/dLr s 0

(le)

An inplication
particular,

is

of Assumpt.ion 5 is that. ut, L
.
zso

In

consider:

z If AssumpEion 5 ho1ds, then V¡, ¡r(0.

Theorem

6

Proof :

From Equation

(12)

,

YrrrrdLz?k*+ VlrlrdLr
Rearrangíng t erms
*t(
dL2 /

( 20)

0

:

dLL - -V¡ tLz/ rrr",

(21)

J¿

Since dL, /al, <O I AssumpÈ ion
therefore,

5

]

,

and ,rrtr(0

ULrrrS0.tO

Q.E.D.

Under Assumptions I through
marginal
í=1r3

[Equation (13)],

effects

of uncertainty

is treat.ed

5, the signs of the

depends on which of w1 for

as stochastic.

rn particular,

consider

the

following:
Theorem 7:

If

i=1,

and if

then a "sandmo-type"

Assumptions 1 rhrough 5 hold,

increase

j-ncreases the v¡if e's optÍrnal
husbanclrs optimal
Proof

:

labor

Take tl-re total

labor

supply,

of

Wi

anci decreases the

supply.
diff erential

set the incremenEs of all
equal- to zero.

in the uncert.ainty

variables

Using Cramerts Rule,

of ( l1
except

)

and (f2),
LI

and

r L2, and

e1

I3B

dL1/dei

IV12

ei'

VLt Lz-VLt

ei 'VLzL2t U l n

(22)
I

and

lvl1.i'

dL2/dei

If

VLrLz-V Lzu¡.uL1.1

ions I rhrough

3

if Assumptions I through

5

tZ n
i

(23)
I

hold, then VL2er)0 [Theorem 2].
If Assumption 4 hol<1 s, then VLl er(0 [Theorem 3'] . If Assumption 5 ho1ds, then VLllr(0 I Theoren 6] . In sum, if i=l , and
Assumpt

hoId, rhen dLi/dei(0

and

*

dL2/de1)0.

Corollary
"

Q.E.D
2z

If i=2, and if Assumptions 1 rhrough 5 hold,

sandmo-type" Íncrease

the husband's optimal
optinal

labor

Corollary 3:

in the uncertainty
labor

supply,

a

of I,Ji increases

and decreases the rcife's

supply.
If

i=3,

and if

Assumpt.ions I through 5 hold,

then a "Sandmo-type" increase

in the uncertainty

af f ecÈs arabiguously the husband's

and

r¿j-f

of

ers optimal

hl1

labor

supply.
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Summar

Remarks

The purpose of the present
literature

supply decision
vrrr-2,

and Kos t ers rnodels of the f arnily Iabor

to a stochastic

environment.

a rnodel based on rhe Leuthold

and the total
with this

to extend the
'vas
supply under uncertaincy by

on economics of labor

adapt íng the Leuthold

chapter

and marginal

effects

model were presented.

3, a model based on the Kosters

rn sect.ion

approach was defined,

of uncertainty
Likewise,

associated

in section

approach was def ined,

vrrra¡rri
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the totar

and marginal

effects

associated

wi th thís

model

\.rere presented.
A comparison of the effects
points

up the following

particular,
fects

regards

similariEies

Table B. I presents

of uncerEainty

utility

Ëhe properties

\,rage and the

of both models
an addi-

the relaEionshlp

for jth

of leisure"

individuals

rn

tr{ith

The Kosters model hor¿ever provÍdes

Eotal effect:

differential

with borh models.

between Ehe (expected)

MRS3j of the i th individual,
tional

and differences¡

a summary of Èhe to Eal ef-

associated

to relationship

are identical.

of both types of models

and j+sth

between the wageíndividuals
and the ,,marginal

differenrial

for

the j th and j+sth

"

Table 8.2 presenEs a summary of the marginal
of uncertainty
the marginal
properties
that

associated
effects

associated

assumptions.

after

effect

of an increase

on the optimal

mode1.

fewer

model is not

This property

in the uncertainty

1eve1 of the labor

the

ín the assumptions

of the l,euthold-type

shared by the Kosters-type

Eo

with the exception

Leut-holcl requires

Aside from differences

one property

i^iÍth regards

vrage-rate uncertainty,

of both models are identical

the moder fashioned

required,

wiLh both models.

effects

is the

of non-r¿rage income

suppliecl by famí1y

members.

Chapter III
assumption-set
Leuthold

provldes

an indicatic¡n

of an alternative

whi ch might be employed in an anal-ys is of. the

and Kos ters

models, i. e.

,

TABJ,E B. I

A

Approach

O}'THI' TOTAL EFFECTS

OÞ- UNCERTAINTY

Stochas t ic Variable

Family
membe r
j=1

Leuthold

SUMI.IAIìY

i=l
n(w¡

)¡s(uj )/n(u3

i=2
)

i=3

wj=E(u¡)/E(u3)

wj=E(uj)/E(u3)

a(w¡ ))E(u¡ )/u(u3)

wj=E(ui)/E(u3)

wj=E(uj)/E(u3)

i'r¡ =E (u

(1968)

wj=E(ui)lE(u:)
J

Kosrers (1966)

L

rì(\^J5

))E(u¡ )/u(u3)

i) lE ( u3 )

and

s=l

JL

E(i^rj )-I,]3+s)

wj-E(ì,t3_¡s)(

W¡

s ( u_i -u

j *" ) / n ( u3 )

E(uj-uj*")/E(u3)

E(u¡-u.j*s)/E(u3)

)i u(u3)

E(ll¡)>E(u¡)/a(u3)

wj =E( u3 ) /

r^Ìj=E(u¡

-W¡ +s=

n(u3)

and

s=-l

wj-E(l'l¡+s)(

E(

E(u¡-u3*")/E(u3)

E(uj-uj*t)/n(u3)

I,Ij )-}I¡ +s)

w¡-ii¡+s=

s(uj-uj*s)/n(ur¡

P

O

TABLE 8. 2

A

SUMMARY OF THE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY

Endogenous Variables
*
dLr

Approach

Leuthold

( i96B)

Kosrers (1966)

Exogenous

Variabies

Assumption(

d.I

4

s)

dLz

Direction
of Effect

Assumption(
I

t

2 ,

3

1,

2

-)

a

+

du¡

I

2 t

3

+

d"t

I,

¿

d"z

i

t 2 t

I
J

,4 ,5

+

rr213r415

dur

I

t 2

3 , 4 t 5

2

I

4

I,
I

2 , 3 ,4 , 5

Direclion
of EffecL

ii-

d"z

,

s)

t 2

ts
2

+

J , 4 t 5

+

2 t

, 2 ,3 t 4 , 5

TABI.E 8.3

A

S

UI'IMARY OF TIìE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY
BASED ON AN ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTION-SET

Endogenous Variables
¿

*
dLz

dLr

Approach

Leuthold

( ì968)

Kosrers (1966)

Exogenous

Variabl-es

d"I

AssumpÈíon(s)

Direction
of Effect

Assumption(s)

6

6

Direction
of Effect
0

duz

6

0

6

d.l

6

0

6

0

d"t

J t 6

, 6

+

duz

5 t 6

+

5 t 6

d"¡

5 t 6

?

5 , 6

)c

2

ts
l\
t.)

l-43

Assurnption 5:

The labor

complementary,

i.e

supplies

of farnily

members are not

TJ

dL2/dLr s
Assumption 6:

(re)

o

The EUF

exhibits

constanE risk

aversi-on to

(CRAC), i.e.,

concentration
dUyy/dY

(24)

0

dU=0

This alternative
yields

marginal

and vrr.

(i. e. , AssumpÈions 5 and 6) ,

assumptíon-set
effects

reminj-scent

A summary of Ehese narginal

of Chapters III,
effects

V, VI,

are presented

in Table B.3.ll
Footnotes

to Chapter VIII

I For a survey of the literat.ure
on the labor supply
decision of family mernbers under certainty r see Killings-

worth (1983, pp. 29-38).
2

For a survey of the literature
on the labor supply
decision of the indivídual
under certainty,
see Killingsv¡orth (1983, pp. f-28).
Ac"ording to the Killingsworth
t axonomy of farnily
labor supply models, the Leuthold (f968) approach is termed
the individual
utilit
bud et constraint
-fami1
class of
models. See Killingsworth
1983, p. 34)"
3

u

By assuming the leisure
( or labor supply)
of the
spouse constant, our model can be viewed as incomplete.
A
compleEe rnodel would require t.he joint-decerminat
ion of. t
amount of leisure consumeci by both husband and wife.
For a
more detailed analysis of this problem, see Killingsworth
( 1983, pp. 34-6) .
5Utrdur a f air bet Y=E(Y). Theref ore und er a fair bet

ul (sr ,52 ,E(Y) )=ur ( s's 2,Y).

No¡v

ul(sl ,l ,, EUt(sI,s2,Y)
')ì

as R4(sr,5r,Y)=(-uyy/uy>lo.
uUy>O and Uyy(O inplies absolute risk-aversi.on, i.e.,

Ra(s1,52,Y)>0.

/ Ac"ording to the Killings\^¡orth
taxonomy of f anily
labor supply models, the Kosters ( 1966) approach is termed

T44

the famil
utilit
bud et constraint
-fami1
nodels.
See Ki1 ingsworth
I ö
p. 30).

class of

B

Jr.r"tificaEion
for the concept of a family utility
function is offered by Becker ( 197 4).
He argues that,:
"since...
caríng does encourage (and is encouraged by) marriage, there is a justification
for the econonist's
usual
assunption that even a multi-person
household has a single
wel-1-ordered pref erence function."
(p. Sf 6)
9

Sue FooEnote 4 in this Chapcer for related comments.
lolrplicit
in this Assumption is the assertion that
dL¡ /d Y<0 for dY=0 . In particular,
from AssumpÈion 3,
4.L

and dL2 / dy<0 " Thus for dY=0, dL2/dLr=
-[ or. z/ ov] i I al, /av J (0, or dL;/ar,f<o inpties òLz/ôy<o for all
dLr / dY<0

dU=0.

rIClearly,
following:

the results in Table 8.3 depend on
sign of
Values

of i

ut,..i

I

:

vlzei
0

2

0

3

0

0

Ëhe

CHAPTER IX

THE OPTII"IAL ALLOCATION OF LABOR SUPPLY AND SAVINGS
UNDER INTEREST-RATE UNCERTAINTY*

This chapEer assesses the impacE of increasing
tainty

for a fourth

here is raised

class

of models.

The

uncer-

problem addressed

on two occasÍons by Block and Heineke (tgl

and 1975b) " As in our investigation
in the previous
into the family labor supply decisions a r-a Kosters,

chapter
the

problem considered

here also employs an expected utÍlíty

function

raÈher than two, argumen ts.

IX- I

in three,

to the problem

An Introduction
0n two occasions,

consider

Block and Heineke ( rgTz and. r97 5b)

the problem of devising

plan under uncertaÍnty

a t\.ro-.periocI consumption

ín which there are three defining

characteristics.

These are:

function

as arguments labor

contains

consumption,
variables

and second-period

are labor

of uncertaÍnty

(

i ) the expected utiliry

supply and savíngs;

is the interesÈ-raEe

itative

of a mean.-preserving

uncertai.nty

savings

first-period
(

iÍ ) the choÍce

and ( iii)

(

n-n)

sLate that

increase

on the opt,irnal 1eve1s of. labor

are ambiguous without

further:

t4s

ttre sorrrce

paid on savings.

Block and Heineke

rate

supply,

consumption;

both occasions,
effects

z

on

the qual-

in interestsupply and

res trictior-rs

on

Ehe

r46

expected utility

function.l

The purpose of t.he present
plausÍble

res trictions

( 197 2) problem,

render

on the utility

and to demonstrate

unambiguous Èhe el'fects

in interesr-rate
Mirman (t97I),

ChapEer is to propose
function
that

I'fotivated

and Hanson and Menezes ( l97B),

include

intertemporal

additivity

for

its

solution,

and the first

!he implications

of these restrictions

tainty

on the optirnal

are determined.

rn section

rn section

function

increase

arlocaÈion

function,

and second order

âfe defined.

on the B-H utility

of a "sandrno-type"

the restrÍctions

as f o11or\rs.

the res trictions

effects

and Weiss

good.

ís organized

TX-2, the B-H (1972) problem,

Levharí

of the utility

Ehe HMTC, and l-abor as an inf erior

Íncrease

by sandmo ( l96B),

Block and Heineke (1973),

(I97 4),

conditions

Ehese restrictions

of a mean-preserving

uncertainty.

This chapter

in the B-l{

are presenLed,

discussed,

and the

in interest-rate

of labor

rx-3,

uncer-

supply and savings

summary rernarks are of ferecl in section

IX_4.

rx-2

The B-H (tglz ) Problem:

Labor Supply. Savíngs
UncerEainty

and Consumption Under Interest-Rate

Consider an individual
consumption plan.
time between leisure,

who must devíse

In the firs t period,
p, and work, L.

is T = L + P where T is the total
ing L hours,

the individual

he

mus

a

two-period

t divide

his

His tlme constraint

tírne available.

For work-

is paid yI = wL where Yr is his

r47

first-period
period

income.

second períod,
sÈochastic
is E(í)

=

l.

E(Cz ) = E(y2) = n(t+i).S

on savings.2

i.g(i,e)di

density

rvhere i is the

is rhe subjecrive

of i and e represents

proba-

the "Roths-

ígl-ít z neasure " of uncertainÈy.

child-St

suppose the individual
differentiable,
arguments:

first-period

that

this

has positive

tive

second derivatives.

function

function

consumption,

i.e.,

individr-ra1,

has a continuous,

expected utility

Eion, and leisure,

first

three-times

(nUn) in three

second-period

consump-

suppose too

Iu<cr,C2rp)g(i,e)di.3
derivatives

The problem confronring

and negathe

and the problern rvhich we term the B-H (r972)

ís the choice of the leve1s of labor

savings which maximíze his EUF subject
straint

in the

Th" expected interesE-rate

where g(i,e)

function

His

Ís assum-

by the expected value of savings

i.e.,

return
J

of savings.

of consumption in the second period

ed to be financed

problen,

of corÌsumption in tl-ie first

is cl = Yt - s where S ís the lever

expected level

bility

His level

and the income cons traints

supply and

to the time con-

of periods

one and two,

i"e.,
max v(L,s,e)
L'S
The first

= [u(wL-S,(t+i)s,T-L)g(i,e)di

order conditlons

(¡'oc) ror an interior

(l)
maximum

are:

VL = wE(Ut) - E(U3) =

vs = -E(uÌ) + E((r+i)u2)
and the second order conditions

(2)

0

(3)

0

( SoC )

for

an interior

r48

nax].mum are:

Vll = *2E(U¡¡) - 2wE(U¡3)

+

E(u33) < o

(4)

E(urr) - zE((r+-i)urz) + E((l+i-)2uzù < o (s)
(vr.rvss - (vrs)2) =
>o
(6)

Vss =

lrl

Thus, if Equarions (Z) rhrough
unique combinatíorr of (l*,S*¡
IX-3

ho1d, there exists

some

which satisf ies (t).

The Effects of an Incr eas e in Interest-Rate
Uncertainty
on the 0ptimal Allocation
of Labor
Su
I and Savin s
To

termine

de

interest-rate
three

( 6)

the effects

uncertainty

on the optimal

assumpti-ons, and their

required.

These are:

Assum tion

1

d,IJ

:

of an increase

related

The EUF satisfies

2 2 32

paír,

in
(l* rs*),

implÍcati-ons,

are

Ehe HMTC, i.e.,

is2 [uzzz-uzzl Iu2 /u¡))

dS
d U=0

+

f

or LeRl

2su22 <

(7

0

.

Assurnp_tion

2

utz = u23 Assumption

:

The EUF is interremporally

0 or stated

additive;

thaE is

ciífferently:4

uI{t-1, r¿l--s) + u2((t+l)s)

tt

3

:

òL/ôCt

Labor is an inferior

(B)

good, i.e.r5

<0

(e)

Three useful lmplicati.ons

assumptions.

Lemma

Firstly,

follov¡ frorn these three
Íf Assumptions 2 and 3 ho1d, then

This is demonstratecl in the next two

VIS)0 "

l:

)

If AssumpEion 3 holds,

then E(wU1

1

lemma s.

- Ur¡) < 0.

149

Proof:

From Equation

(2)

,

ôLlôcl - -E(wuil ur¡ ) /vÃ
Since Vll < 0 [nquaÈion (4) ] ,
sign(ol,/ôct) = sign(Elwurr ur3l)
By Assumption 3, E(wU1¡ - Ut¡) < O.
Lemma 2: If AssumpEions 2 and 3 ho1d, Èhen VIS > 0"
ProoÉ: VLS = EIr^r(-Urr + (t+i)urr) + Ut¡ - (t+i)Uz¡].
Ufz = U23 = 0 [lssunption 2]. Therefore
vls = EIutE wu11ì
which is positive

by vírtue

Secondly,
borhood of L*
h>0) ).

(

Now

(11)

of Lenma I

1et L be fixed

E. D.

a

Q.E.D.

in a sma11 arbi Et:ary neigh-

i. e. , 1et ie ni where Rr={ L L*-h<L<L*+h and

Consider

the problem:

v(L,S,e)

max

(r0)

/u(wt-s, (1+i¡s, T-L)s(i,e)di

(12)

S

for LeR1.
Lemma 3:

Proof

:

Let S0 be a solut,ion
If

to this

problem.

Assumption I ho1ds, rhen VS" < 0"

Now dS0 /de - -VSe/VSS.

By Equarion (5),

VSS <

0

Thus:

sign(aso /¿e) = sign(vse)
Hanson and Menezes show

dSu

/de < 0 if

r,rhere e is the "sandmo-type"

increase

(13)
Assumption I holds
in uncertainLy,6

r/

Q.E.D

Thirdly,

let S be fixed in a sma11 arbitrary neighborhood of S* (i.e", 1et SeR2 where Rr={sl s**h<;<S*+h and
I

h>0) ).

Consider the problern
max
L

V(L,S,E)

/u{rr,-s, (t+i¡s, T-L)g(i,e)di

(ta¡

150

f or SeR2.
Lemma 4:

Proof :

Let Lo be the solution
If

For í,

ei + r(e),
(2).

tion

Assumption

of this

substitute

wi th ini tial

A
new

2

"

to this

then VLu = 0.

ho1ds,

the

stochastic

new

variable,

values of e=l and r(l)=0

sandrno-type " íncrease

varj-able

problem.

irnplies

-[¿rlae1.8

The impact of

uncertainÈy

ofei+ronthe

that

in the density

íts

Equa-

function

mean is equal to

mean-preserving

a

into

optimal

increase

1evel of labor

in the
supply

is:

dLO/de = -{E(u23(i + ¿rl¿e) - E(wu¡2(i + ð,r/du))}/vt_t

= - {e(u23(i-E(i)) - E(wur2(t-r(i))}/vrr
= {r((ur, - wur2)r) - ¡(uz¡ - wurz)E(í) }/v*
= Cov(i,

IJZS

- wUtZ)/Vr"

v¡"/V¡¡

( 15)

Since Utz = UZg = O IAssumprion Zl, Cov(i,0) =

vL" =

=

Q. E. D.

of an increase

ín the uncertaÍnty

the optimal

pair,

Theorem I:

If

increase

optfmal

/a"

o.

Lemmae 2 Ehrough 4 permi t the deEermination

type"

dLo

level

(L*, S*) .

of the effects

of the interest-rate

on

In parLicular,

AssumptÍons 1 through 3 holcl, then a "sandmoin interest
of labor

raEe uncer:tainLy

supply,

decreases the

and decreases the optimal-

leve1 of savings.9
Proof:
(3),

Take the roral

differential

and set Lhe increûìeìlts

and e equal to zero,

of all

of Equations
variables

(2) and

except L*,

Using Crarner t s Ru1e, we may wri te

dL,*lde = ivSeVrs

vL"Vss

)/ lH

I

s*,
:

(16)

t5r
and

dS*/de = {vl"VLS - vs.vll}/lrl

(li)
Now V¡¡(0, Vs5(0, and
l"lrO IEquarÍons (4), (5), and (6)].
If Assumptions 2 and 3 ho1d, Èhen VIS)O ILemrna 2). If
Assumption I ho1ds, then Vgs(0 [Lemrna 3]. Final1y, if
Assumption 2 holds, then VL"=0 [Lemma 4]. In sum, if
AssumptÍons I through 3 ho1d, Èhen dL*. / de(0 and ds*/de(0.
Q. E. D.

Íx-4

S

umma

r

Rernarks

In thr's Chapter a solution
(1972 and 1975) is offered.
savinBs¡

and consurnption,

mean-preserving

leve1s of labor

without

further

additívity

strated

are:

good.

(i)

uncertainty

of

a

on Lhe

function.

function,

and ( iii)

increase

decreases the optimal

level

The

unambiguous effects.

the HMTC, (ií)

i,Jith these restrictions,

decreases the optimal

the effecEs

on Ehe utí1ity

that a "sandrno-type"

uncertainty

supply,

supply and savings cannot be signed

posed here provide

of the utility

inf erior

moder of labor

in interes t-rate

restrictions

set of restrictions
These restrictions

rn their

B-H observe that

increase

optimal

to a problem posed by B-H

this

intertemporal
labor

as an

paper demon-

in interest-rate
of labor

supply,

and

Chapter appears in the Bulletin

of

leve1 of savings.

Footnotes
'kA vari-ant of this
Economic Research.

to Chapter IX

t52
I Btock and Heineke (t972,

p. 525; 1975b, p. 5Zg).

2Fo. sheer simplicity,
r^re have ignored orìe feature
of Ehe B-H (197 2 ) probrem. This is autonomous íncome in the
first
and second periods.
The presence or absence of Ehese
two variables does no! affect our analysis.
3Th" Lrse of expected utility
functions of this form
is not uncommon. Two recent. examples are Eaton and Rosen
( t9SO, p. 7 I I ) , and Braverman and Srig1ítz
( t982, p. 698).
4

E*u*p1es of the use of inEertemporal additivity
in
tr\¡o*period models include Sandmo ( tg0S), Mirman ( tgZt), and
Levhari and l,leiss (t974).
For revier^¡s of the literatureon
tr'Jo-períod models of consumption under uncertainty,
see
Sandmo (L974), Hey (l9Bl,
pp. I04-I2),
and Lippman and
McCal1 (1981, pp. 238-42).
5

(

re73).

this

assumpEion is used by Block and Heineke

6

Recall from Chapters IV and V that Hanson and
Menezes (1978) are notivated by a probrem posed by sandmo
( 1970)
" rn his paper, Sandmo attempLs to determine the effect of a "sandmo-Èype" increase in int,eresÈ-rate
uncertainLy (or what Sandmo terms "capital
risk")
on the opEíma1
1eve1 of s (i.e.,
derermine rhe sign (¿s0/¿e) retàred ro rhe
solution of Equation (I2) above ) . Sandmoconcludes thaL the
direction
of impact is indeÈerminaEe without further restrictions
on the utility
functÍon.
H-M (I978) j.denrify a plausible resrrÍcrion wh ich
permits the signing of ¿S07¿e.' By using whaE we term the

HMTC, and by us ing a " Sandmo íncrease

in risk" , H-l,f shov¡
that a mean-preserving increase in the uncertainty
of i
decreases the optiural level of savings.
/ In foo rno re 1B H-M (tgl g) claim their
result al.so
,
holdsfor a "Rothschild-Stiglitz
increase in risk".
E(j)

8n(ei + r) = eE(i)
-[dr/¿e].

+

r=

k implies

E(i).de

-dr

or

9Th. effect of an increase in the uncertainty
of i
o
on CI can be determined using Ehe results established in
this theorem, and the first-period
income constraint,
C1;wL-$. In parricular,
íf dL*/de(0 and dS* / de(0, rhen
dC¡ /de¡0 as w.dLx/ deìdto/¿e.

CHAPTER

THE

X

FIRM

OI,IINER=MANAGED

UNDER

OUTPUT-PRICE UNCERTAINTY*

In Lhe present
invesEigation
five

into

classes

vestigation
classes.

ChapÈer, a final

the impact. of j-ncreasing

of obj ecÈÍve functions
concerns Èhe analysis

The

contrÍbution

particular

is

o

of the last

firrn (o¡lf')

uo

a stochastic

environment.

be

seen in part

as an integration

theory

(1971),

Block and Heineke (i973),

x-t

An Introductíon

of output-price

uncertainty

classes

for which such investigatíons

considerable
p1ete.

stock

breadth,

0ne indication

f ined 1i terature

tainty

of firms

Lhe competitive
the joint

This adaptation
of

of

Sandmo

(t977).

on the economics of uncertainty,

of classes

firm,3

of the five

of the ovrner-managed

and Ishii

variety

include:

This in-

to the Problem

In the literature
the effects

of

problem addressed concerns the

of a well-defÍned

may

uncertainty

f fe red.

adaptation

theory

to our

have been investigated.

firm

firm,4
this

on the behavior

(

of this

rhe

have been conducted

Cf; ,2 the labor-managed

and monopoly.5

line

I

of

of inquiry

Despite

is far

its

frorn con-

is thaË there ls a \^rer1-de-

on the o$rner.-managed f irm ( O¡tf') under cer-

on one hand,6 and a conspicuous absence of any type
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a
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of research into

the Ol'lF under uncertainty

The purpose of the present

Èhe other.

on

chapter

is to address

thís

oversighÈ " rn particular,
its purpose is to extend the
literature
on the theory of the firm under uncertaint.y by
presenting
ty.

a rnodel of the OIfF under output-price

rn the development of the following

effects

of output-price

OMF, the as-yet

unrelated

and Heineke (1973),

simple linear

the

rn section

order conditions

problem are stated.

on the optimal

rn section

x-5,

sented.

Ëhe solution

behavior

behavior
section,

function

effects

ing íncrease

These three restrictíons

labor

in the Llncertainty

supply decísion.

and secondEo this
of ri-sk

of uncerlain-

addiEion

three restrictions

are sufficient

of the comparative-static

the

averse oMF are pre-

is shown thaL (in

those used by Bl-ock and t{eineke (tgllr
analysis

for

of the ol,fF are defined.

of Ehe risk
it

Block

problem

X-4, the effects

on the technology)

expected utility
uous results"

with

of the

rn section

the production

the comparative-static

rn this

the restriction

x-3,

Èhe

be employed.

and cost structures

rn section

preference

ty on the optimal

will

and the f irst-order

associated

of

of Sandmo (1971),

is organízed as fol1o\ds o

F is def ined,

Ol'f

analysis

on the operatíons

(t977)

productÍon

0MF are defined.
f acing

results

and Ishii

This chapter
x-2,

uncertainty

uncertain-

Eo

on the

to obtain

unambig*

are identical

to

pp. 376-79) in rheir

effect

of a mean-preserv-

of non-$/age income on the

i55

x-2

Linear

Production

consíder
ways:
firm

and Cost Structures

an owner-manager who divides

s horrrs to -leisure

and M hours to management of iris

such that s ancl M satisfy

where T represents

the total

0MF produces a single

Q, the firm

the time coiìstrainE,
tirne available.

output,

a.

employs n+1 factor

factor

inputs.

functionally

as

inpuËs:

volume of Ehe ith
tion

The production

Q=Q(

MrgI tg2,..

factor

is assumed to satisfy

Assumption 1:
(i)

The

separable
o2 Q/ô

(ii)

l-1ô

the number of hours

finear

properEies:

[i.e.,

[i.e.,

and

linear

in M Ii. e.

,

= ol.
of efficient

production,

(I)

the related

of the ith

factor

cost function

CQ)0, CQQ=0, C¡1(0,

To demonstrate

the

Ql, is:

M,pt,..,,p¡)

and the rel-ated

func-

is:

any 1eve1 of output,

the unit-price

Assumptíon l,

the

restrictions:

in (C¡,g2r...,e¡)

ò'e/aqlco1,

Under the hypothesis

where pi is

n

,

ôQ/ôM>o and ò2e/ayt2

c(Ql;

This production

function

and increasing

cost of. producing

and

,gn) where qi represents

the following

concave and increasing

)

actívÍties,

in M and (qr,q2,.".,9¡)

qi =o I

suppose this

process is summarizecl

i=1 rn.

production

ôQ/oe1)O and
(iii

for

o

s+M=T,

And suppose in producing

spent by the o\^rner-manager in managerial
other

hís tíme two

CMM=0

the duality

cost funcEion,

input "

has the fo1low:l.ng

n and

CMQ=0.

between this

consider

under

technology

the followíng

cobb-
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Douglas production

function,

n

AI

Q = l'{ + iIqí
i=1
n

where 0(ai(1
becomes Q
p. l5)
Equa t

and X
i=l
M+qI

=

shows

a

a1

. qzl-^ , or Q+=Q-M=q I
cost function

a

I

C(Q, ,P1 ,P2 )
R=

of this

Suppose o=2 , then EquaËion (Z)

=l .

thaL a technological

ion (2) has

where

(2)

R.

cost function

9z

I-a

Varian

relationship

de f

ined

( 1978,

by

of the form:

pra.p2l-^.Q*

l-t*(a/(

l(a/ (t-a))

"

t-a))-al

include

the properties

Clearly,

.

CQQ=0,

CQ)0,

Cy(0, C¡lU=0,

and

c¡rQ=0.

Ex

À-J

ected Utilit

Suppose that

MaximízatÍon
at the Èime of production,

manager does noL know ¡vith certaínty
output,

P.

undertaken

InsEead,

suppose that

the or,/ner-

the unit-price

the production

on the basis of the or.rner-manager's
of p (i.e.,

(Splf)

of
decision

sub

j ecEÍve

probabiliry

density

of g(P;wre)

where w=w(e) is a parameter whj-ch defines

"addiËive
combination

shift"
with

function

price
thesís

on the basis

in the SPDF, and e is a parameEeï which in
\^7

defines

a "multiplicative

SPDF where w(e) and e are evaluated
w( I)=0).

is

GÍven the SPDF, (i)

is E(P)=/f.g(e;w,e)dP,
of oufput-price

shlft"

initially

in the

at e=1 and

the expected value of ourputand (ii)

uncertaínty

under rhe joinr-hypo-

and ef.ficient

production,

r57

Ehe expected leve1 of profít

is:

E(r) = E(P).Q-c(Q,rt,pr,...,p¡)
In keeping with

Ehe models of the Ol'fF under certain-

ty proposed by 0lsen ( tgl Z) , Aus ter and Silver
626-29),

Martin

(1978, pp. 274-76),

63I-33) , the utility
and E(r),

i.e.,

hypothesÍs

and perry

197

6, pp.

(1980, pp.

of the o\^rner-manager is def ined over

U=U(S,E(n)).

( nUn)

(

S

Under rhe expected urility

, there exists

a funct,ion

EU( S,

fi) such rhaE

under a fair ber U(S,E(n))=u(s,n)ìEU(S,Tr)
as RA(S,y)=
\
(-Urrr, /Ufi)?0 where RA(Srr ) is the Arrow-pratE measure of
absolute
tion

risk

aversíon.

suppose thÍs

(sun) is cont.inuous,

Suppose too Ehat this
second, derivaEives

expected utility

and three-times

EUF has positive

differentiable.

fi::sË,

(i. e. , the EUF exhibits

func-

and negative
risk

aversion

or

RA(S,Y)>0.
The problem for

the orìrner-manager is the choice of

and Q which maximizes the EUF subject
technology

conditions

M'Q

The first

In partícu1ar,

/

under the EUH, the problern is:
max v(Q,M,w,e)

to S=T*M and the

Assumpt.ioir l].

Ii.e.,

I'f

= Iu (r-¡.r,p.Q-c(Q,M,.. ))g(p;w,e)dp (3)
(F0c) for an interior

order conditlons

maximum

are:
vtt=-E( us )-e ( urr. c¡1 )
vQ=E(urr.

Ir*CqJ)

The second order conditions
are:

(4)

0

(s)

0

( SOC )

tor an interior

maximum
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vÞfM=E ( ugg

Iurr

)+zE ( ugrr. cu )+E

2
" ( clr ) ]<o

(6)

vQQ=EIuîî(e-cO)2 ]<o
(v¡1"vQQ-(v¡,IQ )2 )=

(7)
(B)

ln lro

where

(e)

vnQ= E [( usrr+Ct-lUnn ) (p-CQ ) ]
In sum, if

(M*,Q*),

unique combÍnation,

^-

(4) tttrough

Equations

(B) ho1d, there exisrs
(3).

r+hich saEisfies

The Effect of Rísk Preference
Behavior of the O¡1F

¿+

on the

Op

t imal

Like Sandmo's model of the CF, the optirnal
output

of the 0l'lF may be ranked by Ehe risk

the ov¡ner-manager.
Theorem l:

In partícu1ar,

The optimal

output

Proof:

risk-neutrality,

From Equations
E( uî

)=-n(

us ) /

(

1eve1 of

preference

of

consider:

of the 0MF Ìnay be ordered

Q*"<Qot=Qo"<Qol ¡vhere the superscripEs
risk-aversÍon,

a

as

a, n, c, ancl t denote

certainty,

and risk-loving.

4) and ( 5)

c¡l=-cov( p,tJr) / [ ¡( p)-cQ ]

which implies:
E(

P

)-cQ=cM. cov( p,u T) / n(us)

(

l0)

Since E(Ug))0 and Cv(0,
sign IE(P)-CQ] = sign
Furthermore,
ir

follows
E

Equation

since dP/dx)0,
that

Cov(P,Uï)ìO

( P )--.qìo

(I2)

as

implies

and since

dU

as RA( S,ï)

jo.

R4(s,nllo

(i1)

[-Cov(e,urr)J
1Í

¿

/dx>70

as

R

A

(srr) 0,

Thus:

(r2)

r59

Q*u<Q*t = Qo"<Qot
WÍ

order.
level

th regards

Firstly,

Q.E.D.

to Theorem I , three comments are in

as ín the case of Sandmo's CF, Èhe optÍrnal

of ouEput of the 0MF under risk-neutral.Í

cert-ainty

are identical,

i"e.,

ty and under

at Q*t=Qo", E(P)-aQ=r.-aO=O

l¡here pc is the value of output-price

under certainty,

Secondly,

of the risk-averse

the optimal

under uncertainty

level

of output

is less than the optinal

of the 0MF under certainty.

(/+) , it

This result

is clear

thaE the R.H.S. of Equation

of risk

that E(Un)=-E(Ug )/Cr,

(10) may be rev/rirten

This expression

-Cov(P,Ur)/E(Ur).
bearing

of output

ís referred to (by
S Fina11y,
impact of uncertainty".

Sandmo) as the "overall
f rom Equation

level

and

as

I'ras been termed the cost

( CRB).e

The Comparatíve- Static Effects of Uncertaintv
0pcimal Behavior of the Risk-Averse OMF
To de termine
effecÈs

the comparative-static

of output-price

of rhe risk-averse
are sufficient.
Assumption

on the optimal

behavior
the

r+orld,

EUF

the o\{ner-nanager t s labor

,

<0

ð.x

7l= E
3

marginal)

three assumptions regarding

good, i-. e.
I

Assumption

F,

In a certain

2

/

01"1

uncertainty

( or

on the

These are:

is an inf erior
ð.vto

oMF

(n

(13)

)

Tire EUF exhibits

aversion (DAne) in profit,

i. e.

decreasing absolute risk
,
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òR¿(S,n)/òr <

(14)

0

AssumptÍon 4 z The EUF exhíbits
(C¿na) with

aversion

ôRa(S,n)/òS

respect

constant absolute risk

to owner-manager leisure,

(I5)

= 0.

In combination

with

used here is to parEition

Ehese assumptions,

of g(P) on an optimal

sma11 neighborhood

the indívidual

of Q*.

effecLs

in the distribution
arbitrary,

Sandmo (1971),

(a)

Q*

"

perrnits

For

in the distri-

Ís Èo det,ermine

leve1 of a in an

The merit

the use of results

Effects

shifts

of this
determined by
(t977).

and Ishíi

in the First

0ne-Dímen-

Let Q be cons t.ant in an h-neighborhood

a constant (i.e.,

R, = {al Q*-tr(Q(q*a¡
defined

of M*.

Block and Heineke (1973),

Problem:

the indivÍdual

and ruultiplicaÈive

of g(P) on an optimal

it

problern in-

of M in an arbitrary,

The second part

of additive

The Cornparative-SEaEic

sional

level

small neighborhood

approach is that

the approach

Eire conparacive-stat,ic

to two parts " The fÍrst
parC is to determine
effects of additive and multiplicative
shifts
bution

i.e.,

of

for QeRl , where

and h>0 Ì ) , one ciimension of the problem

by Equation (3) is:
maxv(Q,M,w,ê) = Ju{r-u,põ-c(8,M,... ))e(p;w,e)de (16)
M

If

Equations

tion

(4) and (6) hoId,

to Equation

( I6) , i. e. , Ehere exísts

M, Mo, which satisfies
To determine
Mo

, consÍder

t,here exists

a unique solua uniqr-re value of

(I6)"
the effect

the following

of an addftive

lenma:

shift,

dw, on

l6r
Lemma
V¡1r,

(0,

Proof

:

1

:
E

If AssumptÍons I and 2 hold, then (U5rr+CyUï')>0,
( USn*CMUnn ) >0

, and VUr(0

differentiation

Implicít

VMM.dMo+vMrdr

=

.

of the first

F0C yields:

Q

which inplies:

duo/¿rc -

-vMn/vlru

(r7)

where VMn=-E(Ugrr+CyUrrrr). Since V¡1¡4(0 [Equation (6) ],
sign IdMo/dÍ] = sign IVrun]

Since

dMO

/dn(O for n=E(n ) [AssumpEion 2] , rherefore

(USn+C¡lUrrrr)

Substitute
evaluated initially

= E(Ugrr+C¡1Uîï)>0,

( P+w)

for P in Èhe F0C (where w is

at w=0). Inplicit

differenEiatÍon

yields:
clMo

r¿here

/d r^r

= -v¡1"/

v¡1¡1

V¡4¡¿=-Q. E(USn*C¡1 . Unn

).

By Assumption 2,

E(USr*CMUrcn)>0, and therefore

V¡1,o(0.

To determine Lhe effect

Q.E.D.

of a multiplicative

shift
(or a " sandmo-type" increase) in the uncerEainty of p on
consider the

f

M0,

ollowing t\co lemmas. These t\"/o lemmas are

fashioned after Block and Heineke (L973, pp. 378-Bl ) .
Lemma 2: If Assumptions 1 through 4 ho1d, then
Ò

[ Ugrr+CMUrun

Proof

:

]/Otr<0.

Taking the derivalive

of R6(Srn) with respecr

to

S

yields:

dRa(s,r)/ds = ÒRA(s,n)/on.òrlôs
Since Òn/ôS=Ax/OM.òM/flS=Cy(0, and if
hold , Equat ion ( lB ) becomes

:

-t-

(tB)

aRa(s,r)/Òs

Assunptions

3 and

4

162

dR¡(s,r)/¿s = CM(ôRe(s,n)/a,r))o
By Young's Theorem, Equation
ô

[usr /unJ/ox

-

-CM"ô

(

19) becones

(19)
:

[-urn /ur)/on(o

*ô t ( Ugrr+CMUnn ) / u nl /On<O

* [Ur.

ô(U

Sî+CMUrrn ) /Ax-Urrr, ( Ugrr+CMUnn ) ) /u2n<o

*ô ( USî+cMUnrc ) /

ax(-( -urn / U ì(

Ugrr+cMurr.,,)

*ô(USî+cMUrrrr)/Ax(-Ra(S,n)(USî+cMUnrc)

(Zo)

Sinc" ne( S,n ))0 and (Ug.,r+CyUrrrr))0 [Lemma 1], rheref ore rhe
R"H.S. of Equation ( 20) is negarive. This ímplies:
(USr*CyUnn

a

Lemma

3:

Proof:

)/an<O

Q.E.D.

If Assumptions 1 through 4 hold, then Vlte)0.
SubsciLute eP{-w(e) for p in EquaËion (4) (where

and r¿(e) are evaluaEed in.itially

dw/de=-E(P)).
V

Implicit

uud M- [

E

( US¡ ( P+d

at e=l and

differenriarion
w

/ d e)

q)

w(

l¡=g and where

yietds:

+e ( Urrr, ( p+d w/ d e ) Cua ) ] d e

=

vMMdn-[ E(usÍ ( p-E( p) )õ)+E(uî7r( p-E( p) ) cr,rQ) ] de

=

VMMdM-a

=

VMMdM-Q

tE( ( USr*Urr' CM)p )-E

(

US

n*U nnc¡1)E(

p

)

lde

. Cov(P,USrc*CMUrrn)de * Q

(2f

A rearrangement of terns yields:
dMO/ae = Q-.cov(p,ugrrrcþ1uxx)/v""
=

*VMe

e

)

(22)

/v vyt

Thus:
s

Since

drr

ign

( d l'{0

/d

e

/Ap>0 and

) = sign

( vue ) =sicn (

dIUSn*CMUrcn

)/dr/o

-cov ( p, usr*cM u nn) )

ILemrna

2], rheref ore

( 23 )
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Cov(P,USrr+CMUî'

(b)

The Comparative-S tatic

Dimensional
of

)<0 ancl Vu.)0.

M*

.

Problem:

Q.E.D

Effects

Ín Ehe Second 0ne-

LeE M be cons tant

For I'l cons tant

i. e.

(

,

for

lte

in an h-neighborhood

n2 where

Rz=iú1".-rr<n<n*+tr and h>oÌ ), one dimension of the problem
defined

(3) ís:

by Equation
maxV(

rf Equations

Q,ü,!r, e ) = / uCt-ä, pQ-c( Q,ü, . . . ) )e( p; w, e )dp (24)

5) and (7) hold, there exis ts a unlque solution to Equation (z+¡, i.e., there exists a unique value of
Q, Qo, whÍch sacj-sfies (24).
(

To deEermine the effect of an addi Eive shift,
a

0

consider

Lemma 4:

If

Proof :

the following
Assumption

Substitute

evaluated

p*rv

initially

aÈ

3

dw,

on

lemma:

holds,

for

P

w=0 ) .

Ehen Vqra)0.

in the second F0C (where w is
Impl i c Í t

d

Í f f e ren t i a t i on

yields:
dQo

/¿, = _!Qr/vQQ

Since VQQ(0 [ nquarion (7 )]
s

ign IdQo / ¿to] =

s

,

ísn

IVQw ]

If Assr.rmption 3 hoJ_ds, Sandmo (I97t,
¿Qo /ciw)o . Ì o

pp. 6g-g) shows thar
Q. E. D,

To deEermine the effect of a multiplícat_íve shift
( or a "sandmo-type" increase ) in Èhe uncertainty of p on
consider
Lemma

Proof

:

5

the following
If

1emma.

then Vqe(0.

Assumptíon 3 holds,

Substitute

Q0 ,

eP+w(e) for

p

in the second FOC (where

e

L64

and w(e) are evaluat ed íni r ial1y
Implicit

dif f erentiation

dQo/¿. =

at e=1 and w( i

) =0

)

.

yields:
(2s

-VQu/VQQ

)

Since Vqq(0 [Equation (7) ] ,
signldQo/ael

=

sign¡VqeJ

If Assumption 3 holds, Ishii
dQo
(c

(1977, p. 796) shor¿s Ehat

/de(0.

)

Q.E.D

Cornparative-Static

The

Model:

To determine

additive
"

(26)

shifr,

Sandno-type"

optimal-pair

Effects

in Ehe Two-Dinensional

the comparative

effects

and (ii ) a mulrÍplicarive
increase)

which solves Equation

(or

shift

in Èhe uncertainty

(i)

of:

an
a

of P, on the

(3) one final

result fs

required.
Lemma

Proof
dM*'

If Assumptions 1 and

6

Inp 1i c i

:

2

hold,

vuQfo.

t di f f e r e nt l at i o n of the first

F0C ytelds

/dQ*=-vuQ/vlr¡r. since vy¡1(O IEquarion 6],
sign Id¡,t*/aq*¡ = sign IVr,lQ]

Now, if

Assumption I ho1ds, Ehen

odr*/dQ*l f .
.=[dì,r*/d.rc*l
r=E(n)
r=E(r)
n;n(tt)

dM*/oa.l_.

dr* /dQ*=E( p)-CQ)0 under n=E(n ) or under

since

RA( S,

r¡))0

<O IAssunprion 3J,
ITheorem 1] , and since dM*/dn |
n=E(¡)
dt{.* /dQ*<0.
The comparative-statlc
vior

of the risk

effects

on

Q.E.D.

Lhe opt,iraal beha-

averse 0MF are det.ermined in the following

t\do Ëheorems:
Theorem 2:

If

Assumptions I through 4 hold,

then an addi-
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tive

shift

in the distribution

1evel of oufput

and

of P increases

the optimal

decreases the opÈima1 level

of owner-

managerrs effort.
Proof:

SubstiÈute

aEed initially

at w=0)

t,hese revised
ables except

for P in both

P*w
"

F0Cs

where v¡ Ís evalu-

Take the ímp1 i ci t derivaEive

Equations.

Set the increments

Q, and w equal to zero.

I'l ,

(

of all

The us

of
vari-

e of Cramer

?

s

Rule yíe1ds:
lvQ-ü vnQ-vr'r''

dy*/dw

VQQ

iZ lu

I

and:
IvMw' v¡1q-vqw.

dQ*'/dtv

If rhe

f or an interior

s0cs

vMM t U n
I

I

maximum ho1d, then V¡,1t(0,

ft >0. If Assumptíons 1 and 2 hold, rhen Vur(0

VQQ(0, and

InI

ILemma l].

If

Assumption 3 ho1ds, then Vqra)0 [Leurma 41"

Tf Assumptions I and 2 ho1d, rhen VlrQÍO ILemma 6J. In sum,
if AssumpEions I through 4 ho1d, Ehen dl4*/dw(0 and dQ*/dw)0.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3:

If

type"

íncrease

level

of output

Assumptions t through 4 hold,
in the uncertainty
and

increases

then a "sandmo-

of P decreases the optimal

the optimal

1eve1 of o\rner-

manager's ef f ort.
Pr<¡of :

Substitute

w(e) are evaluated
implicj.E

derivative

íncrements
zero "

of all

eP+w(e) for P in both FOCs (where e and
initially

at e=I and w( l)=0).

of these revised
variables

Equations.

/

de =

Set the

except M, Q, and e equal to

The use of Cramer's Rule yields;
dt4*

Take the

[VQu" Vr,rQ-vMe.VQQtU

I

H
I
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and:

dQ*/¿" = [Vue.VuQ-VQ".vMMtt
lul
If
l

n

the S0Cs f or interior
I

tO.

maximum hold,

then VlttU(0, UQQ(0,

If Assumprions L Ehrough 4 hotd, rhen Vue)0

[Lemma

31,

If Assumption 3 ho1ds, rhen Vqs(0 [Lemma 5]. If
Assumptions I and 2 hold, then VUQÍO ILemura 6]. In sum, if
Assumptions I through 4 hold, rhen dM*/de)0 and dQ*/de(0.
Q.E.D.

x-6

Summary Remarks

This chapter
put-price

present,ed a model of the olfF under out-

uncertainty.

integrated

nature

The approach employed here is of

in that

model the resul-ts

thÍs

(1973),
linear

and Ishii
produclion

Èion x-3,

in determining

(t977)

$/ere used.

the

0l'{F

X-4, the effects

ied.

and ( ií)
put-príce,
effort,

shift

function.

preference
and the

If

ho1d, Ít

in the distribution

a "sandmo-type"

on

CRB

the restric-.

\,ras shown Ehat:

of ourput-prfce,

decrease in the uncertainty

decreases as the optirnal
and increased

of risk

In Sect ion X-5, three res tríc-

on the EUF and on technology

(t- ) an additive

maximum v¡ere

of the 0MF \¡/ere defined,

r,Jas iclentif

rn sec-

and the f irst

for an interior

Èions were placed on Èhe utility
tÍons

$rere def ined.

the rnodel of the 0l'fF \¡¡as presented,

the optíma1 behavior
for

In Sect,ion X-2, simple

and cost struct,ures

In Section

of

of Sandmo ( l9 7 I ) , Block and Heineke

and second order conditions
defined.

the propert,ies

an

the optimal

of out-

1eve1 of owner-manager

leve1 of output

"
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Footnotes

to Chapter

X

,i-An earlier

draft of this ChapEer was presented as a
paper Ín the I{orkshop on Human Resources, Universi ty of
AlberEa.
I wish to thank the Workshop parÈicipants,
especial1y Peter Coyte, Robin Lindsey, and Shmuel Sharir, for
useful comments.
I A"ide

from the effects of output-price
uncertaÍnty,
the effects of other sources of uncertainly
have been investigaEed.
For example, the impacts of ínput-price
uncertainty have been explored by Blair ( I 97 4), and the impacts of
production uncertaÍnty
have been explored by Rothschild and
pope and Kramer
(tgZt),
StígLirz
RarÈi and Ullah (tgl0),
(1979), and Hiebert (l9Bt).
2Sandmo (Lg7I, p. 65).
This terminology has not
been adhered to consístently.
Hey ( tgA t a) refers to
Sandmo r s CF as che "profit-maximizing"
firm, and Hawawini
( 1984) refers
to the CF as Ehe "oerner-managed" firm.
Hawawini f s terminology is inconsistent
v¡ith a \^7e11-def ined
literature
on a class of models under cerEainty I see for
exanple olsen ( 1973), Ng (I97 4) , Aus rer and silver (Ig7 6) ,
l.lartin (1978, pp. 274-6), and Perry (I980, pp. 631-33)1.
For examples of research into the properties
of the cF under
output-price
uncertainty,
see Sandmo (197I), Sakai (t975,
(tSll¡ , Hey ( l9BIa) , Hawawini
1977 a, I977b, and 1981 ) , Ishii

(tse+¡.

S." Muzondo (Ig7 9 and 1980), Conre ( 1980) , Bonin
(l9Bo), Hey and Suckling (1980), HorowiEz (1982), Kahana
and
3

Paroush ( 1984), and Hawawini ( 1984).
4S"" Hey (l98la).

5S"" Leland (1g72) and Ishii

(Ig7g).

6Su" Olsen (t973), Ng (ttt+¡, Auster and Silver
( 197 6 , pp. 626-29), Martin ( 1978, pp. 274-76), and Perry
( 1980, pp" 631-33) "
/ In

the case of output-price
uncertaintyr
the literature adopts an alternative
approach"
In particular,
in
their models of the 0MF under certainry,
01sen (I973),
Auster and Silver (197 6) , and Martin (L978 ) aefíne the problem for the or,/rrer-manager as the choice of the orrrl-rer-manager's labor supply, âûd the volume of n other factor inputs
which maximízes the utility
function subj ect to a time
constraint
and a profit
constraint,
i. e. ,
maxU(Srn)
Mr9l.r...rqn

subjecL to:

S=T-M

l6B

and:
n

IE

P. Q(t't,Q¡,..

" rgr,)-X pigi
i=l

rqhere T represents the total tirne available,
P represents
output-price,
pi represents the uniL-cost of the ith
factor input, and Q represents the 1eve1 of output caused by
combinations of M, e1 r. . . , Qn.
ssandrno (t97t,
p. 67).
o

bee Plee ter and Horowi tz ( 197 4) , and Sakai
for exarnples of the use of Ehe CRB.

I o Sandmo's cost

one def íned in Section
a s s ume CQQ=O .

( t 9 7B )

function is more general than the
II.
Sandrno assumes Cqq)_0 while we

,

CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION

This dissertaÈion
Ínto

the irnpact of increasing

classes
that

has presented an inves tigation

of models.

all

classes

These classes

contain

t.hree arguments,

uncertainty

for

five

related

of moclels are rerated

an obj ect.ive f unctÍon

and the decision-maker

in

in tr,ro or

has available

Ëo him

or her tvTo choice variables.
The meËhodology of this
this

dissertå.tion.

Eive-static
classes

our investigation

effects

of increasing

of models

obj ective

function

investigaEion

classes

is unique to

employs Ëhe compara-

uncertainty

for

sirnpler

of models whích conËain an

in one or t\{o variables,

and one or

Ewo

choice variables"
This methodology,
contributions

to the literature.

The first

of problems posed in the literature

solution
unsolved.
following
(198I)

or approach, enabled lv¡o types of

rn this

category,

four entries:
"riskless

dealt

with

tions

to the sandmo (r969)

presented
robustness

in chapter

in chapters

rrr,

, and lef t

the auEhor would include

( i)

acrivity,

type rn'as the

our extension

risky

activity"

to cov¡e11's
problem which

(ii ) our two alternative
portfolio

rv and v, (iii

of the comparative-static

r69

problem which
) our evaluation
result

the

reported

vras

solu\,.rere

of the
by

rt0
Block and Heineke (I975a)
crirninal

behavior

solution

to a portfolio

(lgl2

presented

choice-.theoretic

in Chapter VI, and

tation

lv¡

our

problem posed by Block and Heineke

type of contribution

was the adaptation

defined

as yet in teras

a stochastic

of models

the

f

made in this
(

In this

disser-

which have only been

of a non-stochas tic

environment.

woul-d Ínclude

envi ronment ) to

category,

o11or¿ing three entries:

Ehe author
(

i)

the adapta-

of the rsachsen and strom ( 1980) model of tax evasion

and labor

supply to the case of imperfect

the parameEers of the tax systern, (j.i)
Leuthold
family

(

model of

and I975b) which was presenred Ín Chaprer IX.
The other

tion

in their

(tg0a)
labor

and Kosrers

supply decision

wage income uncertainty,

the adaptation

of the

(1966 and 1969) models of rhe
to the cases of \,/age and non-

and (iii

model of the o\^rner-managed firm
uncertainty.

knowledge about

) the adaptatíon

of the

to the case of output-price
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